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A B S T R A C T

This research investigates streetspace allocation metrics for all

streets in London providing quantitative evidence about a key

parameter of street design citywide. A new methodology to

quantify streetspace allocation is introduced using a geocom-

putational approach that allows both the processing of high-

resolution topographic data over a large geographic extent and

enables replicability for other cities. The correlation between

streetspace allocation metrics and street network centrality at

distinct scales is investigated across different geographic ar-

eas. These variables are then examined using cluster analysis

to identify a typology of streets based on streetspace allocation

and centrality. The results provide the framework for a design

scenario study of inner London applying shortest-path analysis

under an active travel prioritisation perspective.

Streetspace statistics for London confirm the predominance

of space allocated for vehicular transport over pedestrian uses.

Most streets display standard "residential" street metrics, coin-

ciding with traditional street classification schemes. Also, this

serves to demonstrate quantitatively the spatially efficient or-

ganisation of the London street system with few wider distrib-

utors and many narrower local streets. In addition, through

the combined examination of the streets’ allocation and con-

figurational metrics it is possible to identify a new sub-type of

local streets. The spatial arrangement of the streets segments

types follows a centre-periphery pattern: wider and higher cen-

trality streets are clustered at the city centre and show rela-

tive larger streetspace designated to pedestrians, correspond-

ing with higher levels of estimated activity. On a prescriptive

streetspace model of Inner London the streetspace allocation of

critical pathways is modified to illustrate how strategic scale
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street properties affect and are affected by design scale street

parameters.

The fine-grain physical metrics analysed here, not only can

be useful to tackle a wide range of contemporary street related

questions from urban environmental quality to the adoption of

new technologies but also offer alternative analytical methods

for street research, planning and design.
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I M PA C T S TAT E M E N T

The shape of city streets, built in a different age, fit poorly

with the social and economic challenges of today. However, city

streets are fundamental constituents of urban structure, urban

transport and urban life which affords them influential transfor-

mative power. In this context, this dissertation introduces street-

space allocation as a variable in the analysis of urban form and

public space. Built on computational, quantitative, visual and

design methods, it describes and explores possible streetspace

adaptations to new mobility technologies and behaviours for

practical applications to the strategic planning of cities.

The descriptive models of streetspace allocation are code-

based using free open-source tools. While the study is focused

on London, it was also used to conduct a pilot study in Santi-

ago de Chile, demonstrating that the methods are transferable

to other contexts that share similar problems. In essence, the

method of streetspace analysis amplifies the physical examina-

tion of streets in two directions that combined together are a

powerful technique to address complex problems of cities re-

lated to health, economy and society. First, by extracting infor-

mation about the internal organisation of streets related to form

and function which is necessary to scrutinise street design. Sec-

ond, by extending the analysis to all the streets in the system

allowing to assess the relation between part and whole. This op-

eration offers insightful applications into theory and practice.

In the theoretical realm, it can allow comparative analysis of

streetspace allocation which up to now has not been done ex-

tensively. This approach can contribute no only to the recogni-

tion of patterns across places as a primary form of knowledge

in urban morphology but also to the identification of mecha-
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nisms of formation and evolution that are fundamental to the

understanding of urban processes.

Extended knowledge on the form of cities can be considered

beneficial not only for designing and delivering better fitted

public policies but also for balancing their long-term effects.

This is particularly relevant for planning the growth of cities

and building new infrastructure, as these often leave behind a

structural legacy that is very costly to transform when incom-

patible with changing urban activities.

However, cities should not be simply viewed from the top-

down. At the centre of the conceptualisation of cities as com-

plex systems is the fact that interaction at small scales can give

rise to global behaviours that are difficult to predict. The 2020

Covid-19 global pandemic demonstrated the effects that a small

scale requirement of social distancing can have on large trans-

portation systems and infrastructure. It also highlighted that

there is much streetspace assigned to the less spatially- and

environmentally-efficient mode of transport, the car. An exam-

ple of the impacts of this research on this respect, is the data

support provided to Transport for London and several Local

Authorities for the application in a number of areas related

to streetspace reallocation strategies and the identification of

strategic movement corridors to enable safe, healthy and viable

alternatives to public transport and car travel. Furthermore, the

method of data generation and analysis was also valued by Bris-

tol Council, despite not being part of the case studies of this

research. To date practitioners and researchers from different

institutions have requested access to the streetspace allocation

data set for London, including Sustrans and the Active Travel

Academy.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

This first chapter presents the general context and motivation

for this research. Then, it includes a discussion of the research

questions and a summary of the following chapters that com-

prise this thesis.

1.1 statement of the problem

Streets and by extension the street network is the fundamental

structuring framework for the built form of the city (Marshall,

2005; Martin and March, 1972; Southworth, 1997). An important

part of the explosive growth of cities and the formation of exist-

ing city streets followed Modernist functionalist principles after

motor vehicles were fully developed and adopted (Batty, 2018).

These emphasised speed, movement and efficiency, and the sep-

aration of functions that extended travel distance supported by

the automobile. As a result, automobile-dependency is encoded

in the spatial and morphological structure of many cities that

exhibit low densities and coarse-grained homogeneous land-

use organised hierarchically (Alexander, 1965). Given the impli-

cations for sustainability this type of urban growth and trans-

port technology is now considered incompatible with princi-

ples of sustainable urbanism (Gössling, 2020; Hall, 1994; Ken-

worthy and Laube, 1996). A problem to address this situation

from the urban planning perspective is not only the endurance

of the underlying street pattern but also the low rate of change

of land-use and urban density patterns that resist the rapid

adaptation to the newly desired urban forms (Batty, 2018). Fur-

thermore, as the application of the automobile-led planning

principles proved, the long-term effects that fast-evolving trans-
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2 introduction

portation and communication technologies can have on both

urban form and human behaviour are difficult to predict.

Nevertheless, the topological quality of streetspace will likely

remain unchanged, and so will its role as the connective tissue

through which land parcels are physically linked to every other

land parcel (Marshall, 2005). This connective condition implies

operating as the spatial container for urban movement, there-

fore city streets are the fundamental part of the urban trans-

portation system. However, despite movement being the pri-

mary function of streets, streetspace at the same time operates

as the physical setting for social, economic and cultural activ-

ities (Carmona et al., 2018). Streets have also been defined as

the basic units of public life (Tonkiss, 2005). This leads to a se-

ries of demands for streetspace from varied, often conflicting,

activities. Streetspace allocation is often prioritised to meet the

needs of the automobile, which is both the most spatially inten-

sive transport mode and conflicts with the public role of streets

(Creutzig et al., 2020; Gössling, 2020). Apart from this, evidence

shows that reversing automobile dominance would bring ben-

efits from the social, health, environmental and economic per-

spectives (Arup, 2016; Gössling, 2020; Greater London Author-

ity, 2018; Sadik-Khan and Solomonow, 2016), which raises cru-

cial questions about how streetspace is allocated to the different

street uses.

Modal split change towards active travel and public transport

is central to transport strategies with a sustainable approach.

For instance, London aspires to have 80% of trips on foot, cy-

cle or public transport by 2041, reducing private transport from

37% to 20% (Transport for London, 2019b). However, this ambi-

tious target faces both complex morphological and behavioural

challenges. As discussed above, at the macro scale automobile-

dependency is not only embedded in the street pattern which

is the least likely to change but also in density and land-use pat-

terns. At the micro scale of the street the automobile dominance

is manifested in the allocation of space. A particularly complex
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issue arises from dealing with the multi-scalar nature of this

situation simultaneously which involves aspects of travel dis-

tance, speed and street capacity. So far, however, there has been

little research about streetspace allocation of whole street sys-

tems that look at this inter-dependency. This is equally relevant

for the behavioural dimension, given that transport choices are

constrained by physical factors and to a significant degree also

based on habit (Gössling, 2020; Tonkiss, 2014). In London, for

example, a third of the daily car trips are below 2 km (Greater

London Authority, 2015), and evidence suggest that most car

trips are less than 5 km and could be walked or cycled (Trans-

port for London, 2017). New mobility technologies have the

transformative potential to enable rethinking the streetspace-

street system relationship, while at the same time risk adding

extra pressure to the already congested street environment.

This dissertation focuses on quantifying streetspace alloca-

tion citywide to understand possible ways of adaptation of the

street system for sustainable mobility, new mobility technolo-

gies and non-mobility uses. The analysis is centred in London

as a complex historical case of urban growth and form, of appli-

cation of progressive transport policies, and of the deployment

of new transport technologies. The main purpose of the study is

to develop a descriptive model of streetspace allocation across

the whole urban area that allows a systematic analysis of the

street system. This combined examination of micro-scale street

geometrical characteristics with the macro-scale spatial analy-

sis of the whole street system has limited existing research to

date. Therefore it makes an important contribution on theories

of cities as complex systems that focus on how local process

generate global patterns. This approach, I show, is necessary to

deal with such a complex phenomenon and at the same time

fundamental component to understanding cities as streets.
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1.2 research questions

The main aim of this research is to investigate streetspace allo-

cation citywide to gain an understanding of the spatial and

morphological implications it has for street adaptations and

city structure. The analytical body of the dissertation is organ-

ised around 4 research questions which are discussed below. As

discussed in the statement of the problem, a simple but key re-

search gap in the study of streets is how streetspace is allocated

across cities. The dominance of automobile-oriented planning

of recent decades suggest that more space is allocated for the

movement of vehicles. However, footway and carriageway re-

lations have not been quantified comprehensively. Progress in

the description of the allocation of streetspace should have the-

oretical and practical implications. Theoretical in advancing the

understanding of urban form through a detailed and geograph-

ically extensive description of the geometry of streets, and prac-

tical in providing insights for the adaptation of streets to cur-

rent and future use. The answer to this fundamental research

gap provides the basis for further exploration of streetspace al-

location in relation to street use, type and design developed in

the chapters after chapter 3. It is clear that to date, too much em-

phasis has been given to study streets as networks which intrin-

sically reinforces the operation and conceptualisation of streets

as links represented as linear elements, however, this approach

disregards the geometry that is encoded in the internal organ-

isation of streetspace allocation. Therefore, it is expected that

a rigorous and detailed description of footways and carriage-

ways widths can not only offer analytical capacity to advance

street network studies but also contribute to a better structural

understanding of the geometry of the street environment.
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i. What are the footway and carriageway widths (streetspace allocation

metrics) for all the streets in London?

This introductory question provides the theoretical foundation

of the thesis based on empirical observation. How streetspace

is distributed between footways and carriageways in all streets

in a networked system? The relevance of this question relies

on the data being absent which have prevented in-depth anal-

ysis of the geometry of the street environment and its implica-

tion in establishing a classification of street patterns based on

the measurement of form. From a practical perspective, a pre-

cise description of streetspace is useful to assess the necessary

adaptations of streets built in a different age. Therefore, the de-

tailed description of streetspace is the first step to develop new

questions, empirical testing and theories that can contribute to

explain the street form and function relationships.

Developing an answer to this question provides the data that

forms the basis for the rest of the research questions. Addi-

tionally, it offers a synoptic picture of streetspace allocation of

the whole London area that provides a guide to further explo-

ration of this metric in relation to urban form and structure. The

importance of investigating these metrics citywide is based on

two key assumptions: (1) that footway and carriageway widths

are crucial street design parameters affecting the street environ-

ment and how it functions at the micro and macro scales in a

reciprocal way; (2) the necessary adaptations to new street uses

are most likely to happen by reallocating streetspace because

both total street width is typically fixed and street layouts tend

to remain unchanged due to the endurance of land ownership

structures.

The examination of this question develops as a new method-

ology for citywide streetspace allocation analysis that can be

applied to the study of any city. Therefore, it addressees funda-

mental questions that are relevant in the field of urban science

in general as well as applications in urban design. While the
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research on streets to date has tended to focus on describing a

hierarchy of streets based on their relations, the availability of

the width of footways, carriageways and streets open up alter-

native directions to examining street hierarchy. The next ques-

tion introduces a theoretical analysis to test out the association

between the importance of streets inferred from streetspace al-

location and street centrality.

ii. What are the relationships between streetspace allocation metrics

and network centrality?

Street congestion and ongoing variations of street-level trans-

port patterns, coupled with the prospects of new mobility tech-

nologies, raise questions on how well-distributed streetspace

is. In this context, this question seeks to test the association

between the existing distribution of streetspace and models

of vehicular and pedestrian movement (centrality metrics) for

distinct geographic areas. Questions have been raised about

the characterisation of urban structure and the importance of

streets applying network models to identify central streets. These

suggest that well used urban space is influenced by its config-

urational relations to the larger system. However, the absence

of street width data has prevented the examination of the im-

pact of this parameter in the relative importance of streets. With

the results from the previous question, issues about the impor-

tance of streets in relation to footway, carriageway and total

width can be addressed. For example, are footways wider in

central streets than in peripheral streets? It is well known that

the results of correlation analysis do not prove a causal link be-

tween the variables. However, testing the association between

the streetspace allocation parameters and betweenness central-

ity at different scales can not only provide valuable descriptions

of how streetspace is distributed citywide but also offer an al-

ternative approach to examining the importance of streets and

its relation to urban structure.
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Overall, the purpose of this question is to measure the asso-

ciation between streetspace provision and demand variables to

identify patterns that provide insights for understanding street-

space form-function relationships that lead to the discovery of

street types and their potential adaptations. This way research

assumptions (1) and (2) can begin to be addressed. In particular,

with regards to streetspace variables being crucial design pa-

rameters affecting the patterns of street use. Being streetspace

and street network centrality variables that impact the relative

importance of streets from a spatio-morphological viewpoint,

the next question explores the categorisation of streets based

on these parameters to facilitate their consideration in planning

and design practice.

iii. What classes of streets can be identified from the analysis of their

streetspace allocation and centrality metrics?

The identification of types is useful to gain understanding about

the components of a system and how they are structured and

interrelated. In urban design, typology-driven approaches are

recognised as being relevant to achieving responsive urban en-

vironments. The aim of this question is to produce quantita-

tively derived classifications of streets from streetspace alloca-

tion and centrality metrics to support the identification of street

types that do not fall into standard classifications and suggest

alternative applications for street planning and design. Up to

now, conventional street types are largely derived from traffic-

first considerations that are mostly based on the relation be-

tween streets. The new data on streetspace allocation can allow

the development of new ways to classify streets that can be use-

ful for the management and design of the street network in line

with recent and prospective changes in urban transport and

city life. The next question seeks to analyse a concrete applica-

tion of streetspace allocation analysis to explore new street re-
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allocation possibilities for achieving sustainable transport plan-

ning goals.

iv. Where should streetspace be reallocated to create a street-level net-

work for sustainable mobility?

This question is more speculative in nature with the aim to

test the application of streetspace allocation analysis for urban

design. To address this question I created a street-level sustain-

able mobility network based on shortest path analysis to iden-

tify critical streetspace re-allocations, and then quantified the

effects of two possible alternatives. In other words, based on

the newly available streetspace allocation data a new prioritisa-

tion of street users hierarchy is explored by manipulating street-

space allocation to show where improvements are feasible to

contribute to achieving modal shift towards sustainable trans-

port. The speculative models presented using a different kind

of street type and new visual representations of pathways may

be used to envision possible street improvements for the city

of the future.Hence, this question brings together findings on

streetspace allocation analysis, its correlates with urban move-

ment and the identification of street types for street planning

and design.

1.3 scope of the study

This study is situated at the intersection of urban design, street

network analysis and urban form. It combines a mix of descrip-

tive, analytical and exploratory research techniques within an

urban analytics approach which involves the examination of

the ‘spatial and morphological structure’ of cities using ‘quanti-

tative, computational, design and visual methods’ (Batty, 2019b).

As a core introductory step of the research, from urban de-

sign it takes the street cross-section as an analytical tool to
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convey in unambiguous terms, geometric essential information

about the organisation of streetspace (Lewis, Tsutumaki, and

Lewis, 2016). The idea of capturing information of space as it

is experienced is drawn from my previous involvement devel-

oping a country-wide web-platform that is based on collecting

the viewpoints and ordinary knowledge of people on foot to

monitor every single resource invested in public works (OECD,

2016).

The synoptic potential of the cross-section technique is ex-

panded programmatically to two hundred thousand streets, cov-

ering the whole population of streets with public access within

the M25 orbital motorway in London using geocomputational

methods (Longley, 1998), and developing new computational

scripts which enables replicating the method to other case stud-

ies (Palominos and Ballal, 2018). This essentially implies a jump

from the micro to the macro scale that poses challenges for the

discovery of meaningful patterns in the data. To address these

challenges, I applied visual and statistical analysis to aid inter-

pretation and unveil the latent relationships between the geom-

etry of the streetspace and the structure of the street system.

This type of exploration of urban form using abstract and

mathematical methods, started with the study the geographic

structure of small historic towns at the level of plots and streets

by Conzen in the 1950s (D’Acci, 2019), which is considered one

of the founding schools of the interdisciplinary field of urban

morphology (Moudon, 1997). This dissertation takes references

from that body of work, including the theoretical definition

of urban form as three fundamental physical elements: build-

ings, plots and streets (Moudon, 1997), and then expanded to

built form, land and boundary matrix (Scheer, 2016). Another

reference for approaching the research problem of this thesis

comes from the work published in ’Urban Space and Structures’

by the Centre of Land Use and Built Form Studies at Cam-

bridge University. This work uses design methods and math-

ematical formulation to examine density, built form and the ’ef-
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ficiency’ of distinct layouts of buildings, neighbourhoods and

cities (Martin and March, 1972). Both the urban morphology

and urban space and structures approaches developed influen-

tial concepts for understanding the structure of cities and have

provided evidence to inform urban design and planning prac-

tice starting from a very small spatial scale. However, and in

spite of the analytical opportunities granted by both the data

and computational revolutions, no further spatial subdivision

below the level of the street has been explored systematically.

This study seeks to generate data which will help to address

these research gaps by quantitatively examining footway and

carriageway widths relationships citywide.

Network science approaches are typically used to examine

the structure of complex systems and how the components of

the system relate to each other (Newman, 2010). For cities this

approach is mostly used for the analysis of street networks.

Street network analysis is a set of methods and techniques

that serve a plurality of disciplines and purposes (Marshall et

al., 2018). Here, it is used specifically in two ways: to develop

a model of streetspace demand grounded on theories about

the correlates between spatial configuration and urban move-

ment of vehicles and pedestrians, capturing centrality measures

(Hillier and Iida, 2005; Kropf, 2009), and to create a model of

critical travel routes controlled by origins and destinations us-

ing shortest path analysis (using the Dijkstra (1959) algorithm).

Even though spatial configuration analysis delivers information

about two kinds of movements that can be associated with a

specific part of the street, it is not possible to deduce the shape

and size of such parts. Instead, both centrality and streetspace

allocation metrics are recorded in the road centre line repre-

sentations used for the street network analysis to conduct the

subsequent stages of the research.

Although urban transportation is central to frame the research

problem, the analysis presented in this dissertation does not fo-

cus on understanding patterns of movement neither analyses
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human activity data. Typically such data lack the spatial gran-

ularity or the geographic coverage that this research entails, or

are often less accessible. As an alternative, all data is generated

from urban geometry and structure. This approach has benefits

and drawbacks: it provides the conditions for exploratory anal-

ysis to reveal fundamental characteristics and augment descrip-

tion in ways that express aspects of function, but on the other

hand, it limits the explanatory potential for the construction

of new theories. Nevertheless, for the time being, the trade-off

seems necessary to begin to answer key questions around the

reconfiguration of streets and street systems that previous stud-

ies have not addressed, mainly because of an opposite strategy

that favours abstraction over detail (e.g.: the representation of

streets as lines). While network analysis can reveal the structure

of linear representations of street layouts, cross-section analysis

allows to describe the internal organisation of the space of the

street. Both represent two spatial scales that are interrelated and

reciprocally affect the functioning of the street system. The com-

bination of both methods is a proposition to address the prob-

lem of complexity posed by the design and planning of streets,

provided that city regeneration and new transport modes will

bring additional complexity. This approach should be useful to

analyse and plan for the adaptation of streets taking into con-

sideration local and strategic scales and addressing the need to

maintain the functional complexity of cities.

The development of methods presented here that join both

methodological strategies provide ample subject matter for a

dissertation even though the focus is on two main variables:

pavement and carriageway width. However, the key issue is

their high degree of interconnectedness, which with subtle po-

tential changes not only might result in local knock-on impacts

but also have effects on the larger system. Granted that streets

are the fundamental unit of urban structure it seems necessary

the measurement of its main components with both due preci-

sion and range.
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1.4 summary of chapters

The next chapter, 2. Review and Synthesis of Literature focuses

on a theoretical discussion of streets as the subject matter con-

sidering both a physical and a social viewpoint, and it also in-

cludes methods of research applied to study streets and rel-

evant findings. It considers topics on theories of urban form,

planning, history, policy and research methods to extract rele-

vant explanatory concepts and empirical approaches used through-

out the thesis. The next 4 chapters form the analytical body of

the thesis which are summarised as follows:

Chapter Research Questions Objectives

3. Defining, quanti-
fying and mapping
streetspace

What are the foot-
way and carriageway
widths (streetspace al-
location metrics) for
all the streets in Lon-
don?

To generate a set of descrip-
tive metrics and visualisa-
tions that represent footaway,
carriageway and total street
width (descriptive model of
streetspace provision).

4. The relationship be-
tween streetspace met-
rics and street net-
work centrality

What are the relation-
ships between street-
space allocation met-
rics and street central-
ity?

To examine the relationship
between a model of street-
space provision and a model
of streetspace demand.

5. Street types What classes of streets
can be identified from
the analysis of their
streetspace and cen-
trality metrics?

To identify existing types
of streets according to their
streetspace designation met-
rics and street centrality at
distinct scales.

6. A new street
network for Inner
London: Applications
in urban design and
planning policy

Where should street-
space be re-allocated
to create a street-level
network for sustain-
able mobility?

To investigate the potential
streetspace re-allocations
needed to create a micro-
mobility network in inner
London which prioritises
space for active travel and
public transport.

Table 1.1: Summary of analytical chapters

Chapter 7 concludes and discusses some directions for future

research.
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R E V I E W A N D S Y N T H E S I S O F L I T E R AT U R E

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Streets and the shape of cities

2.2.1 The evolution of streets

2.2.1.1 First streets

2.2.1.2 The formative influence of move-

ment technologies

2.2.1.3 Modernist streets

2.2.1.4 Rethinking streets

2.2.2 Streets as places

2.2.2.1 The social use of streets

2.2.2.2 Link and place

2.2.2.3 Street use and transport general

trends in London

2.2.3 Urban form and street design

2.3 Street studies

2.3.1 Streetspace analysis

2.3.1.1 Street cross-section

2.3.1.2 Street widths and walking

2.3.1.3 Streetspace data and geocompu-

tation

2.3.2 Street network analysis

2.4 Summary

2.1 introduction

The main focus of the following review is on understanding

streets; a multifaceted subject of study that reflects the complex-

ities of cities. Streets support a wide range of urban processes

from city formation to city dynamics, making it necessary to

13
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consider streets from multiple fields of study. From different

perspectives, streets are considered fundamental components

of urban form, urban transport and urban life. As is typically

the case of complex systems like cities, these urban factors

are varying simultaneously and interconnected as a function-

ing city system. The understanding of each of these factors in

isolation would only provide a partial picture of the workings

of the street system, so the challenge is in reviewing how they

are combined together. A fourth factor of relevance to under-

standing streets and streetspace, which keeps this relationship

evolving, is the development of new technologies that often in-

fluence urban transportation first but can have lasting effects

on the other factors (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: The multifaceted nature of Streets as the fundamental
component of main urban factors: constantly adapting to
technological transformations developed to solve social
problems

In this context, there is a challenge and opportunity to re-

examine the space of the street as a key aspect to understand-

ing the complexities of cities. This chapter discusses the phys-

ical and social dimensions of streets and how computational

and quantitative methods can yield new insights into under-

standing streets and the way they operate. In particular, it dis-

cusses the possibilities of street design examination using cross-

sections and network analysis for streetspace adaptations.
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The first section of this chapter Street and the shape of cities,

includes a brief review of the evolution of streets with an em-

phasis on modern streets. Then, it reviews current street chal-

lenges, the role of streets as places and the relations between

urban form and street design. Altogether, this review is use-

ful as a general introduction to the topic with the purpose of

keeping a broad viewpoint, considered necessary to avoid over-

simplifications that would reduce the complexity of the subject

and hamper the discovery of new findings.

The second section Street studies, comprises a review of street

related studies and methods. The first part examines the find-

ings of streetspace analysis, although these are somewhat lim-

ited due to typically considering small geographic areas only.

Meanwhile, the second part reviews the potentials of larger ex-

tent street network analysis which in recent years have been

traditionally applied for the quantitative analysis of street sys-

tems.

2.2 streets and the shape of cities

This introductory section provides an overview of the thesis

problem on quantifying streetspace and understanding possi-

ble ways of adaptations to current mobility challenges. Refer-

ence is given to the origin and adaptation of streets throughout

the history of cities, the role of streets as social places and the

relationships between street design and urban form.

2.2.1 The evolution of streets

2.2.1.1 First streets

Either because the street grid evolved from bottom-up processes

in primitive villages or originated from top-down urban plan-

ning, the layout of streets sets out the rules that provide a funda-
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mental spatial structure of urban form and its evolution (Han-

son, 1989; Marshall, 2005; Martin, 2000; Southworth, 1997).

From a historical perspective, the first planned street pattern

was the chess-board grid. As early as 2,500 BC, the grid lay-

out originated as a solution to easily, quickly and efficiently

establish a workers’ village in the Nile valley (Morris, 1967a).

It was further developed by the "father of town planning" –the

Greek architect Hippodamus– as a tool to plan the reconstruc-

tion of an entire cities (Morris, 1967a, p.843). Later, it was sys-

tematised by the Romans as two main cross streets –Cardus

and Decumanus– which constituted the basis for laying out le-

gionary camps and the planned provincial cities of the empire.

Despite its simplicity, after two thousand years, today this form

can still be recognised in the core of many European cities of

Roman origin (Morris, 1967b; Southworth, 1997).

It is interesting to note that the design of streets established

by the Romans occasionally also included the regulation of the

width —fixed at a minimum of 15 feet for side roads and be-

tween 20 and 40 feet for main roads (4.5, 6 and 12 m approx.

respectively). Perhaps as a measure to tackle traffic congestion,

in Augustian Rome —15 BC– street design incorporated raised

pavements (sidewalks) on both sides and occupied as much as

half of the total street width. According to Southworth (1997),

these regulations were to prevent dark and narrow passages,

so the buildings height was also limited. This is a remarkable

early demonstration in the history of cities, of the relevance of

street design as a key element for the shaping of cities.

2.2.1.2 The formative influence of movement technologies

Throughout the history of cities, transport technologies have

been particularly influential to the form and growth of cities at

multiple scales (Batty, 2018; Hall, 1994; Mumford, 1996). The

most significant modern example is city growth by geographic

expansion that was triggered by the development of the rail-

way first and later followed by the automobile technologies and
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infrastructures, enabling the "disconnect between location and

transportation" and blurring the physical boundaries of cities as

greater commuting distances were and continue to be induced

(Batty, 2018, p.85). Of course, the effects on transport patterns

have been of different nature not only affecting the economy

and the environment but also in conjunction with the revolu-

tion in information technologies, create a paradox for contem-

porary metropolitan cities; the increasing value of face-to-face

contact as the cost of communicating across long distances de-

creases (Glaeser, 2011). This in turn results in intensified pat-

terns of congestion in central business districts. The City of

London is a contemporary illustrative example concentrating

near 500k people employed in a relatively small area of a one

square mile medieval grid, who mostly commute from across

Greater London and the London region using public transport

(City of London, 2018).

The impacts of technological processes on the evolution of

the street as both a basic unit of urban transport and urban

form, raise important questions on the ability of contemporary

streets to assimilate new social, economic and spatial realities

as societies and cities grow in size and complexity. Thus, to

better understand the process of street adaptation it is useful

to look at the forces that acted upon streets. In brief, the ac-

celerated evolution of urban transportation technologies at the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries unfolded across a

series of street level mobility solutions that had varying adop-

tion periods and successes, and catered for both collective and

individual mobility; horse-drawn vehicles, the low-wheeled bi-

cycle, the electric tram and the automobile. All of these even-

tually at some point shared the same streetspace until the au-

tomobile begun to be massively produced and adopted as the

dominant mode of the street environment. This period has also

said to be a transition from a pre-public-transport city, to a auto-

oriented city originating car dependent cities with a set of con-

tradictions (Hall, 1994). As a matter of fact, the dominating de-
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sign parameter for street improvements and planning of new

streets turned to be the efficient flow of motorised traffic. The

idea of designing cities around the automobile was central to

the Modernistic model of cities as machines (Corbusier, 1947).

Throughout the last century such emphasis on traffic contin-

ued to be reinforced by transportation modelling and scientific

methods alike (Batty, 2001). It followed that the often applied

overly-reductionist solution of adding more lanes to alleviate

traffic congestion faced both the problem of attracting more

traffic (Glaeser, 2011; Mumford, 1996), and the constraints of

the limited availability of streetspace, clearly highlighting the

inefficiencies of the automobile-centric planning of streets. Fur-

thermore, today, by the adoption of information technology in

the daily routines of everyday life, it is not only new patterns

of travel affecting urban form and space but also new patterns

of consumption (Kitchin and Dodge, 2011). For instance, an es-

timated 16% of total road activity is now attributable to parcel

deliveries within UK urban settlements (Allen et al., 2017) and

this will likely increase if current work from home trends con-

tinue.

As technological breakthroughs develop exponentially it be-

comes ever more necessary to understand not only the forces

that had acted and are acting upon urban form but also the re-

sulting form in detail. The problems and challenges for street

planning and design are many. As previously stated, the automobile-

driven approach established both physical and spatial rules

that continue to be in operation at the local and global scales

of the city: low-density dispersal of home and jobs; and with

some cities such as London retaining strong high density cen-

tral business districts (Hall, 1994; Martin and March, 1972). The

inherited spatial and morphological conditions are illustrative

of the long-term problems generated by former technological

solutions that become obsolete over time. Yet the problems of

street motorised-dominance not only manifest as a spatial and

morphological legacy but today are also associated with many
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social, economic and environmental impacts, including: health

impacts (e.g. obesity, physical inactivity, crash injuries, respira-

tory disease and community severance) (Douglas et al., 2011),

climate change impacts (Kenworthy, 2006; Kenworthy and Laube,

1996), and loss of urban public life and city character (Apple-

yard, Gerson, and Lintell, 1981; Gehl, 2011; Jacobs, 1961). In re-

sponse, design approaches of different nature and scale have

emerged, for example in the UK context. Firstly, alternative

place-based street design frameworks have been proposed (Jones,

Marshall, and Boujenko, 2008). Secondly, the focus of urban

transport policies is on promoting active travel in transport

strategies at a metropolitan scale (Transport for London, 2019b).

And thirdly, the identification of urban planning and design as

a key sector for future mobility challenges in the context of the

UK industrial strategy (UCL, 2019).

As the street is the fundamental unit of urban transportation

it comes to be the operating ground for the adaptations to the

emerging realities triggered by both transport technological ad-

vancement and obsolescence.

2.2.1.3 Modernist streets

From the transport perspective, the dichotomy between mod-

ernist and traditional patterns of urban structure is framed by

Marshall (2005) as a revolution and counter-revolution. Mar-

shall (2005) contextualises the origin of the revolution with the

UK Buchanan Report on “Traffic in Towns” published in 1963.

This report established a motorised-oriented planning that had

a major influence on the regulation of urban design, and changed

the fundamental relationship between roads and buildings. This

had a transformative impact beyond just the introduction of

new types of road infrastructure. The variety of activities that

through history took place on the main street –from meeting

to trading– were in many cities replaced by the preference to

fast motor vehicles, breaking the "natural relationship between
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the busiest, most vital streets and the most significant urban

places" (p.3).

The modernist revolution also resonated in the way streets

were designed. From the perspective of the design professions

involved, this meant a separation described as the schism of mod-

ernism (Marshall, 2005, p.7). Guided by the transport engineer,

specialized in the sciences of traffic flow, the street was under-

stood as a route –a movement channel– and as such the main

design parameter was the traffic flow rate. The scope of the ar-

chitect became limited to the spatial design of buildings, and

the landscape architect looked at the remaining open space

(Marshall, 2005). The disconnection between street and build-

ing impacted on the meaning of the street as a public space

and therefore in its vitality and liveliness. Overall, street design

seemed focused solely on the efficient movement of motorised

vehicles rather than on facilitating the interaction between peo-

ple.

Hence, it does not come as a surprise that the "roads-and-

traffic-driven approach proved disastrous" and provoked a dis-

urban legacy (Marshall, 2005, p.8). This refers to the dull or dys-

functional layouts that lack identity, vitality or urbanity (Hillier,

1996; Marshall, 2005), which characterises most of the 20th cen-

tury, automobile-oriented, suburban developments. However

the street uniformity and monotony that characterises much

20th century residential development, can also be found in the

UK in late 19th century development, built before the estab-

lishment of the automobile. At that time, uniformity came as a

response to the ills of the industrial city, resulting in the Pub-

lic Health Act of 1875 that established the bye-law Street Or-

dinance. With the purpose of seeking light, air, cleanliness and

relief from street congestion, the street layout was characterised

by wide, straight, long streets arranged within a grid of paral-

lel streets. The ordinance determined a right-of-way of 40 to

50 feet (12 to 15 m) for residential streets width, layout that is

still in use today (Southworth, 1997), despite the technological
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developments and radical lifestyles transformations of recent

years that in many cases are contrary to car prioritisation.

The counter-revolution described by Marshall (2005), proposes

to bring back the urban to the disurban principles and car-oriented

urban solutions. Transport planning is shifting its focus to the

circulation of people rather than of cars, with interventions to

promote cycling and walking as complementary to public trans-

port (Gössling, 2020). Counter-revolutionary movements such as

the New Urbanism brought back ideas of compact, dense and

mix-use neighbourhoods (CNU, 1998; Tiesdell, 2002). Now, traf-

fic engineers’ designs consider slowing down traffic and widen-

ing pavements to calm down traffic (Global Designing Cities

Initiative, 2016). Still, Modernist principles of automobile-priority

continue to influence the design of streets in towns and cities,

and it will take decades to address the negative impacts that

the disurban legacy provoked in the physical and social fabric of

cities.

Working in a similar context, the Danish architect Jan Gehl

proposes a radical yet simple approach to bring public life back

to the city and its streets (Gehl and Svarre, 2013). Gehl and

Svarre (2013) claim that the starting point is to gain a basic

understanding of public life. The systematised observation of

the relation between public life and public space can provide

insightful information to improve urban spaces in a range of

ways and scales; from strategic planning to designing specific

projects of streets (Gehl and Svarre, 2013). Based on a large

body of observational research that begun in Copenhagen but

has expanded worldwide, Gehl provides evidence on how the

quality of urban design affects the urban experience and how

intensively public space is used (Carmona and Tiesdell, 2007;

Gehl, 2011).

The study of the street environment and public life became

intensified as a reaction to the negative consequences of car-

oriented planning that was dominant around the 1960s, par-

ticularly in the United States. Urban planning was dictated by
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ideas of separation of uses and suburban growth which relied

excessively on the massive traffic of cars for the functioning of

the city. On these matters, it was Jane Jacobs who initiated the

strong views and urban planning criticism that still deeply in-

fluence urban design up to the present today (Carmona and

Tiesdell, 2007; Jacobs, 1961). Opposing Le Corbusier – the most

dominant figure of modernist architecture who declared the

death of the street– (Corbusier, 1947), Jacobs claims that the street

is the most vital organ of the city–

Streets in cities serve many purposes besides car-

rying vehicles, and city sidewalks—the pedestrian

parts of the streets—serve many purposes besides

carrying pedestrians. These uses are bound up with

circulation but are not identical with it and in their

own right they are at least as basic as circulation to

the proper workings of cities.

A city sidewalk by itself is nothing. It is an ab-

straction. It means something only in conjunction

with the buildings and other uses that border it, or

border other sidewalks very near it. The same might

be said of streets, in the sense that they serve other

purposes besides carrying wheeled traffic in their

middles. Streets and their sidewalks, the main pub-

lic places of a city, are its most vital organs. Think of

a city and what comes to mind? Its streets. If a city’s

streets look interesting, the city looks interesting; if

they look dull, the city looks dull (Jacobs, 1961, p.29)

—In Part I "The Peculiar Nature of Cities"

Jacobs (1961) further develops her views on streets as key for

the functioning of cities introducing three intertwined uses of the

sidewalk: safety, contact and assimilating children. These uses of

streets, bound up with circulation, propose a much richer and

multifaceted description of streets than the functionalist notion

of the street as a traffic machine (Corbusier, 1947; Southworth,
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1997). The mechanistic approach to designing the Modern city

alongside the idea of killing the street introduced by Le Corbus-

ier originated as a remedy to the "corridor-street between its two

pavements, stifled between tall houses . . . "(1947 [1925]). The

design solution to traffic congestion and poor housing was a

new type of street. In fact, as mentioned earlier, modernists

envisioned the separation of the building and the street along-

side the separation of the pedestrian and the car (Alexander,

1965; Monteys and Fuertes, 2016). So, not only these ideas sug-

gest a radical transformation in the way traditional streets op-

erated, but also a break of the essential relationship between

the most elementary components of urban form and space. No-

tably, material evidence of the failure of this vision of segregat-

ing cars and pedestrians, that was turned into planning and

built form, is visible at the very heart of London, the City of

London (Hebbert, 1993), resulting in redundant, disconnected

and underutilised public spaces (Trangos et al., 2014). Accord-

ing to Southworth (1997), modernists ignored that streets are so-

cial spaces basic to the "proper workings of cities" (Jacobs, 1961,

p.29), and furthermore ignored that streets are "the fundamen-

tal spatial structure for the built form of the city" (Southworth,

1997, p.80).

2.2.1.4 Rethinking streets

Certainly, as Kostof (1991) argues urban form emerges from

processes and procedures that involve different sorts of peo-

ple. Urban process, Kostof proposes, can be described in two

senses: physical change through time and the inter-relation be-

tween people, forces and institutions that shape the city. The

previous section presented how Modernism influenced urban

design practices, and how in particular influenced the form and

design of streets which responded to the demands of vehicle

circulation. This section discusses the contemporary transfor-

mations and processes that city streets have initiated.
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Cities today are experiencing important transformations trig-

gered by new mobility behaviours. Sheller and Urry (2006) con-

ceptualise this transformation as a mobility turn, which devel-

oped from people’s increased capacity to be "individually mo-

bile through space" by the inhabitation and internalisation of

new mobility systems and mobility machines. "Such machines

are miniaturised, privatised, digitised and mobilised; they in-

clude walkmans, I-pods, mobile phones, the individual tele-

vision, the networked computer/Internet, the individualised

smart car/bike, virtual reality ‘travel’, tele-immersion sites, lap-

tops, personal organisers, wireless connections, helicopters, smart

small aircraft, and many others yet to emerge" (p.221).

Similarly, the report by LSE Cities “Towards New Urban Mobil-

ity”(Rode et al., 2015), an urban transport case study of London

and Berlin – points out that new trends in urban mobility "no

longer follow traditional patterns of motorisation" (p.2). The

study shows how urban change, new alternatives to the auto-

mobile and digital technologies and transport innovations are

generating changes in travel behaviour and mobility attitudes,

which relates to new urban transport opportunities.

In the same vein, Kurgan (2013) in her book “Close up at

a distance: Mapping, technology, and politics” notes that new

technologies of locations have radically changed the way we

navigate, inhabit and define the spatial realm. Correspondingly,

commenting on urban mobility Tonkiss (Tonkiss, 2014, p.131)

argues that “transport choices are constrained by physical and

economic factors, but also shaped by urban cultures”. A broader

perspective has been proposed by Kitchin and Dodge (2011)

whom argue that the adoption of software in its various forms,

structures the "spatialities of everyday life" in urban practices

such as travel, home and consumption (p.21). In essence, these

discussions reflect ". . . the very strong impact of technology on

streets use"(Anderson, 1978, p.15).

Taken together, these studies support the notion that "the de-

sign of cities emerges from the complex interaction of socio-
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economic with spatio-technical processes and practices" (Tonkiss,

2014, p.2). In fact, Rode et. al suggest that the new urban mobil-

ity is not only framed by more diverse and denser urban pat-

terns but also paired with a growing interest in city living, and

by the improvement of transport infrastructure; pedestrian, cy-

cling and transit systems and the availability of shared schemes

for public transportation (2015). This reflects the mix of social

and spatial aspects influencing the use of streets.

Different documents produced by public institutions reflect the

relevance of managing the new urban mobility and redefining

the role of streets. Originating in the United States, the “Global

Street Design Guide” (Global Designing Cities Initiative, 2016)

presents methods and strategies for improving urban quality

of life worldwide. Notably –also in the United States–, a tech-

nology report to the president (President’s Council of Advisors

on Science and Technology, 2016) highlights the possibility that

connected autonomous vehicles might yield a more efficient

use of road space thus raises the need to conceive ways of repur-

posing the freed-up space. In London, the strategic transport

strategy has recently been re-framed to take a “Healthy Streets

for London” approach, that points out health benefits to support

the idea of prioritising public transport, walking and cycling

over car use (Transport for London, 2017). Likewise, in a recent

report study on the future of streets (Centre for London, 2017),

a panel of experts in transport and the built environment, con-

vened by Centre for London, concludes that as the city contin-

ues growing there needs to be a new way to think how streets

operate; not only as traffic channels but also as public spaces. It

also refers to the urban mobility trends triggered by technology

advancements pointing out that mobility as a service is a main

development impacting streets. The report concludes enunciat-

ing a set of policy packages, among which two of them explic-

itly mention the reconfiguration of the space of the street: man-

aging competing demands for road space (p.38) and managing
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kerb space (p.56). All in all, there is evidence demonstrating

that existing streets are in the spotlight to incorporate adapta-

tions to new urban functions.

Whichever the planning paradigm in place, the great extent to

which transport infrastructure in general, and streets in particu-

lar shape the built environment is not in dispute. Tonkiss (2014)

argues that such impact on urban form comprises a range of

urban scales from street design to the city’s spatial footprint.

There is a close relation between the street grid, land use, urban

density, city size and the prevalent technology of movement

(Batty, 2018). In the context of sustainable city development,

that aims to reduce automobile dependence, the characteristics

are: compact, mixed-use urban form and efficient use of land,

where transit, walking and cycling infrastructure is prioritised

over roads (Kenworthy, 2006).

The impacts of transport in urban space are also existent at

very small spatial scales associated with walking and human

interactions. A very recent example from 2020 is the disrup-

tive social-distancing introduced to control the Covid-19 pan-

demic. These have dramatically reduced public transport ser-

vices and added more pressure to the already congested street

environment, highlighting the streetspace distribution problem

between different movement systems, and resulting in interven-

tions that had reshaped, at least temporarily, the commonly car-

oriented layout of streets (NACTO, 2020).

This section has presented the idea that streets are fundamental

in determining a city’s spatial structure. Certainly, street design

in the last century responded to the adoption of major techno-

logical transformations such as the car, which deeply shaped

cities and the way people move across them. Equally, with the

adoption and implementation of new digital technologies, new

trends in travel behaviour are emerging and with them new

practices of street use. By becoming a new focus of attention
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for urban designers and policy makers it is clear that predic-

tions regarding the death of streets were premature, and on the

contrary streets are very much alive and evolving. It is now

necessary to discuss research into the varied uses of streets.

2.2.2 Streets as places

2.2.2.1 The social use of streets

So far, this review has focused on physical definition of streets.

The following section will discuss the street as spatial prac-

tice. By drawing on the concept of spatial practices, De Certeau

(1984) has revealed that walking in the city is an everyday prac-

tice of space. He claims that walking is "an elementary form of"

the ordinary "experience of the city"; "these practices of space"

differ from the "geographical" and refer to "another spatiality";

an anthropological, poetic and mythic experience of space (p.93).

He contends this view by drawing on the metaphor of "looking

down like a god" as the typical viewpoint of planners, which de-

spite making "the complexity of the city readable" distances the

"space planner urbanist" from the "murky intertwining daily

behaviours and make himself alien to them" (p. 92, 93). De

Certeau concludes with a metaphor proposing that "walking

is to the city what the speech act is to language". Influenced by

these ideas, O’Rourke cites de Certeau to propose the distinc-

tion between space and place; geometrical and anthropologi-

cal space respectively. For de Certeau, space is "...a practiced

place. Thus, the street geometrically defined by urban planners

is transformed into a space by walkers" (O’Rourke, 2013, p.143).

Similarly, in her analysis of de Certau’s “Walking in the city”,

Tonkiss (2005) proposes that the "act of walking in the city" is

central to the understanding of the "subject in space" (p.127). As

such, the urban environment is conceived as a site of practice

rather than a physical structure or spatial container. She stresses

that while walking in the city —the chance of encounters– es-
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capes official attempts to impose order; "There are no one-way

streets when you are on foot" (Tonkiss, 2005, p.127). Overall,

these ideas of walking and the everyday spatial urban experi-

ence add up with those previously enunciated by Jacobs (1961)

on the street serving fundamental purposes for the functioning

of the city beyond solely circulation.

As it was mentioned in the previous sections, the study of

streets traverses various and diverse fields and disciplines. As

Anderson (1978, p.1) observes: "the rich texture of activities and

significances associated with streets reinforces the difficulty but

also the potential of a sociophysical examination of them". He

highlights the shortage of means to pursue the examination

of such a complex phenomenon. In his introduction to “On

Streets”, Anderson claims that special attention should be given

to people, the physical environment and their relations due

to the "intermediate position of streets in the environment", at

the intersection of "public and private, individual and society,

movement and place, built and unbuilt, planning and architec-

ture" (p.1). Overall, his book gathers essays that propose and

understanding for the expansive idea of the urban ecology of

streets.

Emphasising the in-between locus of the street, Mehta (2013)

argues that streets have multiple images and meanings which

are not given but are produced through design, planning and

management. Furthermore, he stresses the social aspect of use

and appropriation of the street. He briefly discusses a variety

of street identities which nevertheless are subject of transfor-

mation through use. By way of illustration, he refers among

others to the medieval, promenading, efficient, oriental, com-

munal, main and consumption street. In summary, for Mehta,

"the street is the most heterogeneous of all space types in the

city" (p.73). In general, therefore, it seems that there is not a

unique way of defining streets but rather the contrary, streets

are ambiguous entities which are defined not just through their
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physical characteristics but most importantly through their us-

age.

In this section, it has been explained that streets are to cities

more than their elemental spatial structure; they are the means

through which the urban is experienced. As such, the street has

a fundamental role in allowing "people make room for them-

selves in the city" (Tonkiss, 2005, p.127). The next section re-

views a street planning and design framework that expands

the approach to classifying streets beyond the typically utilised

traffic function.

2.2.2.2 Link and place

The shift of focus from designing streets for car users to consid-

ering the needs of all street users has brought about place-based

strategies implemented by cities around the world, reflecting

the street’s role in shaping the public life of a city beyond pure

movement efficiency (Carmona et al., 2018). What follows is an

account of a framework to classify streets based on two dimen-

sions and how it can affect street design and planning solutions.

Jones, Boujenko, and Marshall (2007) introduce the concept of

‘Link and Place’; which accounts for a more comprehensive ap-

proach to urban streets including a the wide range of urban

street activities. The study provides important insights into de-

termining the appropriate balance for allocating streetspace.

From an historical perspective, drawing on the UK case, a

study by Jones, Marshall, and Boujenko (2008) identifies the

application of the 1963’s Buchanan-Report principles as a re-

inforcement of traffic oriented street design and planning. The

study points out that busier streets were redesigned as high traf-

fic capacity routes that discouraged pedestrian use in several

ways (narrow footways, railings, underpasses and overbridges

for pedestrian crossings, etc.). Also, the adoption of such prin-

ciples in new housing areas made the use of active and public

transport modes less accessible, thus promoting car use. Equa-

lly, the introduction of ‘environmental areas’, separated and
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protected from high traffic roads, were often envisioned as res-

idential single use areas, which as a result required longer dis-

tance travel. Notably, Buchanan’s street classification follows

the often prevalent traffic-first approach designating Primary,

District and Local distributors and Access roads, thus the con-

sideration of streets as spaces other than for movement pur-

poses is explicitly absent.

Despite being circulation-oriented, the kind of road classifi-

cation such as the one proposed by Buchanan, have a key prop-

erty of structure which is ultimately determined by the insti-

tutional hierarchies of classification schemes prevalent around

the world. This property is based on the relation between roads,

and is referred to as arteriality, in which "one level connect at

least with roads of the same level or the level above" forming

a complete contiguous network at any scale (Marshall, 2005,

p.61). Then it is often the case that official street designations

correspond with the network function of streets which occasion-

ally might also relate to their use (activity on a street) and form

(physical characteristics). These designations are abstractly ap-

plied providing managerial flexibility in relation to an intended

purpose but do not necessarily reflect the physical characteris-

tics and activity on a street. This means that physically distinc-

tive street segments may be classified with the same category

and conversely similar streets may have different designations.

Overall, the different possible types of street classification by

form, use or relation are typically applied independently by des-

ignation with an emphasis on movement-related or network

function and geographical scale of significance (see Appendix

3 in Marshall (2005) for a catalogue of street classification sys-

tems).

The ‘Link and Place’ framework propose to expand tradi-

tional approaches to street classification by incorporating the

place function of streets, allowing a two-dimensional street clas-

sification. This means that from a street user group perspective,

a street as a link "provides the conduit for through movement".
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Independent of their travel mode, the aim for the link user is to

"minimise travel time" with "minimum disruption and a seam-

less connection" from start to end. While the street for a place

user is a "location where activities occur on or adjacent to the

street". These activities would mostly attract people on foot,

therefore place users would be classified as pedestrians, how-

ever they may not be circulating but "carrying out a wide vari-

ety of activities (e.g. shopping, talking, waiting, resting, work-

ing)" (Jones, Marshall, and Boujenko, 2008, p.16). Like Jacobs

(1961) argued, the authors propose that a street as a place serve

many purposes associated with circulation which often include

the interaction of people on the pedestrian part of the street.

In practice, the Link and Place concept adds a new dimension

to the conventionally used urban street network classification.

The Link and Place classification approach proposed consists of

determining the Link and Place function of a street segment in-

dependently, and then assigning it a cell of a street classification

square matrix structured in Link and Place levels (Jones, 2016a).

A number of benefits are identified from this approach. First,

link and place status are given equal consideration by being

measured with the same units of professional judgement and

independently. Second, link and place functions are indepen-

dent of each other, hence certain streets may have both signif-

icant functions combined. Third, link and place functions are

judged by corresponding professional disciplines. Besides, the

studies introduce the schematic concept of the link/place trade-

off triangle to illustrate the challenge of accommodating the

link and place space demands within the limits of the often

fixed street width. The triangle is based on a scatter plot chart

representing the relationship between the link and place dimen-

sions for each street, being the trade-off the choice of one di-

mension over the other one as these are inversely related, given

that the spatial envelope containing both dimensions is typi-

cally fixed. Thus, giving priority to either of the dimensions
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(link or place) would have a knock on impact on the other (see

Figure 3.13 after Jones (2016a)). While the main focus of the

’Link and Place’ framework is on the use of streets, the trade-

off triangle conceptualisation emphasises the physical charac-

teristics of streets. Link and place are utilised as both to refer

to the status of a street as well as its spatial capacity, being

the total street width the ’envelope of options’ for streetspace

allocation. Even though, making a direct connection between

link and carriageway space, and place and footway space might

seem too simplistic, it is clear that from the design perspective

greater spatial capacity assigned to carriageways would aim to

address link or movement requirements (the vehicular system),

whereas on the contrary greater space allocated to footways

would address place-related requirements (the pedestrian sys-

tem - see Alexander (1965) for a discussion on the necessary

overlap of these systems). Importantly, the trade-off triangle al-

lows to illustrate the inverse relationship between the link and

place spacial capacity when reallocating streetspace.

Additionally, the authors provide recommendations to city

authorities who prepare Street Plans. These refer to specifying

intended functions for streets as opposed to surveying the pre-

sent situation, taking in consideration the whole urban context.

Also, the need to account for the strategic street functions de-

termined by land use patterns, transport mode priorities and

status variations according to temporal variations (time of day,

day of week or season). Notably, the studies utilise street cross-

sections to examine the street space requirements and functions.

Since the introduction of the link and place concept, it has been

applied in the studies for redesigning of streets in Walsall (En-

glish West Midlands) and Birmingham, and also to classifying

street networks of the whole urban areas of Birmingham and

London. In the case of London, the framework was applied

by the Roads Task Force to generate a method for classifying

roads through a bi-dimensional street types matrix accounting

for movement and place functions from local to strategic sig-
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nificance. Street types classifications derive from evidence and

professional judgement reviewed at the borough level and co-

ordinated by Transport for London with the intention to guide

the management and planning of streets (Transport for London,

2015, 2019a).

2.2.2.3 Street use and transport general trends in London

This section includes a review of key indicators related to the

street ecosystem and general transport indicators for London.

Commonly these indicators are presented in reports prepared

by the metropolitan transport authority Transport for London

(TfL) and other think tanks specialised in urban issues. The in-

dicators cover a wide range of domains from the built environ-

ment to air pollution and are presented without any particular

organisation as most of them relate to two or more domains

(transport, health, economy, etc.).

The streets of London carry the majority of the daily trips

which are mainly done by active and sustainable modes (walk-

ing, cycling and public transport). In 2018 this accounted for

63% of trips. This modal share would require a 0.7 annual pro-

portional increase against automobile trips to reach the Mayor’s

80% target by 2041. In more detail, the period between 2000 and

2018 shows a decline of private motorised transport from 48%

to 37%, a small increase of 1% in walking starting at 24% and

a bigger increase of 9% in public transport starting at 27%. The

36% of public transport share is composed by 22% and 14% of

the trips done by rail/underground and bus respectively (Trans-

port for London, 2018). This is relevant from a street environ-

ment perspective as all public transport trips typically include

a short walk at the beginning or end of trips. As an illustration,

for the calculation of the Public Transport Access Level (PTAL)

a value of 12 minutes walk is used by TfL. However, the streets

of London are not only crucial for transport purposes but also

have an important role as the main public space of the city oc-
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cupying an estimated 80% of the total surface of public space

(Transport for London, 2017).

From the economic perspective, a number of reports for Lon-

don suggest greater value of pedestrian-oriented streets. For ex-

ample, it has been demonstrated that people travelling on foot

spend 65% more than drivers on average per month. Moreover,

improvements on the street environment, including pavement

widening, add significant value to private property (Arup, 2016;

Sadik-Khan and Solomonow, 2016). This can be explained, for

example, by the negative impacts of motorised traffic on the en-

vironmental quality of streets. Evidence shows that road trans-

port generates emissions that are harmful to the human health

(14% of nitrogen oxides and 56% of the particulate matter less

that 2.5 microns in diameter)(Greater London Authority, 2018).

Overall, it is possible to observe in London a trend of car use

decline and greater awareness of the social, economic and envi-

ronmental benefits of pedestrian-oriented street environments.

This situation has already been recognised and started to be ad-

dressed by public authorities and research groups in London

(Centre for London, 2017; New London Architecture, 2019). An

illustration, is the 80% target set by TfL plus other initiatives

at the local level such as the preparation of ‘Walking’ and ‘Cy-

cling’ plans as part of the borough Transport Strategy (City of

London, 2019; Greater London Authority, 2018; Hackney Lon-

don Borough Council, 2015).

2.2.3 Urban form and street design

The last part of the section Streets and the shape of cities, is a

theoretical discussion on streets as the structuring framework

of urban form. Batty (2018) points out a conceptual definition

of form by Goethe that is key to understanding the evolution

of cities. This refers to morphology being the study of trans-

formation. Although, the aim of the interdisciplinary field of

urban morphology is mostly, and originally descriptive, rather
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than being concerned with the complicated dynamics of the city

with a focus on formal change (Batty, 2019a; Moudon, 1997;

Scheer, 2016). Within the early definitions of the discipline of

urban morphology, streets were considered one of the three

physical elements that define urban form (besides buildings

and plots), and one of the levels of resolution at which ur-

ban form can be understood (the street scale)(Moudon, 1997).

Later, this definition was re-conceptualised to fit with ways in

which urban data is most commonly collected and termed as a

’path’ or right-of-way of the streets. Yet it is considered to be the

most overlooked of the three elements (Scheer, 2016). But, at the

same time, streets are a basic element for investigation of the

morphological approach, to the extent of being the only data

necessary to conduct studies using the spatial configuration ap-

proach for understanding the spatial structure of settlements

(Kropf, 2009). All things considered, streets can be regarded as

a fundamental element of urban form and transformation.

Discussions around the goodness of fit between form and

function are central to theories of urban form and design (Alexan-

der, 1964; Kostof, 1991; Lynch, 1984). These suggest that cities

have been shaped by forces that had acted and are acting upon

them. The form of the city, then, would be the result of past

and ongoing transformations to achieve fitness. For Alexander

(1964), "goodness of fit" is a desired property of the ensemble

"comprising the form and its context" which have a mutual re-

lationship. Framed to cities, the ensemble "is the city and its

habits" (p.15-16). Similarly, Lynch (1984) refers to this mutual re-

lationship as the match between the spatial pattern of the settle-

ment and the behaviour of its inhabitants. This match between

form and behaviour is effectively the definition of formulating

a design problem. Then, the task of city planning and urban de-

sign is to observe mismatches of urban performance to "devise

courses of action aimed at changing" them into preferred ones

(Simon, 1988, p.67). Yet for societies that often "solve problems

by developing more complex technologies and institutions", the
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result of developed solutions can be truncated, originating new

problems in the long-term and impacting sustainability (Tain-

ter and Taylor, 2014, p.168). This way innovations in technology

can be considered interrelated to the form-behaviour-design re-

lationships in a reciprocal way.

For cities that evolve both organically and in planned form,

the endurance of the street form is said to be an example of

"path-dependency" (Arthur et al., 1988; Batty, 2018, p.72), where

the possible adaptations to emergent street-level transport tech-

nologies and the related changes in behaviours are critically re-

stricted by preexisting conditions. Both the layout and width

of streets are two forces strongly influencing urban form at

the local and global scales of the city. Equally, a closer look to

the "designated, measurable and bounded space" of the street

(Scheer, 2016, p.14) demonstrate that the prioritisation of motorised-

traffic is a force influencing streetspace allocation resulting in

varying street designs and formal solutions. Because of the au-

tomobile predominance and the associated urban design and

planning principles, paradoxically, more space is reserved for

the most space-intense transport mode (Creutzig et al., 2020),

which is also a kind of path-dependency at a more finer spatial

scale that restricts the possibilities for street adaptation. Never-

theless, streetspace reallocation appears as a viable alternative

for the physical regeneration and adaptation of the street envi-

ronment to emergent behaviours and technologies, being much

more reactive than the unlikely transformations of the street

grid. All things considered, due to the endurance of urban land

ownership structures not only the layout of streets tends to re-

main unchanged over time but also the width of streets is kept

fixed once it has been planned or regulated (Carmona et al.,

2010; Scheer, 2016; Southworth, 1997). Although there are a few

costly and disruptive historical exceptions, like the case of the

modern regeneration of Paris, these are of less practical appli-

cation today.
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Another relevant direct relationship between urban form and

urban space comes from the explorations of overcrowding and

density. The work of Martin and March, regarded as "a strong

theoretical basis for urban design" (Introduction by Peter Hall

in Martin, 2000, p. 309), investigates 3 built forms densities:

pavilions, streets and courts, relating ground coverage, open

space and number of storeys, demonstrating quantitatively the

often misunderstood indirect relationship that exists between

building height and density. However, because the built forms

investigated are schematic types placed on plots arranged on

a continuous grid, surrounding streets were not considered as

a factor for this particular analysis. Nevertheless, the argument

of releasing ground coverage to public use (and traffic flow), in

exchange for building height rights, was central to influencing

the built form of city cores like Manhattan (Steadman, 2014).

On an earlier example, the expansion of Barcelona planned

by Cerda in the late 1800s’, considered a ’scientific’ approach

to establishing the foundation of a new city. Cerda studied the

old medieval city of Barcelona, finding that 600 streets were

less than 6 metres wide. A major motivation for Cerda was

to achieve optimal hygienic density. In the plan proposed, the

width of the street was a factor for calculating the side length of

the square block, which then were arranged on a grid of 1000

units to constitute the structuring framework of the Barcelona

expansion (Pallares-Barbera, Badia, and Duch, 2011). However,

that early signs of ’scientific’ approaches to city planning have

been criticised. Few decades later, city planning was regarded

as pseudo-scientific by Jacobs (1961), who criticised the over-

simplifications of traffic-oriented planning. As Jacobs writes:

"Cities have much more intricate economic and social concerns

than automobile traffic. How can you know what to try with

traffic until you know how the city itself works, and what else it

needs to do with its streets?[emphasis added] You can’t." (p.11).

Recently, Marshall (2012) reviewed the potential reductionist

applications of science to urbanism through the study of 4 clas-
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sic and influential urban design theory texts that originated on

that period (including Jacob’s claim for diversity): "The image

of the City" , "Townscape", "The Death and Life of Great American

Cities" and "A City is not a Tree". The study suggests that there

is no clear scientific validity to support the claims raised by

the classic texts, and concludes that the urban design discipline

should develop a more robust and coherent scientific ground-

ing to avoid being considered pseudo-scientific. Yet, as Mar-

shall (2012) points out, the difficulties of developing such sci-

entific framework reside in the combination of an applied dis-

cipline that goes beyond scientific knowledge aiming to bridge

the ’how the urban is’ (scientific) with the ’how the urban ought

to be’ (design).

In the introductory chapter of her seminal work "The Death and

Life of Great American Cities", Jacobs (1961) discusses the topo-

logical nature of the street environment claiming that a city

sidewalk "means something only in conjunction with the build-

ings and other uses that border it . . . "(p.29). As such, the street

–the main public place of a city– is defined not only geometrically

to establish a pattern on the ground that structures and organ-

ises space but also functionally associated to the activities and

character of the city.

This functional topological relationship is also manifested in

built form as the relationship between what are said to be the

most elementary components of urban form and space: build-

ings and streets (Kostof, 1991; Krier, 1984; Moudon, 1997). Yet

not all urban space exhibit the same building-street relation-

ships. A simplified categorisation of urban space comprises two

classes: traditional and modernist. In traditional urban space,

buildings constitute urban blocks that define and enclose exter-

nal space: streets and squares. Whereas modernist urban space

in general, is composed typically by a free-standing built-body

in a shapeless space (Carmona et al., 2010; Marshall, 2005). Sim-

ilarly, outdoor space can be classified essentially in two kinds:
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positive and negative. These differ in that positive space has

"a distinct and definite shape" (Alexander, Ishikawa, and Sil-

verstein, 1977, p.518), corresponding to traditional urban space,

and negative space is "shapeless" or left over space, equivalent

with modernist urban space. This fundamental geometrical dis-

tinction is hypothetically linked by Alexander, Ishikawa, and

Silverstein (1977) to the use and liveliness of urban space: peo-

ple feel comfortable in spaces with a certain degree of enclo-

sure and use them, and feel relatively uncomfortable in vague,

amorphous spaces, so these tend to remain unused. These char-

acteristics of urban space, although are not configurational, can

be assimilated with the idea of disurbanism, that provoked the

break of the traditional relationships between buildings, public

space and movement (Hillier, 1996; Marshall, 2005).

As mentioned earlier, streets have an intermediate position in

the built environment at the intersection of public and private,

built and unbuilt, architecture and planning, movement and

place, what makes them ambiguous and complex entities of

study (Anderson, 1978). However, the bounded space of the

street has a distinguishable and clear arrangement that con-

forms to the rational organisation of street movements deter-

mined by street design standards (Southworth, 1997). Most streets

consist of two subsystems: the vehicular and the pedestrian,

which overlap to solve the needs of complex human behaviours

(Alexander, 1965). The street kerb physically demarcates the

space for each subsystem usually according to movement ca-

pacity requirements. Then, the allocation of streetspace to each

of the subsystems is a key design parameter that shapes the

street form and affects the local street environment. Moreover,

because a street is the elemental part of a larger system of

streets, the allocation of streetspace is a kind of local rule that

can be generative of global order and form. In other words,

the allocation of streetspace is a design problem that involves

multi-scalar and reciprocal relationships. Such type of prob-
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lem is enunciated in investigations of "early street battles" that

demonstrated the mutual connections between metropolitan

and neighbourhood scale transport policies (Appleyard, Ger-

son, and Lintell, 1981, p.146). So, in spite of being ambiguous

entities, streets exhibit local geometrical properties that can de-

fine both local and global urban form, and affect movement

patterns.

Yet despite the reciprocal interplay between streetspace and

urban form, the study of street networks, that address ques-

tions of urban structure and connectivity, most commonly rep-

resent streets as simple linear elements disregarding the local

physical characteristics of streetspace allocation (Marshall et al.,

2018). Moreover, the generalisation of the streetspace into a

line, disregards the fact that the disurban legacy also resulted

in a greater share of streetspace reserved for moving traffic

and other motor-vehicle requirements. This is problematic as

it provides an incomplete picture for addressing key questions

arising from transformations in mobility technologies and be-

haviours. As explained earlier, these questions relate to vari-

ables of distinct but mutually interconnected urban scales. First,

at a large scale, the endurance of street networks that were pre-

dominately designed, built and adapted to fit with the require-

ments of the automobile that operate as a strong structuring

framework of form and growth (Martin, 2000). And secondly,

at a small scale, the street redesign and adaptation constraints

that derive from both the typically fixed street width and the

current streetspace distribution inherited from automobile pri-

oritisation. This highlights the importance of incorporating ad-

ditional detail for the analysis of street systems to gain a greater

understanding of the system internal relationships and how

these affect the way it functions. So far, however, too little at-

tention has been paid to examining the relationships between

streetspace distribution and urban form, despite being a critical

urban design parameter affecting transport patterns and linked

to social, economic and environmental impacts.
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2.3 street studies

This section reviews practical methods of analysing streetspace

and street networks studies. To date, streetspace allocation has

not been investigated comprehensively thus there are gaps in

research knowledge regarding relationships between streetspace

and urban form. Then, the emphasis is given to streetspace

research methods rather than to the results. Next, the review

on street network analysis examines a wealth of methodologies

and some results that are relevant for the purpose of this thesis.

It worth noting that for the convenience of cross-referencing a

more specific review of street research methods is included in

the analytical chapters of the thesis (chapter 3, chapter 4, chap-

ter 5, chapter 6), coupled with the reference to other pertinent

methods of urban analysis.

2.3.1 Streetspace analysis

2.3.1.1 Street cross-section

This section discusses the use of cross-sections as a method to

describe and analyse the built environment with emphasis on

streets.

In contrast to the wider research on plan drawings there are

few references on section drawings. Recently, a team of archi-

tects published a book about section types used in architecture

that includes some critical reflections on sections as an analyt-

ical tool (Lewis, Tsutumaki, and Lewis, 2016). A section can

be defined as a representational technique that adds a vertical

dimension to the plan representation of space in such a way

that reveals physical and spatial relations which are not evi-

dent from the plan. According to Lewis, Tsutumaki, and Lewis

a section constitutes a ‘unique form of knowledge’ that ‘shifts

the emphasis from image to performance’ (p.7). Moreover, sec-
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tions have the virtue of describing space in the same way space

is commonly experienced, that is from a stand-up perspective.

Such representation of space helps understand scale, propor-

tion, view and reach. This way sections appear capable of re-

vealing "the hidden workings of an existing building or body—

often as retrospective or analytical technique" (p.25).

While the origins of cross-sections date back to the study

of the human anatomy in the Renaissance, their use was later

applied for structural and architectural designs. This process

implied a turn from an analytical and retrospective tool to a

generative and prospective one. Section drawings, therefore be-

came crucial for an accurate communication between designer

and builder because they are "... capable of conveying in un-

ambiguous terms . . . dimensional and geometric information"

(p.28). Later on, with industrialisation and urbanisation the sec-

tion evolved as critical tool for understanding an increasingly

complex layering of infrastructural systems that became neces-

sary to provide transport and sanitary solutions to cities. The

precedent of this was Pierre Patte’s Profil d’ une rue in 1769 who

suggested a focalization on the construction of the city before

individual buildings (Periton, 2017). Patte –a French engineer–

used the section of the street to communicate an ideal vision

of the construction of the city to the Parisian governing elite.

In this manner, the street cross-section serves as an analytical

method that allows to "decompose the street" into a "series of

elements" describing their relations to indicate the way the sys-

tem functions (p.937). The street section depicts domestic pri-

vate water systems, which need to be connected to the pub-

lic network to supply a service. Notably, this description helps

visualise the collective nature and common interest of public

infrastructures that coexist underneath the space of the street,

which presumably inspired Haussmann’s vision of Paris urban

transformation (Periton, 2017).

The learning advantages of cross-section technical drawings

were also used in literature with political connotation to de-
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scribe the ‘anatomy’ of the city. A very popular section illus-

tration – Five floors of the Parisian world– appeared in 1846. It

was a vertical cut of a Parisian apartment block that describes

the habitat of the different households who cohabited the build-

ing. Although this representation is a caricature, it still has the

merit of revealing social hierarchies and the spatialization of

social structures.

Both, interior and exterior city sections were assembled to

visibly describe that they are separate but spatially articulated

components of a "continuous system of regulation" (p.942). Peri-

ton suggests that these representations contributed to the envi-

sioning and implementation of Paris streets’ redevelopment by

Haussmann into a "continuous promenade of streets squares

and parks calculated for aesthetic effects" (p.942). This implied

completely renewing the street’s landscape including the posi-

tion of trees, species and watering systems, street light spacing

and furniture. As a result, Paris reformers "created an infras-

tructure that does much more than evacuate filth and ease cir-

culation. It controls not only quantifiable flows, but also, views,

smells, light and shade" (p.942).

Meanwhile, future visions of the city represented by urban

cross-sections focused primarily on new transportation systems,

while demonstrating the usefulness of the representational me-

thod to visualise the multi-layered transport operation in a sin-

gle view. Eugene Henard’s and Harvey Willy Corbett’s visions

of the future –1911 and 1913 respectively – represent a mod-

ernist and functionalist thinking of the city including coal carts

delivery system, speculative personal flying devices and a mul-

tilevel street that accommodated different modes of transport

separately (Lewis, Tsutumaki, and Lewis, 2016)(see Corbett’s

vision for 1950 in Figure a.1).

As a method for urban exploration Tixier, Melemis, and Brayer

(2010) introduced the concept of the urban transect. The authors

suggest that Patrick Geddes’ “Valley-Section" is a "notable ex-
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ample of a method of analysis and observation . . . which places

particular emphasis on the synoptic potential of such draw-

ings" (p. 1). That idea was transferred by the authors to the

urban realm, for representing "narrative fragments concerning

urban life", which turns into an "exploratory protocol" of in-

quiry through walking to discover "the sensory richness of a

place". The urban-transect therefore offers "a more evocative . . .

animated view of the space" by positioning the viewer face to

face with the urban space as opposed to a plan representation

(p. 3). An implication of this is the possibility that transects

can amplify urban space representations into a continuous de-

scription that assimilates how it is dynamically navigated that

typical plan views lack.

This part has discussed the power of cross-section drawings

as observational, analytical and design instruments. Unlike the

plan, the section has the virtue of representing space from a

stand up viewpoint. This capacity offers interesting opportu-

nities to take into account for people-centred spatial analysis

that can be expanded in combination with the new analytical

possibilities offered by new computational methods.

2.3.1.2 Street widths and walking

Recently, various studies on the built environment and trans-

port have focused their attention on the quality of public space

and its relations to walking. What follows is a brief account

of researches on walking with a focus on its relation to street

widths.

Awareness of how traffic may affect the liveability and qual-

ity of the street environment is not only a recent concern. A

small-scale study by Appleyard and Lintell (1972) on city streets

in San Francisco, comprised field interviews and observations

on three similar residential streets with differing traffic lev-

els. The study found that all aspects of perceived liveability

—absence of noise, stress and pollution; levels of social interac-
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tion, territorial extent, and environmental awareness; and safety-

– correlate inversely with traffic intensity. Notably, the study

reports that for equally wide streets —with varying footway-

carriageway space ratio and traffic intensity– footway social

activities where less in the street with narrowest footway. Un-

like this study, a later examination of commercial streets proves

no significant associations between the width of the footway

and its use (Ewing and Handy, 2009). Nevertheless, the same

study draws the attention to the emergence of auditing tools

for measuring the quality of the walking environment that in-

clude objective measurements of physical features such as the

street and footway widths. However, from the urban design dis-

ciplinary perspective other –subjective– design quality aspects

such as imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency and

complexity, were recognised being significantly important for

the design quality of the walking environment. Nonetheless,

despite the attempt to reduce the subjectivity by proposing a

measuring method that includes several physical features of

such urban design qualities, this is limited by the availability of

data and the cost of collecting data over large geographic areas.

Therefore, this appears less applicable to whole urban areas.

So far, this review has not discussed theories on the relation-

ships between street space allocation measures and the use

of streets. In a recent study investigating the effectiveness of

changes in street layouts, Anciaes and Jones (2016) reported

that reallocating road space to pedestrians may encourage walk-

ing. The study was carried out on Woodberry Down, a residen-

tial neighbourhood in London. A background argument of the

study is that the use of street segments is explained by aspects

such as footway width. It presents evidence to claim that urban

interventions that consider widening of sidewalks (footway) re-

sult in increased quality of the pedestrian environment, there-

fore reduce barriers to walking.
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From a different approach, in another study that looked at

the relationship between street width and pedestrian accessi-

bility, Sevtsuk, Kalvo, and Ekmekci (2016) found that wider

streets reduce pedestrian accessibility. However, in this case,

this is explained by the effects of distance on the attractive-

ness of walking trips. The study defines pedestrian accessibil-

ity as the number of plots that can be reached within a radius.

So, wider streets would reduce the number of reachable plots

within a given radius because crossings extend the distance be-

tween destinations.

Unlike Sevtsuk, Talen and Koschinsky (2013) suggest a def-

inition of a walkable neighbourhood in relation to population

density. They argue that a walkable neighbourhood is by defini-

tion not automobile-dependant so a certain population density

is needed "to sustain pedestrian-based services within walking

distance" (p.44). That study also shows evidence on the positive

association between walkable neighbourhoods with physical ac-

tivity, economic value and social connections.

Another example of the social use of streets, is a detailed

examination of neighbourhood commercial streets in Boston

which suggests that streets "provide the opportunity to accom-

modate places of meaning near home" (Mehta, 2013, p.175).

The study included qualitative and quantitative information to

analyse the physical and behavioural characteristics that sup-

port sociability on the street. Interestingly, interviewees identi-

fied streets with wide sidewalks as most relevant for creating

a pedestrian-friendly street environment. Mehta presents evi-

dence that demonstrates an association between the width of

the sidewalk and sociability (p.132). He concludes that while

the width of the sidewalk is an important physical characteris-

tic to support stationary and social activities on neighbourhood

commercial streets, it is most critical to have wide sidewalks in

conjunction with a variety of land use qualities (goods and ser-

vices) and other environmental and physical characteristics that
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provide pedestrian comfort (e.g. shade, street furniture, perme-

ability).

More recently, in a study with a broader aim which set out to

propose a walkability model, Dhanani and Vaughan (2016) pre-

sent an approach that combines a number of data sets and inte-

grates network analysis applied to large urban areas. The study

focuses on the potential of streets to be used for walking for

transport purposes. The pedestrian demand presented on this

study combines four aspects: land use intensity and diversity,

residential density, public transport accessibility and street net-

work configuration. The results suggest associations between

the analysed components and pedestrian demand being most

important transport accessibility and street network structure.

The findings of this research complement those of earlier stud-

ies with regards to correlates between pedestrian activity and

network structure. Taken together, these results suggest that the

presence of public transport amenities can operate as attractor

and generator of pedestrian movement. However, this study is

based on a linear representation of streets without considering

the potential effects on walking that the physical characteristics

of streets might have. Similarly, with the aim to monitor city-

wide indicators of urban growth, a worldwide study claims that

the average street width of roads in London is 7.5 m (and 9.5 m

pre-1989 period) (Angel, 2012). However, despite the usage of

high-resolution satellite imagery, the focus is given to identify-

ing the street-plot boundary and not distinguishing the internal

composition of streets. Additionally, because this study empha-

sises the examination of changes over a century-long period of

time of many cities, the strategy of data collection is based on

sampling in the case of largest cities, after which comes a pro-

cess of digitisation. The street width indicator presented seeks

to identify the right-of-way of streets, rather than to show with

absolute precision the available streetspace. Yet, a relevant in-

dicator this study presents, that coincides with the estimates

signalled in the literature, is that in urban areas the share of
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built-up area occupied by streets is around 20% (Larice and

Macdonald, 2007).

Overall, the research into the use of streets so far has not

considered a comprehensive analysis of street widths and the

relation of footway and carriageway widths. Also, most stud-

ies that include these variables emphasise mostly the transport

function of the street overlooking other relevant uses such as

social interaction. It could also be suggested that these occur

due to the shortage of data and costs of methods to investigate

the wide and complex range of uses of the street. Still, recent

studies are beginning to explore alternatives that integrate new

data sets with effective spatial analysis methods such as net-

work analysis.

2.3.1.3 Streetspace data and geocomputation

Digital mapping data that can be used to derive streetspace

distribution is available for many cities. The exhaustive digital

surveying techniques applied nowadays can result in the acces-

sibility of data on street and pavement widths with both high

spatial resolution and large geographic coverage. For example,

a recent descriptive study profiling the visual pattern of pave-

ment widths in UK cities appeared in the mass press in the con-

text of the Covid-19 pandemic social distancing recommenda-

tions (The Guardian, 2020). However, such data is provided as

polygons features, differing in structure from the readily avail-

able Road Centre Line data sets that dominate the analytical

methods of street network studies (Marshall et al., 2018), thus

it has been suggested that data on street widths are usually

absent (Barthelemy, 2016).

Because total street width invariability establishes a definite

spatial container, rather than just examining street width, it is

by far more relevant for the study of street form and transport

patterns, the simultaneous examination of the vehicular and

pedestrian space metrics, as these are inversely related and the

variation of either metric will affect the other one. Therefore, the
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analysis of streetspace variables isolated from each other can be

less meaningful for understanding the processes of adaptation

to new transport solutions.

Different methods are available to overcome these shortcom-

ings. One that has gained popularity with the advancement of

computational techniques and data accessibility of spatial data

is geocomputation. Broadly speaking geocomputation refers to

the analytical methods offered by the recently developed com-

putational methods applied to geographical analysis (Openshaw,

2014). There are three aspects highlighted by Openshaw that

make geocomputation distinctive (2014). First, an emphasis on

the geographical/spatial information, where handling entire

populations (rather than samples) of localised data yield the

generation of more spatially appropriate methods. Second, in-

tensity in the computation triggers the creation of new solu-

tions, tackling new classes of problems with new methods and

inquiring new subjects of study. Third, the adoption of a new

mindset supported by data-driven high-performance computer-

powered inductive tools. Computation becomes a tool to gener-

ate new knowledge and yield insights to understanding com-

plex systems via modelling and simulation of dynamics and

behaviours.

Longley (1998) offers a stimulating interpretation of Geocom-

putation. He argues that it distinguishes from GIS through the

creative and experimental use of a set of tools with a different per-

spective. Accordingly, geocomputation "is fundamentally about

matching technology with environment, process with data model,

geometry and configuration with application, analysis with lo-

cal context, and philosophy of science with practice" (p.4). More

recently Batty (2017) offers a concise summary of the applica-

tion of the term. First, Batty argues the emphasis on compu-

tation for spatial analysis provides a new paradigm. Second,

still the term is "one of many, where ‘geo’ competes with ‘spa-

tial’, ‘computation’ with ‘information’, ‘systems’ with ‘science’
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"(p.596). Third, the term is suited to capture the possibilities of

spatial and temporal data, which require computational tech-

niques "to extract meaningful space-time patterns" (p. 597). Fi-

nally, despite the ambiguities of the field and terminology, the

term will remain valid in an era of big data and machine learn-

ing. However, it could be argued that the progressive appli-

cation of geocomputation advancing GIS capacities can be as-

sociated with the process of transitioning from data-informed

urbanism to data-driven urbanism, which raises important chal-

lenges for ‘smart cities’ agendas (Kitchin, 2015).

In the context of geoscientific research the advancements have

also been in reproducibility, supported by the development of

open source software and open source GIS, such as QGIS and

the R multiplatform, which allow producing transparent work-

flows based on reproducible code (Lovelace, Nowosad, and

Muenchow, 2019; Pebesma, Nüst, and Bivand, 2012). These as-

pects can be considered crucial for knowledge creation and dis-

semination under the open science umbrella, which also con-

tributes to Geocomputation not only through open source code

and software access but also through greater access to open

data. (Fecher and Friesike, 2014).

Another interpretation of Geocomputation could be based in

MacEachren (2017), who speculates on how the geocomputa-

tional methods and the greater data availability offer solutions

to place-based problems, and suggest a turn in the focus of

attention within Geography from space to place. This proposi-

tion seems to be of relevance to streetspace analysis given the

mutual potential relationships between street place-based prob-

lems and the larger street system. Overall, geocomputation pro-

vides a rich framework for the exploration of data, techniques

and approaches that offer interesting opportunities for the anal-

ysis of streetspace as a subject matter.
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2.3.2 Street network analysis

At the beginning of this review I discussed why streets are

the fundamental spatial structure for the built form of the city.

This section turns to review the application of network anal-

ysis methods for studying urban structure and more specifi-

cally to understand street networks. As noted by Marshall et al.

(2018) in recent years diverse street network analytical meth-

ods have been developed, with many different modelling ap-

proaches and analytical techniques proposed, resulting in dif-

ferent insights to understanding urban systems but with an

unclear connection between them. The purpose here is to re-

view those that have been more relevant to understanding the

relationship between urban structure and urban movement.

Sevtsuk and Mekonnen (2012) present a condensed but thor-

ough overview of spatial network studies. The study of spatial

networks dates back to the 18th century when Euler presented

the famous seven bridges puzzle (Barabási, 2002). Such stud-

ies were based on graph theory that provides a method for

analysing the structure and relations between elements. Essen-

tially, urban street networks can be described by distinct types

of graph representations. The primal representation; streets seg-

ments are edges and junctions the vertices, and the dual repre-

sentation is the opposite; streets segments are the vertices and

junctions the edges (Hillier, 1996; Porta, Crucitti, and Latora,

2006a,b). While there are obvious distinctions between the way

to interpret the indices used to measure the relationships be-

tween graph elements. The primal approach typically describes

the relationships between graph elements through the length of

the connections (metric distance), whereas the dual approach

does so generally focusing on the number of connections (topo-

logical distance). According to Sevtsuk and Mekonnen (2012),

generally speaking the outcomes of the analysis of both repre-

sentational methods are similar, therefore the objects of study

can be either vertices or edges. The results of such analysis
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show the degree to which the graph elements are related (con-

nected) to each other. Other authors claim that the graph repre-

sentation of street networks is not effective where routes are the

focus of interest (Marshall, 2005). For example, the graph rep-

resentation fails to distinguish the structure created by differ-

ent paths that connect certain vertices through specific streets.

In other words, despite having the same topological indicators

(number of vertices and edges or number of nodes and links),

the spatial pattern of certain urban streets layouts can be radi-

cally different (see Marshall, 2005, p.111). As a result, this type

of analysis often might be considered of less interest to urban

designers and planners.

However, it worth noting that an in-depth examination of the

graph beyond its basic properties (number of nodes and links)

shows an interesting characterisation of city structure (Crucitti,

Latora, and Porta, 2006b). In this structural study the authors

claim that the analysis can allow to reveal the complex order of

the traditional city which is not apparent from Euclidian geom-

etry analysis (Porta, Crucitti, and Latora, 2006a). Four indices of

centrality were studied in 18 one square mile samples of differ-

ent cities following the study performed by Allan Jacobs some

decades ago (Jacobs, 1993). Notably, the results indicate that

planned and self-organised (or traditional) cities show different

structural properties and that self-organised cities have similar

topological properties of relational (non-spatial) networks such

as scale-free properties (Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006b). This

finding suggests a possible complement to the categorisation of

urban space identified as modernist (planned) and traditional

(self-organised) systems, described in the previous sections of

this review. Another key point is that the application of this me-

thod, termed Multiple Centrality Assessment, has shown asso-

ciations between centrality measures and metrics of economic

activity (Porta et al., 2009, 2012).

In addition, these approaches explore the idea that some

places or streets are more important than others supported
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quantitatively by the centrality indices of the street network for

applications in urban design. As it was mentioned previously,

a central location in the network structure characterises the hi-

erarchical patterns and relationships of street layouts. The most

common set of centrality indices applied to street networks are

degree, closeness and betweeness (Marshall et al., 2018). Cen-

trality degree is the number of connections of a node, which

in the case of primal representation of street networks appears

less relevant for node hierarchy due to the spatial constraints

that characterise street intersections. Closeness centrality is cal-

culated from measuring the shortest paths from a node to all

other nodes. These two measures can be described under the

concept of being close to others. Likewise, betweeness centrality,

which can be understood as being between, quantifies to what

extent a node belongs to the shortest paths that connect pairs

of nodes of the network (Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006b;

Porta, Crucitti, and Latora, 2006a). The concept of shortest path

—specially for closeness centrality— appears particularly rel-

evant for transport planning because it can be linked to the

easiness of a place to be reached or a measure of accessibility.

For graph theory type indices, accessibility is said to be a

metric of spatial impedance described by the distance between

one location and another (Batty, 2009). However, as Batty ar-

gues other key issues for the discussion of accessibility include

the scale at which it is defined and the presence of attraction

elements that may affect individuals behaviour. Then, it can

be implied that because graph-based indices disregard other

built form properties than the geometry of the environment, es-

timating urban movement from them has limitations. Addition-

ally, although it has been suggested that the outcomes of dual

and primal graph representations are similar, it can be inferred

that different outcomes would result from distinct methods of

measuring distance between locations. To the more tradition-

ally used number of links or topological distance (Haggett and

Chorley, 1969), the metric or geographic distance across the ur-
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ban fabric (Porta, Crucitti, and Latora, 2006a), and the angular

distance or the sum of angular turn in a path through a network

(Turner, 2000a, 2007) have been more recently introduced for

applications in urban design and transport research. A more in

depth discussion of these methods and techniques is included

in chapter 4 The relationship between streetspace metrics and street

network centrality.

Other centrality indices developed from the growing interest

in network analysis of complex systems have been applied to

street networks. Straightness centrality of node indicates the

deviation of the shortest path between that node and other

from the virtual straight path that connects them —being more

directly connected. Comparatively information centrality of a

node describes to which extent the removal of the node’s in-

cident links causes a relative drop in the network’s nodes ca-

pacity to communicate over the network or ‘global efficiency’

(Porta, Crucitti, and Latora, 2006a).

In particular, the application of betweeness and closeness

centrality measures as a method of configurational analysis of

street networks has been developed as the space syntax method-

ology (Hillier, 1984; Rashid, 2019). Importantly, it has been recog-

nised that this methodology has the virtue of being a concrete

application to urban design through its successful use in urban

design practice (e.g. the renovation of Trafalgar Square in 2009).

The space syntax approach demonstrated a "significant corre-

lation between the topological accessibility of streets and phe-

nomena as diverse as their popularity (pedestrian and vehicu-

lar flows), human way-finding, safety against micro-criminality,

micro-economic vitality and social liveability" (Porta, Crucitti,

and Latora, 2006a, p.854). Additionally, the application of the

method in an empirical case study in London has suggested

that for the design of "...well used urban space ... it is not the

local properties of a space that are important in the main but

its configurational relations to the larger urban system" (Hillier
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et al., 1993, p.29). All things considered, these provide the argu-

ments to suggest that the street grid is not only and important

determinant of urban form (Martin, 2000) but also of human

activity in cities (Hillier, 1996).

Despite the recognised contributions to urban design, the space

syntax approach has been questioned, in particular because of

the ambiguities of the axial map representation which until re-

cently formed the basis of the configurational analysis (Turner,

2007). The space syntax approach is based on a dual graph

representation where nodes are ‘axial lines’ and links repre-

sent the intersection of those lines. The key issue is the in-

troduction of the axial lines concept which aims to represent

the movement structure of urban space. According to Hillier

et al. (1993) “The ’axial map’ of an urban grid consists of the

longest and fewest straight lines that can be drawn through the

spaces of the grid so that the grid is covered. ’Covered’ means

that all rings of circulation are completed and all convex el-

ements passed through”(p.34). In such definition lies the lim-

itations and controversies of the method; the correspondence

between ‘lines of sight’ and ‘lines of unobstructed movement’

that is described as one straight line or ‘axial line’. For exam-

ple, while ‘traditional’ urban space can be neatly described by

axial lines of sight, in the case of ‘modern’ lines of sight such

correspondence lessens (Marshall, 2005, p. 113). Furthermore,

Batty and Rana (2004) show that a unique method for defining

‘axial maps’ does not exist, therefore many methodologies will

result in differing metrics. The problem they identify is that the

longest and fewest straight lines that can be drawn through the

space of the grid or in other words the number of convex spaces

into which the streetspace is partitioned, will vary depending

on the scale of representation and the spatial analysis of those

variations will yield differing results. As the authors refer in

contemporary analysis this is identified as the modifiable areal

unit problem (Openshaw, 1983). It could be argued then, unlike
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as it was claimed by Hillier et al. (1993), that the design and the

local properties of a space are of main importance for determining

the analysis of the system, regardless of the relevance of the

configurational properties.

Other criticisms to space syntax besides the already men-

tioned subjectivity of axial mapping and the limitations of the

topological representation of street networks, include the con-

sideration of integration as a value to explain how urban sys-

tems function influenced by movement, without taking into

account other variables such as building height (density) and

land-use. Also, the edge-effect which refers to the influence of

peripheral urban portions in the analysis of a selected urban

area (Hillier and Penn, 2004; Okabe, 2012; Ratti, 2004a,b). Al-

though, for the latter, there have been recent systematic propo-

sitions to overcome the limitations through the definition of a

boundary of the study area (Gil, 2017).

With regards to the problem of arbitrariness of ‘axial line’

definition, Porta et al. offer an alternative for a dual graph rep-

resentation of urban continuous space (Porta, Crucitti, and La-

tora, 2006a). The underlying principle of continuity is based

on the preference to go straight at intersections. This general-

ization model —to reduce the complexity of the system— is

termed intersection continuity negotiation (ICN). Basically, to

define the nodes of the graph, a primal representation of the

street network is analysed examining the angle of incidence

of links to nodes to select the straighter couple of links. Addi-

tionally, within the space syntax community, the shortcomings

of the to axial lines representations were overcame by the de-

velopment of a more complex method that combines the use

of more easily available road-centre line representations, and

both metric and angular distances to create a new "cognitively

coherent, model of movement in the city" (Turner, 2007, p.539).

Similarly, Marshall offers yet another alternative to represent

street networks that focuses on routes as an alternative model

for studying connectivity and continuity (Marshall, 2005). The
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basis for route structure analysis is that the structural prop-

erties of the network are a result of "the way that the routes

connect up with each other" (p.115). The method proposes a

systematic definition of route types according to depth: steps

distance from main route datum, to continuity: number of links

that make the route, and to connectivity: number of nodes

along the route. The author suggests that this method offers an

alternative for urban designers to analyse urban systems "with-

out necessarily having always to start from the conception of

the system of streetspace as a ‘transport network’” (p.130).

Coupled with the introduction of a toolbox to compute five

centrality measures, Sevtsuk and Mekonnen (2012) propose a

tripartite representation of the built environment incorporat-

ing buildings —representing traffic influx— to the commonly

used links for streets and nodes to intersections. The authors

argue that the addition of buildings to the analysis is needed

because the primal or dual graph representation ignores the in-

fluences of the built environment; built density and land use.

The toolbox presented complements the Network Analyst ex-

tension in the software application ArcGIS. Buildings are the

object of analysis and are represented by their centroids to

calculate Reach; number of other nodes reachable, Gravity in-

dex; combines number, attractiveness of destinations and travel

costs to reach them, Betweeness; number of times the building is

on the shortest paths between pairs, Closeness; is the inverse of

the distances from the building to the others, and Straightness;

describe the differences between the Euclidean and the shortest

network distances between two buildings. However, in spite of

the contributions of this method for accessibility analysis, un-

like space syntax and the Multiple Centrality Assessment ap-

proaches, very little case studies of application have been pub-

lished.

This section has revised the applications of graph and network

methods to unveiling the structural properties of street net-
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works. Relevant findings show that such methods can clearly

help identify the hierarchical structure of cities. Some evidence

illustrates that under certain analytical framework, street net-

works share structural properties of other complex networks

such as scale-free and small-world. Both suggest that urban

street networks have underlying characteristics on its geometry

and pattern (connections and lengths) which are universal for

different parts of a city. These imply a productive relationship

between network theories, city planning and urban morphol-

ogy studies. It could be said that these approaches have been

popularised by the development of space syntax theories of

urban space that have proven relations between the configura-

tion and the natural movement of street networks. Nevertheless,

despite the advancements in ad-hoc computational techniques,

some limitations of the method remain and thus it has been

criticised. These include the ‘subjectivity’ of axial mapping, the

edge-effect, not accounting for metric distances and not being

able to incorporate influxes from land-use and density. More

recently, new tools and methods have been proposed that intro-

duce a much richer and complex array of techniques for street

network analysis; Multiple Centrality Assessment, Angular dis-

tance analysis of road centre lines and the Urban Network Anal-

ysis toolbox for GIS. Other notable relations found by the net-

work approach applying these new methods are the correlation

between street centrality and the location of economic activities.

In this context, although restricted exclusively to streets, street

network analysis might yield insights into understanding ur-

ban flows and places which is at the foundations of the new

science of cities (Batty, 2013b). Moreover, the amplified possi-

bilities of understanding urban space as place provided by geo-

computational techniques in combination with the analytical

potential of street network analysis offer promising analytical

alternatives for the study of streetspace.
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2.4 summary

This review has discussed a range of research approaches and

methods for understanding streets, covering a variety of per-

spectives that represent the complexity of the subject. This con-

sidered the examination of street design and urban form, the

social and spatial experiences of the space of the street and

computational methods to study them.

There is a general agreement among scholars that streets are

an important determinant of the functioning of urban systems.

Nevertheless, streets take this relevant condition not only by

historical evolution but most importantly by design. Given the

explosive post-industrial global urbanisation it can be conjec-

tured that most streets of today were designed and built follow-

ing functionalist principles of traffic movement efficiency that

profoundly impacted the shape and vitality of cities, which has

been termed a disurban legacy. It could be argued, however, that

these principles no longer seem to fit with current urban mo-

bility systems and urban quality of life aspirations. Moreover,

they are largely contrary to sustainable urban development. An

important design problem arises from the inherited conditions

that shaped not only the physical organisation of streets but

also the spatial configuration of street systems. The design con-

straints are defined by both the endurance of street layouts, due

to the rigidity of land ownership structures, and by the estab-

lishment of land-use patterns based on automobile-dependency.

All things considered, streetspace allocation turns out to be a

crucial factor for street adaptation to new urban functions that

result from the development of new technologies affecting ur-

ban mobility in particular (see Figure 2.2).

While the physical properties of the streetspace play an es-

sential role on peoples’ daily urban experience, the structural

properties of the street system are influential to the way the sys-

tem operates. Taking a people-oriented approach, it has been

proven that the local properties of streets are relevant to encour-
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Figure 2.2: Relationships of urban factors affecting and being affected
by streetspace design for adaptation

age walking, social and stationary street activities. Moreover,

some research has been carried out to amplify the traditional

link dimension of streets, associated to movement, adding the

place dimension related to other relevant uses of the street, re-

sulting in a new framework for street classification. But, no

known empirical research has focused on exploring quantita-

tively the relationships between streetspace and urban form

citywide.

Several studies have associated the movement capacity of

streets with the configurational properties of the street network.

More importantly, these network approaches have examined

city structure and street hierarchy, identifying street centrality

as the most important factor of street activity. However, there is

also recognition that streets are more than connectors and their

spatial properties can be examined beyond representations of

links and nodes. For example, street cross-sections are a power-

ful analytical tool to describe the physical characteristics of the

place dimension of streets and how streetspace is organised.

In this context, new computational methods for spatial analy-

sis have opened up alternatives that can enable the combined
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study of the design and strategic scales of streets and the street

system. The following chapters are an empirical application of

this ideas for rethinking streets in the context of current urban

mobility transformations.
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data processing
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3.6 Summary

3.6.1 Key findings

3.1 introduction

In this chapter, I present a novel method to quantify street-

space allocation measures of all streets in a large urban sys-

tem. The data is geometrically derived from urban physical en-

vironment digital-mapping data, commonly utilised in urban

planning, applying a cross-section technique often used by de-

signers to describe the physical characteristics of an object. Data

processing is conducted using free and open-source software to

facilitate replicability. The metrics of pedestrian and vehicular

streetspace are mapped citywide to examine the street physical

form at the design and strategic scales of the city.

63
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the study of streets traverses vari-

ous and diverse fields and disciplines. It is perhaps the interme-

diate position that streets have in the environment as Anderson

argues, which constitutes them as a complex phenomenon, at

the intersection of "public and private, individual and society,

movement and place, built and unbuilt, planning and architec-

ture" (Anderson, 1978, p. 1). What role do streets play in me-

diating the relations between people and the urban built envi-

ronment? Mathematically reasoning, Alexander 1965 observes

that it is the ambiguous roles of the street system and the over-

lap of the street subsystems that generates the conditions for a

living city. Two interrelated street subsystems are illustrated in

Alexander’s taxicab example; the pedestrian and the vehicular

subsystems overlap to enable the functioning of the taxi. This

conceptualisation shows that streets serve different, sometimes

divergent, but often complementary roles for the workings of

cities.

Most comprehensive studies of street systems have focused

on the analysis of the structural properties of the system or net-

work configuration analysis (Hillier et al., 1993; Porta, Crucitti,

and Latora, 2006a; Strano et al., 2013; Turner, 2007). For such

studies, the street is represented as one element; either a link or

a node. This process of abstraction allows a comprehensive ex-

amination of the relations between the streets that constitute

the system (Marshall et al., 2018). Generally, under the lens

of street-network configurational analysis the most important

streets are those more central (i.e.: better-connected streets have

more activity). Hence, the modification of the relations between

the elements of the system (e.g.: the addition or subtraction of

links) results in a new system configuration.

This operation has been used in urban design to improve

the overall connectivity of street systems (Mboup, Warah, and

United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2013). How-

ever, while these kinds of transformations have been key in

some urban design interventions, its application is limited by
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the difficulty of pursuing such infrastructural renovations, es-

pecially the addition of new links in consolidated urban areas.

In these cases, given the endurance of streets layouts mainly

due to private property definitions (Carmona et al., 2010; Kropf,

2009; Scheer, 2016), the re-design of streets is more likely to

occur redistributing streetspace among the pedestrian and ve-

hicular spaces rather than changing the structural properties of

the street system as a whole.

Additionally, because of data unavailability less attention has

been dedicated to the comprehensive study of the relationships

between street width and urban structure and dynamics (Bar-

thelemy, 2016).

Recently, as a result of emergent changes in mobility tech-

nologies (Kitchin and Dodge, 2011; Sevtsuk and Davis, 2019;

Sheller and Urry, 2006) and increasing levels of urban con-

gestion and densification; an important number of transport

policies and urban design proposals argue for a more people-

oriented design of streets in big cities, globally (Centre for Lon-

don, 2017; Mboup, Warah, and United Nations Human Set-

tlements Programme, 2013; Sadik-Khan and Solomonow, 2016;

Transport for London, 2017). Rethinking the space of the street

unveils the competing demands for streetspace and raises ques-

tions of how streetspace is allocated to fulfil the multiplicity

and overlay of functions that streets have besides circulation

(Alexander, 1965; Jacobs, 1961). Equally, it highlights the recip-

rocal relationships between the design and strategic scales of

street systems. Consequently, a citywide analysis of streetspace

allocation is considered appropriate to get a wider appreciation

of the impacts of changing the pedestrian-vehicular streetspace

relation, which have been shown to have multiscalar impacts

(Appleyard, Gerson, and Lintell, 1981).

This chapter comprises 5 main sections. First, I introduce a

definition of streetspace and present the process of primary

data collection and processing. Following, I introduce the me-

thod for citywide streetspace allocation metrics calculation. Then,
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I analyse the results of the streetspace allocation metrics for

London statistically and graphically. Finally, I present a sum-

mary of the key findings.

3.2 streetspace conceptualisation, formalisation

and data processing

3.2.1 Defining streetspace for spatial analysis

Given that a key aspect of this study is to get a precise and

accurate measurement of the street physical environment, it is

necessary here to clarify exactly what is meant by streetspace.

The following definition is intended to fit with both the theo-

retical framework of the subject of study and the practicality

of accessing meaningful data about the subject. The street is

a commonly-used notion in studies of urban form. It encom-

passes a physical element described as both an open space re-

lated to buildings and an open space that is not a plot (Scheer,

2016). This definition helps distinguish ’streetspace’ in clear

terms from the other two key physical elements of urban form;

buildings and plots. However, to provide an unambiguous def-

inition of streetspace it is necessary to define what is a plot. To

distinguish between plot space and streetspace it is useful to

look at the aspects of use and control of space; private and pub-

lic (Kropf, 2009). This relationship can be often derived from

landownership urban cadastres. While urban surveys might not

always include the definition of individual plots, the space of

the street and the space of the plots are commonly represented

as two different elements. As will be seen when discussing the

data sources in the following section, this distinction allows for

a precise definition of streetspace. Streetspace is the open space

area related to buildings outside the plot boundaries.

This streetspace definition highlights the limitations of tradi-

tional urban planning approaches. Conventionally, the scope of

a road plan encompasses interventions over road space (road
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width, number of lanes, kerb space), often focusing on traffic

efficiency. Similarly, land use plans, while relevant to street-

space social and economic activity, involve decisions over land

within private property boundaries. Although these planning

instruments can be combined, the planning and design of street-

space often remain outside their scope (Jones, Marshall, and

Boujenko, 2008). Therefore, the examination of streetspace allo-

cation metrics over whole urban areas offers analytical insights

for urban street planning and design that can be complemen-

tary to traditional planning approaches.

3.2.2 Street environment data selection

A close examination of the physical composition of streetspace

shows a sub-structure of linear parts that are related to the func-

tional organisation of the street. Most commonly these parts are

the footways and carriageways which added together constitute

the total street width. Generally, the width of streets, footways

and carriageways can be derived from digital urban survey

maps that represent the built environment with high detail. The

width metrics for each street, however, are not found readily

available but need to be measured using tools provided by Ge-

ographic Information Systems software. This in addition to the

limited access to planimetric and polygonal representations of

street features act as a barrier to the comprehensive spatial anal-

ysis of streetspace allocation at large scales. Recently, studies

have focused on capturing pavement geometries at a detailed

scale. These, however, focus on creating a pavement network for

routing and enriching OpenStreetMap data (Mobasheri et al.,

2018) and on curb regulations (SharedStreets, 2020) by utilising

GPS traces and adding curb information to linear curb represen-

tations respectively. These approaches are useful for describing

the streetspace environment and potentially complementary to

the streetspace analysis presented here, however, are less use-

ful for describing streetspace allocation relationships in the way
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that both carriageway and footway land uses can be analysed

simultaneously. For this reason, the appropriate street environ-

ment data for streetspace allocation analysis will contain polyg-

onal features describing footways and carriageways (often re-

ferred to as roadbed) which can be aggregated or match a single

linear representation as is the case of urban survey maps illus-

trated in Figure 3.1 (open data initiatives led by governments

have recently published this kind of data, see for example data

for New York City containing sidewalk features1). Similarly,

large and comprehensive road data sets can be extracted from

OpenStreetMap (OSM), but while road features (highways in

OSM ontology) have the number of traffic lanes as an attribute,

it does not contain information about the open space outside

plot boundaries (or total street width) and the traffic lanes at-

tribute is often missing. This last limitation may be overcome

by using the last published road data set by the Ordnance Sur-

vey which has the average width of the road carriageway for all

the road network in the UK, but again it does not contain foot-

way or total street width 2. Another approach was presented by

Etten (2019) in which high quality satellite imagery is used to

extract road networks, however the focus is to improve issues

of incompleteness and misalignment of OSM road data. Over-

all, even though there is a wealth of methods and data alterna-

tives to describe the space of the street, these tend to center on

providing routing solutions, thus with a few open access excep-

tions are overwhelmingly linear representations, with a clear

emphasis on the vehicular paths of movement, overlooking the

geometrical characteristics of the street surfaces that compose

the space of the street. However, it can be expected that with the

enrichment of platforms such as OSM it would be soon possible

to access highly detailed and standardised street environment

data sets which would have a positive impact on the replication

of the methodology presented here.

1 https://data.cityofnewyork.us/City-Government/Sidewalk/vfx9-tbb6

2 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/documents/os-mastermap-highways-
network-roads-technical-specification.pdf
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Road centre lines (RCL) are a widely available street data

set (see Figure a.2 in Appendix a). Essentially, RCL are discrete

linear elements representing the two border lines of a road or

path that are collapsed into one line drawn in-between at the

centre of the road. This type of geometrical abstraction allows

the derivation of the street length and the topological structure

of the set of streets which is useful for analysing relationships

in a street system (connectivity, accessibility, routing, etc.). Nev-

ertheless, the streetspace allocation metrics cannot be derived

from RCL data sets. Therefore, it is necessary to create a data

generation process to efficiently calculate the streetspace met-

rics by combining RCL with built environment data sets. As

Figure 3.1 illustrates, the typical representation of streetspace

derived from urban area survey and RCL data sources present

the data as separated layers of information.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Street environment data sets:(a) Urban area survey repre-
sentation of the street environment, (b) streetspace: foot-
ways and carriageways and (c) the corresponding RCL
representation. Base mapping © Crown Copyright and
Database Right (2018). Ordnance Survey (Digimap Li-
cence)
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The data generation process follows a similar logic to cross-

section drawings. Cross-sections are a representational technique

commonly used in architecture to describe physical and spatial

relations that are not evident from the plan. The drawings are

generated from two-dimensional plan data that is cut through

transversely by a cross-section line that establishes the position

where the metrics will be queried (see Figure 3.2).

cross-section line

streetspace survey

d
1

d
2

d
3

Figure 3.2: Cross-section line drawn over a detailed street plan to ob-
tain distances between streetspace demarcation lines

Accordingly, the two data sets mentioned previously are needed

for the street space allocation metrics data-generation-process

using the cross-section technique. This research thesis focuses

on analysing streetspace for the urban area of London. Ord-

nance Survey (OS) provides built environment data at different

spatial resolutions in urban areas in the UK. The street surface

and street’s physical demarcations represented by the plot and

kerb lines that allow measuring the streetspace widths are rep-

resented in the OS MasterMap Topography Layer3 which is the

most detailed standardised national data available for the UK.

Meanwhile, the linear representation of streets or RCL is of-

fered by Ordnance Survey in different versions varying in scale

and detail. OpenStreetMap is another important source of RCL

data, which main advantage is its open access and continuous

update, yet its crowdsourced nature occasionally limits its cov-

erage. Together, these data sources provide the appropriate in-

3 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-
government/products/topography-layer.html
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formation to obtain the street widths metrics. However, a more

comprehensive analysis is necessary to assess their merits and

limitations. Following, I discuss the urban survey data and next

the RCL data.

OS Mastermap Topography Layer is provided as vectors (poly-

gons, lines, points and text) representing individual topographic

features (real world objects) surveyed at a scale of 1:1250 for ur-

ban areas. Each feature has a geometrical structure and a set of

attributes about the feature (e.g. classification data on the kind

of real world object it represents). A key attribute is the ’De-

scriptive Group’ which classifies the real world objects accord-

ing to their characteristics. The polygonal features in this layer

provide the most useful representation of the two-dimensional

quality of streetspace. An excerpt from the OS Mastermap To-

pography Layer guide4 (p.29) showing the description of real-

world objects related to the streetspace is shown in Table 3.1.

Descriptive
Group

Theme Real World Examples Description

Road or
Track

Roads,
Tracks
and
Paths

Road sections of
varying surfaces,
roundabouts and
central reservations

Features represent-
ing, describing or
limiting the extents of
roadways and tracks

Roadside Roads,
Tracks
and
Paths

Verges and Pave-
ments

Features represent-
ing, describing or
limiting the extents of
roadside detail

Table 3.1: ’Road or Track’ and ’Roadside’ descriptive group explana-
tion

While this detailed explanation is useful for inquiring and

analysing the built environment data, some inconsistencies were

found. For example, ’central reservations’ are used as examples

of the ’Road Or Track’ descriptive group, however, on another

4 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/os-mastermap-
topography-layer-product-guide.pdf
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Real world
object

Descriptive
group

Definition

Central
Reservation-

Roadside An area separating the carriageways
of a road

Pavement Roadside The paved surface by the side of the
carriageway for use by pedestrians.

Verge Roadside The whole area between the edge
of the roadway and the adjoining
property boundary.

Road (surface) Road Or
Track

A metalled way for vehicles. A vehi-
cle is one with wheels on both sides
of its body. Metalling is any artificial
(man-made) surface including areas
of asphalt, concrete and gravel.

Table 3.2: Definition of real world objects associated to pedestrian
and vehicular use represented on the OS MasterMap
Topographic Layer from the real world objects catalogue

document, the OS MasterMap real world object catalogue5 (p.107)

classifies them as ’Roadside’. Equally, in a digital file down-

loaded from the Ordnance Survey website the descriptive group

attribute for such features is ’Roadside’. Therefore, this last def-

inition prevails for this study, although ’central reservations’

might seem anomalously classified under ’Roadside’. After all,

as it is shown in Table 3.2, the definition of real world objects

associated to the street realm is organised in two descriptive

groups: ‘Roadside’ and ‘Road Or Track’.

Other inconsistencies observed in the data have to do with

the ongoing changing nature of the built environment and the

capacity of the data sets to synchronously reflect those changes.

In recent years the design of streets has begun to adapt to new

urban mobility requirements adding street elements or surfaces

of hybrid nature which are difficult to fit within the two dom-

inant groups of ’Roadside’ and ’Road Or Track’. Few of these

5 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/legends/os-mastermap-real
world-object-catalogue.pdf
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physical transformations are reflected in the data set, however

there are some exceptions that generate ambiguity in the classi-

fication of features. In a small number of cases street elements

appear classified under other descriptive groups. This is prob-

lematic because these groups include real world objects that

do not fit exclusively with the street definition. For example, it

was found that a parking bay was classified as ’General Surface’

and a lane as ’Path’. Even so, the vast majority of the streetspace

surface represented in the OS Mastermap Topography Layer is

classified as either ’Roadside’ or ’Road Or Track’. From the def-

initions presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 it is possible to

imply that the ’Roadside’ and ’Road Or Track’ are the surfaces

or areas of a street most commonly used by pedestrians and ve-

hicles respectively. Therefore, for the purpose of this research I

selected the features classified under these descriptive groups.

However, it is important to highlight certain limitations. While

these data is considered sufficient to describe the key street de-

sign parameters of pavement and carriageway at the city scale,

it is less appropriate for more detailed analysis considering the

prioritisation of road transport modes for which additional data

would be needed (e.g. bus and cycle lanes are not identified

in the ’Road Or Track’ surface). Although, for the case of cycle

lanes the limitations could be considered of less relevance given

that an estimated less than 1% of the total street length in the

study area has a dedicated streetspace for bicycle circulation

(Route Plan Roll, 2020; Transport for London, 2019b).

As can be observed in Figure 3.1 RCL are a simpler representa-

tion of streets. Ordnance Survey provides RCL data with differ-

ent levels of generalization that can be associated with different

analytical purposes. Two types of cartographic generalization

can be identified in the preparation of RCL data sets. Semantic

generalization aimed at selecting information according to the

objects classes, and geometric generalization which purpose is

to simplify the object’s geometry by reducing detail.
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At this point it worth restating that a key objective of this

research is to examine the relationships between streetspace al-

location metrics and urban form. Such goals affect the selection

of the RCL data in at least two ways. The selected data set

should allow the possibility of expanding the analysis of street

allocations metrics using robust analytical techniques from net-

work science to gain understanding of the structure of the street

system, as discussed in chapter 2, and also allow the possibil-

ity of identifying relations with other street-based urban form

data. From the network science perspective, it would be tempt-

ing to choose the RCL data set with the highest level of detail

of the street environment expecting to get the most insights

about how the system functions (Newman, 2010). However, to

allow for the integration of the streetspace allocation metrics

with the RCL data the selection criteria that prevails is consis-

tency between the representation of streetspace and the rep-

resentation of the RCL. Moreover, because the comprehensive

study of streetspace allocation metrics remains unexplored, the

data set from which this data is derived (OS Mastermap Topog-

raphy Layer) predominates for the selection of related street

data sources. Therefore, the selected RCL data selected is the

one that most closely represents the open space area outside

plot boundaries. In other words, wherever there is a street rep-

resented in the OS MasterMap Topographic Layer (’Roadside’

and ’Road Or Track’ descriptive groups) there should be one

RCL.

Because a common purpose of RCL data is supporting rout-

ing for driving and transport planning, most data sets focus

on providing an accurate representation of routes of movement

mainly through vehicular infrastructure. For this reason, for ex-

ample, the OS MasterMap Integrated Transport Network Layer

displays two lines in the case of a street with two separated

carriageways. Although this greater amount of detail could be

considered useful for transport planning analysis it is not ap-
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propriate to be integrated with street space allocation metrics

for the reason signalled before.

In order to select one of the RCL data available from Ord-

nance Survey I compared three data sets with different levels of

geometric and semantic generalization. This comparative anal-

ysis seeks to identify differences between the number of centre

line features represented in each data set. With this intention,

the RCL data sets are turned into graph representations follow-

ing an intuitive conversion where street segments are the edges

and their endpoints (junctions or intersections) are the vertices.

Then, I determined a 1 square-mile study area of inner and

outer London to observe the degree of variation dependent on

location.

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the graph representation fa-

cilitates the comparison by allowing the quantification of ver-

tices and edges for each RCL data set. Given that the RCL data

sets can be ranked from higher to lower detail according to

the number of vertices and edges, I selected the OS OpenMap

Local data set because it has a medium number of streets seg-

ments that closely mirrors the representation of streetspace (OS

MasterMap Topographic Layer ’Roadside’ and ’Road Or Track’

descriptive groups). This street representation not only has an

adequate level of generalization of the skeleton of the street net-

work but also is suitable for the network modelling and anal-

ysis of the street system at a citywide scale. Moreover, the OS

OpenMap Local data set is available to download for free and

has a countrywide coverage, providing the conditions for the

potential replication of this analysis in other UK cities.

3.2.3 Street data generalization and cleaning

This section describes the process of semantic and geometric

generalization and cleaning of the OS OpenMap Local RCL

data set. The data can be downloaded from the Ordnance Sur-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

v=834, e=1107  

v=611, e=795  

v=482, e=657  

v=237, e=247  

v=202, e=210  

v=44, e=48  

Figure 3.3: Comparison of three graph representations of RCL data
sets with different levels of generalization in inner (left)
and outer (right) London.(a) OS MasterMap® Integrated
Transport Network™ (ITN) Layer, (b) OS Open Map Local,
(c) OS Meridian™ 2. Base mapping © Crown Copyright
and Database Right (2018). Ordnance Survey (Digimap Li-
cence)
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vey website6 as an ESRI shapefile. The geographic coverage is

defined by 100 x 100 km tiles so the first step for data process-

ing is to establish a meaningful spatial boundary of the London

urban area. Of course, there will be degrees of arbitrariness in

any criteria adopted for determining city boundaries, but for

the purpose of this research I chose to adopt an approach that

is both coherent with the ways streets are managed/designed

(functional) and that is manifested physically in the built envi-

ronment (spatial). For those two reasons the subject matter are

all the streets contained within London’s orbital motorway, the

M25 (see Figure a.2 in Appendix a).

The processing of the vector data is conducted using a Geo-

graphic Information System (GIS) software package. Quantum

GIS (QGIS 7) is a free and open-source software which extends

the possibilities of replicating streetspace studies extensively

across urban areas. The cleaning and generalization process

follows a sequence of operations that remove or add line fea-

tures as described in detail in Table 3.3. As it was mentioned in

the previous section, there are two general selection principles

to follow: consistency between streetspace and RCL represen-

tation and topological integrity that allows for the configura-

tional analysis of the street network. Additionally, due to the

large number of features and for practical reasons I opted for

cleaning and generalization operations that can be automated

and replicable.

The roads included in the data set have a public and pri-

vate definition that can be derived from their ’classification’

attribute. Due to the fact that the management, design and

use of streets most commonly affects those streets that are of

public use, only public access streets are included in the study.

Through an exploratory inspection of the street classes it was

6 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-
government/products/os-open-map-local.html

7 https://www.qgis.org/en/site/
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Operation
Type

Geoprocess(QGIS) N after
process

diff.

1 Cleaning Delete duplicate geometries 209,770 122

2 Semantic
gen.

Delete ’Classifica = Restricted
Local Access Road’

183,130 26,640

3 Semantic
gen.

Delete ’Classifica = Local Ac-
cess Road’

181,163 1,967

4 Semantic
gen.

Delete ’Classifica = Guided
Busway Carriageway’

181,161 2

5 Cleaning Fix geometries 181,161 0

6 Geometric
gen.

Delete ’length < 1’ 180,918 243

7 Geometric
gen.

v.clean (cleaning topology) 183,806 3,118

8 Geometric
gen.

Snap geometries to layer (toler-
ance=1)

183,806 0

9 Geometric
gen.

Delete <v.net.component
(strong, threshold=0)

183,475 331

10 Cleaning Fix geometries 183,475 0

11 Cleaning Delete duplicate geometries 183,416 59

12 Cleaning Delete ’length < 1’ 183,411 5

13 Cleaning Delete ’length is missing (null)’ 183,389 22

*gen. = generalization

Table 3.3: RCL generalization summary (initial N=209,892)
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found that ’Restricted Local Access Roads’ and ’Local Access

Roads’ correspond to urban precincts such as cemeteries, gated

developments (residential and industrial), hospitals, universi-

ties, etc., which have restricted access, therefore are excluded

from the analysis. Also, ’Guided Busway Carriageway’, of which

there are only 2 features, were eliminated because of inconsis-

tency with the urban area survey data. These two semantic gen-

eralizations account for the largest set of features eliminated

from the RCL data set.

In similar manner, geometric generalization of street segments

is applied to reduce the amount of detail in junctions’ represen-

tations that are at less than 1 meter of distance which occurs

when two tributary RCL are unaligned by 1m. The segments of

length < 1 are removed and then geometries are snapped at a

tolerance of 1 to preserve connectivity. Similarly, the topological

correction is necessary to conduct street network analysis with

the RCL data set. The data is processed using two tools from

the Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS)

vector module in QGIS; ’v.clean’ that checks for topological er-

rors and create new features to correct them, for example, split

continuous lines in crossings, and ’v.net.component’ that identi-

fies self-connected components allowing to retain the main con-

nected component to adequately perform network analysis. As

a result, the original set of RCL features is reduced in around

12% to 183,389 street segments.

3.3 streetspace metrics calculation

3.3.1 Drawing cross-section lines

After the street data is selected, generalized and cleaned the

first operation of the streetspace-allocation-metrics generation

process is to draw a cross-section line for all the street segments.

Recent advancements in Geographic GIS allow the automation

this process which will otherwise be excessively time consum-
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ing to compute for large urban areas that typically have a high

number of streets. While in the preliminary stages of this re-

search this drawing process was programmed using ArcMap

and Python, eventually a more efficient processing model was

created using a combination of algorithms from the processing

modeller in QGIS 3.6.

The OS OpenMap Local data set provides the base spatial

units necessary for the analysis represented as lines. In some

cases, a line corresponds to one segment between the crossing

with other lines and in other cases multiple lines constitute one

segment. Given that there is no clear logic for either kinds of

representation, each individual line with a start and end point

regardless if they cross with other lines is treated as a street

segment.

The automated process of drawing street cross-section lines

follows the series of algorithms illustrated in Figure 3.4. First,

two points are created for each segment at length/2 + 1 and

length/2 - 1 positions and merged into a single layer. Second,

a line is drawn connecting these two points. Third, this new

line is rotated 90 degrees. Finally, each side of this line is ex-

tended 24m to obtain a cross-section line of 50m for each street

segment. In total 183,389 cross-section lines are created for the

study area (see Figure 3.5)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

L/2 +1

L/2 -1

Figure 3.4: Algorithmic sequence of street cross-section line drawing
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Figure 3.5: 50 square km detail of Central London cross-section lines

Following, the second operation is to intersect the street cross-

section lines with the streetspace data from the OS MasterMap

Topographic Layer (’Roadside’ and ’Road Or Track’ descriptive

groups)(see Figure 3.6). This is a basic mathematical operation

in GIS that allows to get the individual portions of the street

cross-section line that overlay with the ’Roadside’ and ’Road

Or Track’ polygon features. As a result the street cross-section

line is broken down into the ’Roadside’ and ’Road Or Track’

lines. Finally, the length of these resulting lines is summarized

to get the footway, carriageway and total street widths. At this

point the streetspace allocation metrics are assigned back to the

corresponding RCL street segment for further analysis.

3.3.2 Data processing model in QGIS

The sequence described in the diagram in Figure 3.4 was mod-

elled in the Processing Modeller in QGIS to draw the cross-section

lines programmatically. Having near 200k street segments as

input data the program takes 40 seconds approximately to pro-
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(a) (b)

cross-section line

d
1

d
2

d
3

RCL

Figure 3.6: Street data integration: (a) cross-section line overlaid over
streetspace data, then (b) carriageway width d2, footway
width d1 + d3 and total street width d1 + d2 + d3 is derived
from the intersected segments.

cess using an average computer (see section a.1 and Figure a.3

in Appendix a). It worth noting that this model is an improved

version of an earlier script written in Python using the ArcPy

package which has a commercial licence and was computation-

ally less efficient and slower. In that sense, this version is both

faster and of easier access due to its open-source nature. Im-

portantly, this code-based solution enables reproducibility of

the streetspace allocation analysis. In fact, this was tested in-

ternationally on a pilot case study in Santiago de Chile, in the

context of an urban design workshop (Palominos and Ballal,

2018). This illustrates that even though the highly detailed to-

pographic description of the street environment might not be

available in all cities, the lack of access to streetspace allocation

metrics citywide is mainly due to analytical incapacity and not

because of nonexistent data, which this approach contributes

overcoming.

3.3.3 Data quality assessment

To verify the quality of the streetspace data I conducted an ac-

curacy assessment. The purpose is to identify and quantify po-
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tential errors in the generated data. While in first instance the

accuracy of the data was checked by visual inspection using an

interactive map to display the data alongside a Google Street

View of streets 8, I considered more useful for future research

stages to measure the quality of the data. In GIS modelling

there can be many sources or errors, for this analysis in par-

ticular it is estimated that data quality issues might arise from

errors in the way reality is modelled and understood, errors in

the data sources and errors in data processing (Heywood, Cor-

nelius, and Carver, 2006). Some researchers have measured spa-

tial data quality of roads by examining the positional accuracy

(Haklay et al., 2010), however this is not completely applicable

to this case where the subject of assessment is the 3 dimensions

of streetspace allocation and not the position of the street itself.

Nevertheless, the main technique of estimating the coincidence

between a reference data set and the modelled data set is ap-

plied in this case.

The accuracy assessment method is based on stratified ran-

dom sampling considering street hierarchy and street length.

This allows to ensure that all the kinds of streets of the data

set are assessed regardless of their frequency size. Addition-

ally, this was considered appropriate provided that some er-

rors were identified using visual inspection both on shorter seg-

ments and on major roads. Based on a exploded version of the

data set in which streets are unique straight lines, one in ev-

ery 10,000 streets was selected from each group with a total of

40 samples (see Table 3.4 and Figure 3.7). The short and long

groups were defined by selecting segments below and above

the length mean respectively, and the 3-tier hierarchy groups

were created from the source data set classification scheme by

OS.

The reference or ’true’ data set is a combination of high-

resolution imagery provided by the Google Maps satellite layer

and the OS MasterMap Topography Layer. One advantage of

8 see sample at https://npalomin.github.io/StSpMe/sdmd/index.html
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Hierarchy Length Group size Sample size

Local long 118346 8

Local short 70457 12

Major long 29155 5

Major short 17787 5

Minor long 25087 5

Minor short 13050 5

Total - 273882 40

Table 3.4: Stratified sample for data assessment. Hierarchy according
to Table 3.7

Figure 3.7: Location of random stratified samples (n = 40). Name of
streets according to Table 3.5

this method is that it allows to visually inspect the accuracy of

the OS layer while at the same time permits measuring more

exact values applying the snapping tool to the vector layers in

QGIS (see Figure 3.8).

Considering the 40 samples and 3 metrics per sample, 120

measurements were collected in total and compared with the

modelled data. Table 3.5 shows the results of the assessment

test taking into account a 5% tolerance of error. Modelled val-

ues that had greater difference with the reference value (’true’
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Figure 3.8: Reference data for quality assessment and measurement
tool (a) Google Maps satellite layer, (b) OS Mastermap
layer overlaid and applying measurement tool with snap-
ping in QGIS.

value) in any of the measurements (Footway, Carriageway and

Total widths) were evaluated as not passing the test.

Overall, 101 of the 120 observations checked passed the accu-

racy test which gives a 84.16% of accuracy. This result is similar

to other quality statistics of road data sets (ranging between

80.80 and 85.80%) (Haklay et al., 2010), which is considered

high. Nevertheless, the accuracy varies across groups. Table 3.6

shows that Local roads tend to be more accurate than Major

roads and the same applies between shorter and longer streets.

A closer inspection of the samples illustrates that there are

different explanations for the errors found. Figure 3.10 shows

all the cases that do not pass the accuracy-test and a selection

of cases passing the test (see remaining 18 passing cases in

Figure a.4). Castellain Road, Boyd Avenue and Wickham Road

are three examples of cross-section lines overlaid on short seg-

ments close to junctions. This could be considered an error of

both data interpretation and processing which could be poten-

tially reviewed by analysing the metrics of adjacent segments

or by merging short segments to their neighbours removing

pseudo nodes (nodes that have only one incoming and one

outgoing edge). Similarly, Arnold Road and Westmount Road

show anomalies related to exceptional variations on the kerb
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Footway (m) Carriageway (m) Total (m)

Group Street name True Model Diff.% True Model Diff.% True Model Diff.% Pass

Lo-s Castellain Road 41.0 8.2 399.0 8.3 12.2 -32.0 49.3 20.4 141.0 no

Lo-s Boyd Avenue 4.9 5.2 -5.0 14.2 7.0 103.0 19.2 12.2 57.0 no

Lo-s Lexington Close 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 0.0 4.6 4.6 0.0 yes

Lo-s Hackford Road 3.3 3.3 0.0 8.5 8.5 0.0 11.8 11.8 0.0 yes

Lo-s Coleherne Road 4.5 4.5 0.0 9.3 9.3 0.0 13.8 13.8 0.0 yes

Lo-s Brettenham Avenue 3.1 3.1 0.0 3.1 3.1 0.0 6.2 6.2 0.0 yes

Lo-s Courtfield Gardens 3.5 3.5 0.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 8.5 8.4 0.0 yes

Lo-s Woodland Close 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 10.5 0.0 10.5 10.5 0.0 yes

Lo-s Alexandra Road 4.2 4.5 -5.0 7.8 7.8 -1.0 12.0 12.3 -2.0 yes

Lo-s Bordesley Road 7.2 7.2 0.0 5.1 5.1 0.0 12.3 12.3 0.0 yes

Lo-s Barn Crescent 2.3 2.3 0.0 4.7 4.7 0.0 7.0 7.0 0.0 yes

Lo-s Wilton Gardens 4.4 4.4 0.0 4.8 4.8 0.0 9.2 9.2 0.0 yes

Lo-l Arnold Road 10.4 4.4 133.0 7.5 6.9 9.0 17.9 11.3 58.0 no

Lo-l Northwood Avenue 5.0 5.0 -1.0 6.0 6.1 -1.0 11.0 11.1 -1.0 yes

Lo-l Providence Place 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 4.1 0.0 4.1 4.1 0.0 yes

Lo-l Brooke Road 4.7 4.7 0.0 7.8 7.8 0.0 12.5 12.5 0.0 yes

Lo-l Alpha Grove 7.2 7.2 0.0 7.8 7.8 0.0 15.1 15.1 0.0 yes

Lo-l Mansfield Road 5.0 5.0 0.0 7.7 7.7 0.0 12.7 12.7 0.0 yes

Lo-l Ickleton Road 4.5 4.5 0.0 4.9 4.9 0.0 9.4 9.4 0.0 yes

Lo-l Bonner Hill Road 3.7 3.7 0.0 8.9 8.9 0.0 12.6 12.6 0.0 yes

Mi-s Pembroke Road 4.8 4.8 0.0 7.6 7.6 0.0 12.3 12.3 0.0 yes

Mi-s Consort Road 4.8 4.8 0.0 8.3 8.3 0.0 13.2 13.2 0.0 yes

Mi-s Ditton Hill 3.6 3.6 0.0 6.4 6.4 0.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 yes

Mi-s Agar Grove 3.2 3.2 0.0 8.9 8.9 -0.0 12.0 12.0 0.0 yes

Mi-s Kingston Road 13.3 13.3 0.0 5.7 5.7 0.0 19.0 19.0 0.0 yes

Mi-l Westmount Road 7.0 5.9 19.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 17.0 15.9 7.0 no

Mi-l Ship Lane 14.6 14.6 0.0 7.6 7.6 0.0 22.2 22.2 0.0 yes

Mi-l Cleveland Street 5.9 5.9 -0.0 5.2 5.3 -0.0 11.1 11.1 -0.0 yes

Mi-l Garrison Lane 13.5 13.5 0.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 19.5 19.5 0.0 yes

Mi-l Mimms Lane 12.2 12.2 0.0 4.5 4.5 -0.0 16.7 16.7 -0.0 yes

Ma-s Coldharbour Lane 9.9 9.9 0.0 10.5 21.7 -52.0 20.4 31.6 -35.0 no

Ma-s Wickham Road 7.2 20.4 -65.0 14.4 16.2 -11.0 21.6 36.6 -41.0 no

Ma-s Horn Lane 5.7 5.7 0.0 10.2 10.2 0.0 15.9 15.9 0.0 yes

Ma-s Bromley Road 5.6 5.6 0.0 8.9 8.9 0.0 14.5 14.6 0.0 yes

Ma-s Kingsland High Street 8.6 8.6 0.0 10.3 10.3 0.0 18.9 18.9 0.0 yes

Ma-l M25 (no name) 14.9 5.0 198.0 41.0 40.9 0.0 55.9 45.9 22.0 no

Ma-l Bow Road 7.5 5.5 37.0 17.1 17.1 -0.0 24.5 22.5 9.0 no

Ma-l Edgware Road 6.9 6.9 0.0 11.1 11.1 0.0 18.1 18.1 0.0 yes

Ma-l Hampton Court Road 10.3 10.3 0.0 9.6 9.6 0.0 19.9 19.9 0.0 yes

Ma-l Fairfield Road 6.0 6.0 -0.0 14.9 14.9 0.0 20.9 20.9 -0.0 yes

Table 3.5: Accuracy test results. Lo=Local, Mi=Minor, Ma=Major,
s=short, l=local

and property lines (setback) that coincide with the midpoint lo-

cation where the cross-section line is overlaid. A possible solu-

tion to avoid this type of errors could be to increase the number

of cross-section lines in order to survey different locations of a
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Hierarchy Sample size Obs. Footway Carriageway Total width Pass Perc.

Local 20 60 18 17 17 52 86.7
Minor 10 30 9 10 9 28 93.3
Major 10 30 7 8 6 21 70.0

Length

short 22 66 20 18 18 56 84.8
long 18 54 14 17 14 45 83.3

Table 3.6: Summary of accuracy by street group

street segment and calculate a summary value. However, fur-

ther research should be undertaken to investigate the possible

data quality improvements that could be achieved from increas-

ing the number of survey points (or cross-sections per street

segments) and from refining and possibly programming the

length of the cross-section lines to avoid overlap with adjacent

elements that should not be considered in the corresponding

measurement. Nevertheless, this type of solution should not be

difficult to implement in the cross-section line algorithm. For

example, by increasing the number of interpolated points and

adding a condition to the distance of the extended lines param-

eter (see Interpolate and Extend lines sections of the script in

section a.1 in Appendix a). As an illustration, Figure 3.9 shows

3 cross-section lines for every street segment lengths varying in

relation to the street classification.

Figure 3.9: Increased number of cross-section lines per street segment
with lengths determined by street classification
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Figure 3.10: Selected samples not passing (first 8 panels) and passing
(last 4 panels) the accuracy test, showing Google Maps
satellite imagery and OS Mastermap layer representing
the street surface (see remaining 28 passing cases in Fig-
ure a.4)
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A final analysis of the accuracy test is to calculate the dis-

tance between the modelled data and the ’true’ values. This

method is based on the calculation of the Root Mean Square

Error (RMSE) between the ground truth observations and the

120 sampled measurements. The RMSE for the accuracy test

is 4.97 m which can be considered low compared to the rela-

tive accuracy of the source data set (OS Mastermap Topogra-

phy Layer) that fluctuates between +/- 0.5 and 60 m 9. Overall,

the 84.16% of accuracy and the 4.97 m RMSE are indicators of a

data set of good quality with few outliers, that can be explained

by the high level of absolute accuracy of the source data set

and from few errors mostly arising from processing the data.

Finally, from visual inspection, the passing cases demonstrate

that OS Mastermap Topography Layer has a high level of cor-

respondence with the ground truth observations derived from

high-resolution satellite imagery. It can thus be suggested that

the streetspace allocation analysis using cross-sections surveys

at the midpoint of streets segments is an appropriate technique

for calculating the land uses that compose the linear space of

streets.

3.3.4 Streetspace data repository

Following open science principles, the data outputs have been

published online and already been shared with several trans-

port related institutions 10. Due to the cross-section approach to

describe streetspace, some plausible connections can be drawn

with Streetmix, an open web service that allows to interactively

edit street profiles from a cross sectional viewpoint, opening

possibilities for participatory design (Lovelace et al., 2020).The

practical applications in urban design and transport planning

are numerous and have incremented with the social distanc-

9 See FAQs Accuracy https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-
government/tools-support/mastermap-topography-support

10 TfL, Sustrans, the Active Travel Academy and others, have requested access
to the data repository

https://github.com/npalomin/streetspace_dataset_ldn##streetspace-dataset-london
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ing restrictions originated by the Covid-19 pandemic. These in-

clude from the creation of new cycle lanes to the provision of

space for outdoor dining. For example, a study on school streets

requested the data to examine the provision of safe socially dis-

tanced space for children. However, the common denominator

is the allocation of streetspace for which the detailed knowl-

edge of streetspace metrics is critical.

3.4 descriptive statistics of streetspace in london

The street segments analysed describe the street network within

the M25 area. The results of the streetspace allocation calcula-

tions show that a small number of street segments (less than

0.5%) had a total street width value below 2 m and were ex-

cluded from the analysed data points. It was observed that gen-

erally this occurs in segments that are too short and cluttered

close to street junctions, hence the cross-section line fails to in-

tersect properly with the adjacent kerb and property lines. Fol-

lowing this, the streetspace allocation metrics data set is com-

posed of 182,555 street segments.

The comparison of histograms in Figure 3.11 for the carriage-

ways, footways and total widths show a unimodal skewed long-

tail distribution. This can be explained by the fact that urban

street networks are a complex transportation system with effi-

cient spatial organisation, and that the London street system

grew following a space-filling phenomena within a service re-

gion constrained by the idea and materialisation of the green

belt (Masucci, Stanilov, and Batty, 2013). Often the construc-

tion of major roads precedes minor roads and thus major roads

operate as primary distributors. This translates into a street sys-

tem with few streets with high capacity or width and the ma-

jority of streets with low capacity in a hierarchically-nested or-

ganisation. Before a closer inspection of the basic statistics it is

important to notice that as Table 3.7 shows near 2/3 of streets

are classified as Local Road and the same if looking at the rela-
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tive street length11. This is informative to understand that the

median values for footway and carriageway portray the mea-

sures of a typical ‘residential’ street with a footway (5.4 m total,

or estimated 2.7 m each side) around half a metre above the

2 m minimum recommended, and a carriageway (7.5 m) that

can accommodate 2 lanes plus one space for on-street parking

or 1 lane and on-street parking on both sides (Großbritannien,

2007). Taken together, these metrics suggest that there is an as-

sociation between the hierarchical classification of streets and

their streetspace allocation metrics.

Hier. Designation Median (m) Relative
Total street Carriageway Footway freq. length

Local Local Road 12.4 7.3 5.0 66.2 67.8
Shared Use Carr. 14.1 0.0 10.9 0.1 0.1

Minor

B Road 16.8 9.2 6.9 4.2 3.8
B Road, Coll. Dual Carr. 28.4 14.9 12.0 0.2 0.1
Minor Road 15.4 8.2 6.4 12.5 13.5
Minor Road, Coll. Dual Carr. 29.9 14.9 11.5 0.3 0.2

Major

A Road 21.1 11.2 8.6 10.0 7.6
A Road, Coll. Dual Carr. 31.1 16.9 11.9 1.4 1.0
Motorway 30.6 19.4 7.9 0.3 0.7
Motorway, Coll. Dual Carr. 44.7 35.9 5.8 0.4 1.4
Primary Road 25.2 13.4 9.5 2.7 2.0
Primary Road, Coll. Dual Carr. 35.1 21.0 12.0 1.6 1.9

Table 3.7: Summary of streetspace allocation metrics by designation
and hierarchy

Further analysis shows that near 1/3 of the streets exhibit

both footway and carriageway widths at the same time, in the

range of values of ’residential’ streets (see Table 3.8).

An interesting aspect of the boxplots in Figure 3.12 is the

similarity of the footway and carriageway width interquartile

ranges ( 4 m), which demonstrates a common design pattern in

the allocation of space to the pedestrian and vehicular systems,

which in turn may be explained by the application of street

11 See p. 39 in https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/documents/product-
support/user-guide/os-open-map-local-product-guide.pdf for the OS clas-
sification scheme used in the OS Open Map Local data set
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Carriageway (m)
Footway (m) (0,6) (6,10) (10,15) (15,50)
(0,4) 9.3 7.6 1.9 1.9
(4,8) 8.7 33.8 5.3 2.8
(8,10) 1.0 3.4 1.7 1.7
(10,50) 1.9 5.9 5.7 7.4

Table 3.8: Contingency table of carriageway and footway widths in
percentages

standards. However, footway and carriageway widths differ in

their relation with total street width. The scatterplots in Fig-

ure 3.14 shows that there is a greater relationship between foot-

way width and total street width than with carriageway width.

A possible explanation is that carriageways are designed with a

minimum standard width to carry motorised-vehicles which ef-

fectively is a module: the street lane, therefore the increments in

carriageway widths necessarily are modular, whereas footway

widths can vary and increase without this restriction.

The pattern displayed on the carriageway to footway scatter-

plot show that carriageway and footway widths have an inverse

relationship. This may be associated with the fact that the total

street width is frequently fixed, therefore as any of these vari-

ables increments the other one is reduced in the same rate. This

relationship has been conceptualised as the trade-off triangle

(Jones, Marshall, and Boujenko, 2008) that illustrates the com-

peting demands of multiple street users within a fixed street

width and that as either carriageway or footway width increase

the respective carriageway or footway width decreases (see Fig-

ure 3.13).

Following the trade-off triangle concept the square grid heat-

maps relating footway and carriageway metrics in Figure 3.15(a)

and (b) reveal that the majority of streets have more space allo-

cated for carriageways than for footways, as the area above the

50/50 line has higher colour intensity. Also, from Figure 3.15(b)

it is possible to derive that the typical street in London has a
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of streetspace allocation metrics in London.
Mean values shown by orange lines

Figure 3.12: Variance of streetspace allocation metrics in London
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: (a) Share of Streetspace diagram based on Jones et al.,
2008 ’trade-off’ triangle, (b) Diagram of street cross-
section

Figure 3.14: Relationships between streetspace allocation metrics in
London. Axes limits at 10th and 90th pctls
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carriageway width of 7.25 m and a total footway width of 4.75

m (n = 7680).

Figure 3.15: Heatmaps of street frequency according to Footway and
Carriageway widths, (a) weighted by length and (b) ab-
solute count detail

To put it differently, Figure 3.16 shows the spatial pattern of

the carriageway/footway relation with global statistics grouped

in two street types according to streetspace preponderance. It is

evident from this visualisation that streets with wider carriage-

way than footway prevail far and wide. Nevertheless, some con-

centration of streets with wider footway than carriageway is ob-

servable at the city centre. Overall, the grid formed by streets

with wider carriageways is by far more comprehensive with

77% of the total street length than the one formed by streets

with wider footways which represents 22%.

The next section discusses a spatial visualisation method of

streetspace allocation metrics that displays simultaneously the

main variables presented here to begin to understand with more

details their spatial arrangement of streetspace allocation across

the greater London urban area.

3.5 streetspace citywide cartography

The visualisation of the physical metrics of street widths at

high spatial resolution across a large geographic extent is car-
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of streets networks patterns according to
streetspace primacy
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tographically challenging. As discussed previously, commonly

street data sources simplify the RCL as a line. The RCL can be

analysed according to the street length (see for example Strano

et al., 2013), however, here I have introduced additional street-

space metrics that offer a more detailed quantification of the

street’s physical environment. For example, by analysing total

street width it is possible to observe that the pattern displayed

in Figure 3.17, representing the upper wider half of London

streets, resembles the pattern of road traffic volumes (see Fig-

ure 8.4 in Batty, 2013b). A similar spatial organisation can be

observed from the most economically and socially active areas

of the city.

The allocation of streetspace is a multi-scalar problem (App-

leyard, Gerson, and Lintell, 1981). Strategic scale considerations

affect and are affected by design scale factors in a complex way.

Certainly, because of urban land ownership structures, street

plans have a low rate of change, therefore street redevelopment

schemes will most likely operate modifying the pedestrian and

vehicular space ratio. To understand how much space is desig-

nated to pedestrians and vehicles I visualise these two variables

simultaneously using a bivariate thematic map (Eyton, 1984).

The maps in Figure 3.18 shows footway-carriageway relation-

ship in the study area and a detailed view of Central London.

This visualisation helps analyse street design and streetspace

prioritisation at the same time in a quantifiable way. To some

extent, the hierarchy of the street system is highlighted, despite

the fact that the streetspace allocation in major streets varies

from segment to segment portraying the piecemeal street de-

velopments and the history and diversity of urban planning

paradigms in London.

Together, these visualisations provide important insights into

the way the street system functions at multiple scales being rele-

vant for practical applications. From a policy perspective, urban

street planning has been conceptualised as a three-stage transi-

tion from a car-oriented city to a sustainable mobility city and
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Figure 3.17: Widest streets in London (above the median of 13.3m)
display a centre-periphery pattern with high concentra-
tion of wide streets at the centre and radials and circular
roads towards the periphery
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Figure 3.18: Bivariate representation of streetspace allocation in Lon-
don. Basemapping © Crown Copyright and Database
Right (2018). Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence)
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to a city of places (Jones, 2016b). Under those circumstances,

central streets and streets, in general, are expected to meet the

requirements of both their local and metropolitan functions. As

a result, the multiplicity of streets functions not only nurture

each other but also collide. As an illustration, London streets

carry 21.1 million trips daily (car, walk, bus, cycle, taxi and mo-

torcycle). By 2041, 80% of all trips in London are expected to

be made on foot, by cycle or using public transport (Greater

London Authority, 2018). Because the space of the street is of-

ten fixed and limited, the designation of space for vehicles and

pedestrians arises as a crucial design problem, which can be

better understood analysing the spatial pattern of streetspace

allocation citywide presented here.

The study of the physical form of streets offers important

insights about the spatial organization and dynamics of cities.

From the land-use perspective, street studies are relevant be-

cause the space occupied by streets accounts for near a fourth of

a city’s developed land (Angel, 2012), and constitute their main

transport infrastructure. The designation of streetspace inher-

ited from motorized-transport prioritization is contentious with

emergent mobility behaviours and the public space dimension

of streets. City officials and active travel advocates have begun

to promote the re-design of streets in a way that acknowledges

the relevance of non-motorized transport and socio-economic

street activity for more sustainable urban development.

The geometric generalisation of streets into linear features

has been most often used to study urban structure and dynam-

ics with important results. However, the omission of metrics

such as width, because of lack of available data, diminishes

the contribution of such analysis into re-thinking the design of

streets as urban places. The geocomputational technique to gen-

erate new street level data can open up alternative methods for

street planning and design that are consistent with current pat-

terns of urbanization and transformative urban transportation

solutions.
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While the physical description of the streetspace analysed

here is a close representation of the functional organisation of

streets, it is still general and could be conveniently expanded

with complementary street data attributes. For example, a more

detailed description of the carriageways could be obtained by

including bus and cycle lanes, speed limits, on-street parking

and kerb space use data. Equally, the footways spatial char-

acterisation could be improved by adding street greenery and

public life studies data. Street flows data can give a good proxy

to study streetspace use dynamics, however, the availability of

such data is still scarce in both spatio-temporal resolution and

geographic coverage.

The cross-section analysis results in a binary simplified rela-

tionship between vehicular space and pedestrian space, which

is derived from a comprehensive and detailed description of

the built-environment. But, other features which occasionally

have exclusive-use-dedicated-streetspace such as cycle lanes are

omitted from the analysis. Even so, the cross-section binary

summary represents the layout of the great majority of streets

in London, given that only an estimated 1% of the total street

length has streetspace exclusively assigned to cycle ways (Route

Plan Roll, 2020), which for this analysis is counted as vehicular

space.

All in all, the cartography of streetspace allocation involved

a series of steps from the definition of the subject matter, to

the data generation process, to the combination of the variables

into a visualisation displaying meaningful patterns, that made

readable the complexity of the subject in a citywide plan rep-

resentation of spatial variables characterising the geometry of

the street environment rather than the typically used display of

street network structure.
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3.6 summary

This chapter has described a methodology to generate street-

space allocation metrics: footway, carriageway and total street

width for whole urban areas. This novel data set was com-

puted from existing urban physical environment surveys us-

ing geocomputational techniques in GIS software. The method

presented is replicable and can be extended over other cities

spatially organised around motorised traffic and facing simi-

lar urban mobility challenges. The analysis of the streetspace

of whole street systems at a high-spatial resolution can expand

street morphology studies in informative ways. Overall, the ap-

plication of combined spatial research methods including geo-

computation and information visualisation provides a method

to obtain relevant information that can support street design

and planning in a new way and suggests an opportunity to ad-

vance in the understanding of streets as places as well as links.

In reviewing the literature, no data was found on street net-

work analysis applying streetspace allocation metrics citywide.

While the results of the streetspace allocation analysis follow

the typical linear representation and graph modelling of streets

applied in street network studies (Marshall et al., 2018), the new

analytical technique based on street cross-sections can provide

greater insights into understanding the street network struc-

ture, the pattern of connections and hence the way the street

network functions. These results have important implications

for developing mechanisms for determining streetspace alloca-

tion that accounts for the many competing streetspace demands

of various street user groups (Jones, Boujenko, and Marshall,

2007; Jones, 2016a) and contemporary perspectives of streets for

transport, streets for sustainability and streets as place (Creutzig

et al., 2020). Prior studies that have noted the importance of

reallocating streetspace to protect neighbourhoods from traf-

fic have revealed the mutual connections between metropolitan

and neighbourhood scale policies (Appleyard, Gerson, and Lin-
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tell, 1981). It can thus be suggested that a citywide streetspace

allocation analysis might help better understand the multi-scale

implications of reallocating streetspace.

The data set of streetspace allocation metrics generated can

be considered to be of good quality according to the accuracy

assessment. Therefore, it is expected that this data set can be

useful to applications in both transport and urban design and

planning. Equally, the data quality indicators substantiate the

replicability of the streetspace allocation analysis methodology.

Nevertheless, due to the necessary correspondence between the

street surface polygons and RCL representations the methodol-

ogy relies substantially on high-quality and detailed data sets

which occasionally are not open access.

Streetspace allocation statistics for London confirm the pre-

dominance of space allocated for vehicular over pedestrian uses.

Most streets have a design that follows ‘residential’ streets stan-

dards which is coincident with traditional street hierarchical

classifications. This is also coincident with the theory of the

spatially efficient organisation of the London street system, that

report that there are few wider distributors and many narrower

local streets. Nevertheless, the spatial organisation of streets

segments types is not homogeneous and follows a centre-periphery

pattern. The hierarchy of the street system is highlighted in the

London-wide streetspace carriageway-footway visualisation, de-

spite the fact that the streetspace allocation of major streets

varies from segment to segment portraying the history and di-

versity of planning paradigms in London. Also, the central area

of London has wider streets and shows a relative larger street-

space designated to pedestrians corresponding with higher lev-

els of social and economic activity and traffic flows.

The approach presented here is timely with urban mobility

challenges and policies. Alongside the insights for intra urban

comparisons it can facilitate the analysis of urban planning

paradigms implementations across cities. Additionally, the fine

grain streetspace physical metrics introduced not only can en-
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rich street research methods that focus on urban structure and

dynamics but also can offer alternative analytical methods for

street classification, planning and design.

3.6.1 Key findings

• New techniques in spatial analysis allow to generate data

of micro-scale physical attributes of whole urban street

systems. In particular, the approach presented here is a

good example of geocomputation as it amplifies the ana-

lytical capacities of GIS by creatively and experimentally

applying urban design techniques like cross-section anal-

ysis to all streets in London.

• Streetspace allocation statistics for London confirm that

there are more streets with more space designated to ve-

hicular than to pedestrian uses with a ratio of 3:1. Al-

though, spatial variations can be distinguished, Central

London has wider streets and shows a relative larger street-

space designated to pedestrians corresponding with both

higher levels of socio-economic activity and traffic flows.

This is also evident from the spatial pattern in which the

network of streets with carriageway primacy covers 77%

of the total street length.

• The majority of streets in London are designed follow-

ing ‘residential’ streets standards, with medians of 5.4m

and 7.5m for footways and carriageways respectively. Sim-

ilarly, the distribution of total street width is coincident

with commonly used street hierarchical classifications, with

few wider distributors and many narrower local streets,

indicating a new way to describe the space-filling phe-

nomena in the growth of London streets.

• It is possible to recognise design standards and urban

form patterns in the streetspace allocation metrics statisti-
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cal summary and graphic patterns. One third of streets

have carriageways between 6 and 10 m with footways

between 4 to 8 m, similar to metrics of typical residen-

tial streets. Also, because of the modular arrangement of

carriageways, they tend to cluster in bands unlike foot-

ways which show a dispersed pattern. Additionally, an in-

verse relationship pattern is described in the carriageway-

footway scatterplot, somewhat characterising the trade-off

triangle or competition for limited streetspace.

• The hierarchical pattern of the street system is highlighted

in the London-wide bivariate streetspace visualisation, de-

spite the fact that the streetspace allocation of major streets

varies from segment to segment, as a result of the piece-

meal nature of street improvements and the diversity of

planning paradigms that have been applied in London.

• The programmatic application of the street cross-section

technique enables the comprehensive analysis of street-

space citywide at a high-spatial resolution offering new

data to expand street morphology studies in informative

ways with the potential for interrogating current street de-

signs. Furthermore, streetspace allocation analysis presents

important methodological contributions to develop street

network analysis and mechanisms for determining the al-

location of streetspace.
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4.1 introduction

In this chapter I present the analysis of the relationships be-

tween streetspace allocation metrics and street network central-

ity for the whole of London, followed by a comparative analy-
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sis between different definitions of Central and Inner London

at distinct scales of movement.

Studies on street network centrality suggest that the most im-

portant streets on a street system have higher centrality values.

In particular, studies claim that betweenness centrality is asso-

ciated with pedestrian and vehicular movement, and economic

activity (Hillier and Iida, 2005; Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing,

2006; Porta et al., 2012; Turner, 2007), with varying effects at

different radii of analysis (Turner, 2007). Yet, these studies are

based on a simplified representation of the street environment

conceptualised as nodes and links, disregarding other street

geometrical properties that describe the way the street func-

tions such as pavement and carriageway widths (Jones, Mar-

shall, and Boujenko, 2008; Marshall et al., 2018). Moreover, as I

argued in subsection 2.2.2, streets are a complex phenomenon

with a variety of significances and overlapping activities. There-

fore, it follows that the study of streets will benefit from a more

comprehensive quantitative description of the street environ-

ment than the commonly used network representation. In fact,

the streetspace allocation metrics presented in chapter 3 are use-

ful to interrogate the relative importance of streets by testing

the associations between streetspace provision and streetspace

demand.

This chapter seeks to analyse the relationship between the de-

scriptive model of streetspace allocation metrics with metrics

of betweenness centrality for four geographic areas: the area

within the M25 orbital; Inner London as defined using close-

ness centrality; the current Central London Ultra Low Emis-

sions Zone (ULEZ); and the planned extended ULEZ for 2021.

The comparison between the areas is applied to facilitate the

identification of patterns in the examination of the relationship.

It is relevant to note that the approach adopted here for un-

derstanding urban structure through the analysis of the street

grid, combines two modelling approaches of urban systems: a

descriptive and a mathematical. The streetspace metrics model
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is descriptive in the sense that it empirically describes street-

space quantitatively and geometrically. On the other hand, the

street network model is mathematical in that it represents and

measures the relationships between elements through a math-

ematical representation based on graph theory and topology.

To a certain extent the mathematical model can also be consid-

ered descriptive in that it reveals the spatial organisation of the

city structure, however, the main purpose of this model is to

understand the patterns of connections between the network

elements and estimate urban movement. In this context, mod-

elling the street network as ’a complex network’ addresses two

entangled concepts simultaneously: both the understanding of

the form and the function of the street system. The focus on

the geometrical and topological characteristics of the built envi-

ronment is the realm of spatial configuration studies which are

signalled as a key approach in urban morphology (Kropf, 2018).

Here, these research approaches are combined with streetspace

analysis to evaluate possible associations related to the spatial

and physical characteristics of streets.

The contributions to urban design from the spatial configu-

ration approach have been notable in that it has provided evi-

dence to suggest ways the built environment is shaped by social

and economic forces (Moudon, 1997). Then, it is identified as

one of four different approaches in urban morphology (Kropf,

2009), with a consistent application of network approach tech-

niques to the study of cities, neighborhoods, streets and build-

ings (Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006b).

It is important to realise that the study of the effects of spa-

tial form in movement are explained mostly by the configura-

tion of the urban grid despite the local properties of a space

(Hillier et al., 1993). Yet, it could be argued that the citywide

study of street widths and streetspace allocation like the one

presented here, offer important complementary insights to the

spatial analysis of street layouts. Particularly, in allowing to dis-

tinguish the implications of configuration in the allocation of
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streetspace to vehicles and pedestrians. Therefore, expanding

the potential contributions not only to planning for but also to

the design of streets.

The chapter is organised in four sections. First, I provide and

overview of urban movement models. Second, I develop the

streetspace and street network models. Third, I conduct a cor-

relation test to determine the dependency between a set of be-

tweeness centrality measures across 7 radii and total street, foot-

way and carriageway widths for the 4 study areas described

above. Finally, I present a summary and discussion of the re-

sults and the key findings.

4.2 traditional models of street-level urban move-

ment

Because in the context of this research I will infer urban move-

ment from the spatial configuration or the structural properties

of the street network, it is appropriate to discuss its limitations

and alternative methodological approaches. The movement of

people and goods is a complex phenomenon that is difficult

to observe. Many of the research methods and models for the

analysis of urban movement share similar limitations. In partic-

ular, the observation of pedestrian movement poses challenges

associated with the fine scale of analysis, therefore the applica-

bility of methods which main purpose is to predict car-traffic is

questionable (Batty, 2001). In this context, it worth remember-

ing that a key objective of this research is the examination of the

relationship between streetspace provision and streetspace de-

mand. This implies a focus on the physical space described at a

high-resolution scale where the street is the container of phys-

ical flows and human activity. Conceptually, urban movement

and urban flow of people may be seen as different quantitative

variables, however, they both may represent the kind of human

activity I am interested to capture, thus for the following dis-

cussion they will be considered the same.
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Generally speaking among the methods applied for the ob-

servation and analysis of urban movement there is a trade-off

of data availability between two variables: geographic coverage

and spatio-temporal resolution. Such methods may be classi-

fied in three types depending on the analytical technique ap-

plied: sensoring, estimating and predicting. Methods such as

footfall and traffic sensors or direct observation can provide a

very high spatial and temporal resolution, even facilitate real-

time observation, however, these methods are costly and of-

ten limited in geographic coverage. Similarly, the observation

of movement using mobiles phones as sensors (GPS and mo-

bile/tower signals) can offer powerful insights into the under-

standing of human dynamics (Gonzalez, Hidalgo, and Barabasi,

2008), but these are limited to describing an area and trajectory

of movement which is not sufficient to characterise street activ-

ity.

Estimating methods usually comprise the use of origin-

destination travel-to-work data. This data is aggregated at a

district level and commonly analysed by connecting them by

vectors or ’desire lines’ (Batty, 2013a), traffic flows then can

be estimated from commuting patterns of modal choice. This

technique has been extended to estimating cycling patterns by

allocating ’desire lines’ to the street grid according to road type,

hilliness and network distance (Lovelace et al., 2017, 2020), ad-

vancing in the geometric description of the movement. These

type of methods can have a large geographic coverage given

that the data is often collected through census, however, the

limitations are both on its narrow focus on the vehicular move-

ments (car and bicycle) and on the purpose of the travel de-

scribed. Also, its temporal resolution is dependant and limited

to census cycles.

Simulating methods typically involve the construction of agent

based models which basically consist of testing and predicting

movement behaviour of agents under specific conditions (Batty,

2001). These can be highly detailed in the description of the
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physical environment like the street, but because of computing

costs they are often limited by the number of agents simulated

which also impacts on the geographic extent of analysis.

Overall, all urban movement methods have benefits and draw-

backs and the choice would depend on the type of study that is

being conducted. For this case study, the spatial configuration

approach was chosen because of several reasons. First, its rela-

tion to urban design based on granular observation of different

kinds of movement representing distinct city scales. Second, its

replicability and extensive range and analytical capacity of tech-

niques based on graph theory and network science methods.

Third, because it is regarded as an urban morphology approach

for the study of the spatial structure of cities.

4.3 the streetspace and street network models

4.3.1 Streetspace model

For analysing the relationship between streetspace allocation

metrics and street network centrality I use the same road cen-

tre line (RCL) representation utilised to compute streetspace al-

location detailed in the previous chapter. As it was previously

mentioned, the criterion for the selection of the RCL data set

contemplated the forthcoming analysis, thus this data set is con-

sidered an appropriate representation of the street network for

investigating centrality.

Streetspace allocation metrics are derived from a detailed de-

scription of the street physical environment. This process im-

plies a series of assumptions upon which the street —the real-

world object observed— is turned into an abstract and simpli-

fied representation. For example, for the streetspace allocation

metrics calculations, despite the fact that street widths an their

linear physical organisation and measures often vary along the

street, the observation of these at the midpoint is considered

sufficient to characterise the streetspace allocation of the whole
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street segment. This selection of relevant characteristics simpli-

fies the complexity of the street environment which as a result

allows for its investigation at a citywide scale.

Similarly, to turn a Road Centre Line (RCL) representation

into a network representation for configurational analysis, re-

quires a series of assumptions. In the street system observation-

description process which starts from the observed phenom-

ena and finishes with its model, there are four stages consid-

ered relevant for the purposes of this research. First, the carto-

graphic generalisation of the RCL which can be geometric or

semantic according to the analytical purposes (discussed in sec-

tion 3.2 Streetspace conceptualisation, formalisation and data

processing). Second, the graph modelling logic which involves

generating a mathematical representation of the street system

as vertices and edges. Third, graph planarity and how does it

matches the spatial constrains of the street system which refers

to the construction of the graph in a two-dimensional space.

Fourth, the concept of distance which affects how the street

system is navigated and the shortest paths and network mea-

sures calculated. Following is the discussion of this 4 research

assumptions and the key variables selected to build a street net-

work model of urban movement.

4.3.2 Street network model

Centrality is a measure to quantify the relative importance of

the network elements by looking at the patterns of connections.

The study of the patterns of connections implies a series of

modelling decisions that are discussed below.

As reviewed in subsection 2.3.2, the pattern of connections

between the elements of a network can have a big effect on the

behaviour of the system the network represents. For example,

it has been demonstrated through a variety of network analy-

sis methods that route choice is associated with the geometrical

and topological properties of the street network, which in turn
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affects the pattern of interactions or flows that emerges (Hill-

ier and Iida, 2005; Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing, 2006; Porta,

Crucitti, and Latora, 2006b). Thus, the way and how the ele-

ments of the network relate to each other can lead to a different

behaviour of the system. This implies the need of establishing

a criteria for the selection of the relevant characteristics to be

considered for building the network model (Echenique, 1970).

In this analysis, the relevant characteristics for modelling street

network centrality are taken from previous studies that follow

different disciplinary approaches, predominantly network sci-

ence and space syntax.

The study of street systems through a spatial network ap-

proach provides a wide range of analytical techniques for un-

derstanding the spatial organisation and modelling the beha-

viour of the system (Barthelemy, 2011). Among the concepts

utilised in network theory, centrality is a fundamental one to

quantify how important vertices (or edges) are in a networked

system (Newman, 2010). Street network studies considerably

rely on measures based on the centrality concept to describe the

behaviour of the system related to urban movement (or conges-

tion) (Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006b; Hillier and Iida, 2005;

Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing, 2006; Porta, Crucitti, and La-

tora, 2006b; Turner, 2007) and economic activity (Porta et al.,

2009, 2012). Because street networks are a representation of el-

ements embedded in space, centrality measures based on dis-

tance such as ’betweenness’ and ’closeness’ are considered ap-

propriate for structural analysis. Both measures quantify the

importance of a network element (vertex or edge) based on the

definition of shortest path or distance between pair of nodes. It

follows that in the context of urban movement (transport) anal-

ysis, distance is conceptualised as the cost to access the nodes,

which is not always the total length of the connecting path as it

will be explained in the following sections. Equally important

is the definition of distance for determining the geographic ex-

tent over which the centrality measures will be calculated. This
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is referred to as the ’catchment area’ or radius and is normally

related to transport modes.

4.3.2.1 Quantifying distance in street networks

Despite the fact that streets are embedded in space, in a net-

work model of a street grid the spatial relationships between

elements are determined first by their connections and then by

spatial proximity. While in geographic space "near things are

more related than distant things" (Batty, 2013b; Tobler, 2004), in

the case of a network model of streets the topological relation-

ship is the main property that determines how the street system

is structured (see Figure 4.1 for comparison of commonly used

distances in spatial analysis). After the connections are deter-

mined the travelled distance between elements plays a funda-

mental role in the behaviour of the system.

Figure 4.1: Distance comparison (a) Topological distance (10 steps),
(b) Path or Manhattan distance (1000m), (c) Euclidean or
"as the crow flies" distance (1000m)

Many transport and accessibility models are based on the

cost of travel which can be understood as a variant of distance.

Following is an discussion of this variable in the context of a

street level urban scale model of urban movement.
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There are many factors that can impact the cost of travel at

the street level. However, previous empirical research suggest

that the topological and geometrical measures of the street grid

are the main variables that influence urban movement (Hillier

and Iida, 2005; Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing, 2006). Other

factors such as waiting times at crossings and the qualitative

aspects of the street environment are difficult to measure over

a large geographic extent and are considered more subjective

(Ewing and Handy, 2009). The most obvious assumption for se-

lecting the route with least cost is the shortest metric distance.

Certainly, this option is amplified by the adoption of routing

and mapping technologies to navigate the city in which the

minimisation of travel distance is a key criteria (Kurgan, 2013).

However, the method of angular analysis for the quantification

of space suggests that people move avoiding turns, hence travel

cost should be calculated by quantifying the angular variations

through the route, which has been defined as angular distance

(Turner, 2000a,b). This method evolved from the discipline of

Space Syntax, which seeks to study the organising principles of

architectural and urban space. This implicit grammar of form

(Batty, 2013b) suggests that there is a relation between unob-

structed movement and lines of sight in (Hillier et al., 1993,

as cited in Batty, 2013). Additionally, this linear conceptualisa-

tion of how routes are chosen has also been associated with the

mental understanding of the city layout (Lynch, 1960). The sim-

plest route is the most direct route, that is to say the route with

the fewest number of turns and deviations from a straight line

(Viana et al., 2013). Applied to real-world situations this con-

cept is based on the idea that while navigating through a street

grid people prefer to conserve linearity (Dalton, 2003; Turner,

2007).

It seems appropriate that the distance variable for urban move-

ment modelling purposes should comprise both the quantifica-

tion of the simplest and shortest routes. Hence, for creating

the streetspace demand model, I calculated shortest-path dis-
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tances using angular and metric distances combined using the

weighted network method explained later (subsubsection 4.3.2.4).

4.3.2.2 Betweenness and closeness centrality

The quantification of distance is key for studying the network

structure using centrality measures. Following, is the definition

of ’Betweeness’ and ’Closeness’ centrality and a discussion of

how these have been associated with urban movement. It worth

noting that the idea of centrality started as a method to study

communication in social networks (as reviewed in Crucitti, La-

tora, and Porta, 2006a). Then, the concept of centrality for the

study of urban street patterns permeated first into the space

syntax community and then into the network science commu-

nity through different theoretical approximations: graph theory

(Hillier, 1984; Hillier et al., 1976) and network science respec-

tively (Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006b; Holme, 2003). Nev-

ertheless, in the scientific literature ’graph theory’ and ’net-

work science’ are used interchangeably, possibly because graph

theory constitute the mathematical basis of network science

(Barabási and Pósfai, 2016). In the context of the study of urban

street patterns the application of the ’Betweenness’ and ’Close-

ness’ measures was first empirically applied by Hillier and Iida

(2005) in a study of vehicular and pedestrian flow observations

on 4 areas of London, including 3 types of distance definitions:

topological, metric and angular. Shortly later it was extended by

Porta, Crucitti, and Latora (2006b) with a focus on the compar-

ison of the urban structure of 4 one square mile sample of self-

organised and planned cities. In this approach the distance def-

initions are only topological and metric but includes two addi-

tional centrality measures: straightness and information central-

ity which are based on a global efficiency index of the network

that considers euclidean distance for the calculations of shortest

paths and captures the route deviation from geographic (Man-

hattan) distance shortest paths. This approach was named mul-

tiple centrality assessment (MCA) (Porta, Crucitti, and Latora,
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2006b). Overall, both graph theory and network science appli-

cations seek to quantify the local and global importance of the

network elements (Marshall et al., 2018).

betweenness centrality : An element of the network

that intermediates the least-costly relation between the rest of

the elements of the network has a high betweenness central-

ity, in the sense that the connections between the elements pass

through the element in-between, therefore this element has high

traffic and plays a key role in information transfer. In a network

represented as a graph G = (N,K), in which N is the set of nodes

and K is the set of links connecting the nodes, the betweenness

centrality of a node s —applied by different graph and network

approaches— is defined as (Freeman, 1978):

Cb
s =

1
(N − 1)(N − 2) ∑

s 6=t 6=v

ntv(s)
ntv

(4.1)

where ntv is the number of shortest paths between t and v, and

ntv(s) is the number of shortest paths between t and v that

involve node s. As noted in previous sections the definition of

distance is key for the calculation of the betweenness centrality

of a node, because it is assumed that information (pedestrian

or vehicular movement) travels along the least-costly route.

closeness centrality : Closeness centrality measures to

which extent a network element is near to the rest or surround-

ing elements of the network. The different network disciplinary

approaches are based on Sabidussi’s (1966) closeness definition.

The closeness centrality of a node s in G is:

Cc
s =

N − 1
∑s 6=t dst

(4.2)

where dst is the shortest distance between s and t calculated

over all possible paths in the graph between s and t. Again, the
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definition of distance is key for the calculation of the closeness

centrality of a node.

4.3.2.3 The length of street level journeys

In configurational studies of street patterns that apply central-

ity measures, the concept of breadth-first search is significant

for the calculation of shortest distance. The general principle

of the breadth-search algorithm is to search for shortest paths

over neighbouring elements of the network within a specific dis-

tance (Newman, 2010). In street network studies this distance

is defined as a radius or threshold that is perceived to be in-

fluential to the network element. Rather than computing cen-

trality measures from a network element to all other elements,

the measures are calculated over a cut-off distance. Likewise,

the definition of distance for shortest paths calculations, the ra-

dius distance for breadth-first search can be topological, metric

and angular. For the purpose of modelling urban movement in

this chapter, several radius are chosen according to the reach

allowed by different modes of transport. In this case study the

radii are measured in metric network distance as it is consid-

ered the most suitable measure to represent the cost or con-

straints of the journey.

4.3.2.4 Weighted street networks

A weighted network —also referred to as a valued graph—

is a network representation in which the connections between

nodes has additional information that can provide extra detail

of the pattern of connections. For example, on conventional rep-

resentations, street networks in which junctions are nodes and

streets are links, the length of the links is used as the weight,

which has proven to shown better correlation with observed

movement (see Turner, 2007). From a network science perspec-

tive, weights are conceptualised as the strength of the connec-

tions that captures more details of the system (e.g. amount of
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data or energy flow, frequency contact between actors)(Newman,

2010). Based on Turner’s findings, for the purpose of the analy-

sis presented here, I weighted the network by the length of the

segments.

4.3.2.5 Network analysis in GIS

Once the model of streetspace allocation metrics is created and

represented as RCL vector data, the network analysis can be

conducted using several software alternatives. The Place Syn-

tax Tool (PST) is one of such softwares that works as a plugin

for GIS environments. This tool created for the configurational

study of street networks, allows a set of calculations based on

network science and space syntax definitions (Ståhle, Marcus,

and Karlström, 2005). As it was discussed before, the variations

in the results of centrality metrics calculations is dependant on

the definition of distance. In essence, for computing centrality,

distance has to be input and defined as a parameter in three in-

stances. First, for the calculation of shortest paths. Second, for

determining the area over which the journeys are calculated.

Third, by defining whether the length of the street segments is

considered as a ’weight’ for the calculations. Additionally, PST

has a range normalisation techniques to facilitate comparative

studies of networks of different size (see Rashid, 2019).

For the following analysis, the model for the configurational

study of street structure has the following definitions. The an-

alytical method for representing the structure of the connec-

tions between locations is betweenness centrality as described

in section 4.3.2.2 Betweenness centrality: (p. 118). For the cal-

culation of shortest paths, distance is quantified using angular

variations as described in section 4.3.2.1 Quantifying distance in

street networks. Then, to account for the possible higher move-

ment on streets with potentially more destinations, the cen-

trality calculation is weighted by length (see 4.3.2.4 Weighted

street networks). Finally, to facilitate the potential comparison
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between different study areas betweenness centrality is nor-

malised into a standard scale from 0 to 1.

To investigate the multi-scalarity of streetspace allocation and

its relation with urban structure, the betweenness centrality in-

dex is investigated across 7 radii that derive from the journey

length/speed of different on-street transport modes discussed

in section 4.3.2.3 The length of street level journeys, and that

have been applied in similar previous street network transport

studies (Turner, 2007).

4.3.2.6 London street network centrality analysis

This analysis is conducted using QGIS with the PST plugin

(Ståhle, Marcus, and Karlström, 2005). The first step is to load

the Road Centre Line (RCL) data set I presented in chapter 3

using the software. The plugin allows several operations and

input of parameters to conduct the analysis. The first opera-

tion consists of creating a network graph from the RCL. In this

graph every segment line is a node and every intersection is an

edge. The adjustments to the geometry of the RCL where kept

to a minimum with the purpose of preserving the correspon-

dence between the streetspace model and the street network

model. Following, the tool requires to set the parameters dis-

cussed in the previous section. The distance for the network be-

tweenness shortest-path calculation is angular distance, the anal-

ysis is weighted by the length of the segments, and the 7 radii

are calculated over areas defined by manhattan distance (or path

distance see Figure 4.1). As a result, I obtained a betweeness

centrality value for each segment across the 7 radii.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the distributions of the cal-

culated betweenness centrality for radius 500, 1000, 2000, 2500,

5000, 7000 and 10000 m. As can be seen from the figure, a num-

ber of patterns arise. All radii show a right skewed distribu-

tion reflecting the hierarchical structure of street grids with few

main roads and many secondary and tertiary roads. However,

the distribution tends to concentrate around the lower values
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of network betweeness centrality for 7 radii.
Values normalised from 0-1 below 80th pctile.

as the radius increases. This is not surprising given that the

chance of being connected to a main connector street is lower

at smaller radii but increases for larger radii, in which case the

centrality value of main connectors displace the values of sur-

rounding streets to the lower tiers.

This characteristic is also evident from the spatial pattern

of centrality. Figure 4.3 illustrates a comparison of the streets

above the 80th percentile centrality value for all radii. The pat-

tern evolves from small to large radii displaying dispersed pat-

ches (with a characteristic central concentration), to collinear

main and secondary streets defining mid-size group of blocks

attached with subsidiary streets, to collinear main global con-

nectors defining bigger group of blocks. Interestingly, from ra-

dius 2000 m onwards, some main metropolitan roads are iden-

tifiable (e.g. Kingsland Rd. and Edgware Rd.).
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the spatial pattern of betweenness central-
ity for 7 radii. Highest 20%.

Turner (2007) provides evidence suggesting the correspon-

dence between vehicular movement and betweeness centrality

computed at 2000 m radius. Such pattern can be observed on

the map in Figure 4.4 in which darker lines have highest be-

tweenness centrality at 2000 m radius and correspond to cen-

tral and main metropolitan thoroughfares. In the section that

follows, it will be discussed the test of association between cen-

trality measures and streetspace allocation measures.
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Figure 4.4: Metropolitan scale model of vehicular movement at 2000

m radius based on (Turner, 2007)

4.4 correlation analysis across radii and central

area definitions

In this section I analyse the relationship between the streetspace

allocation model and the street network centrality model intro-

duced in the previous chapter and section respectively. I first

look at the correlation of this metrics for the whole of London

study area and then focus on 3 sample areas of Central London.
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4.4.1 Citywide analysis of London

Conceptually, the streetspace allocation metrics and the street

network centrality models represent provision and demand of

streetspace. Generally speaking, it would be expected that these

metrics have a strong relationship. If street width is considered

the dependent variable then betweenness centrality or ’through-

movement’ would be higher on wider streets. The purpose of

this analysis is to gain understanding of this relationship city-

wide, as well as examining how the greater details included in

the models, related to footway and carriageway widths and the

spectrum of radii, may have an impact on this relationship.

The London data set for this analysis is composed by 273,362

street lines with 10 variables. In this correlation analysis I will

quantify the relationship between the 3 streetspace allocation

metrics (footway, carriageway and total street widths) and 7 be-

tweenness centrality metrics calculated for 7 radii (500, 1000,

2000, 2500, 5000, 7000, 10000 metres). I first examine the rela-

tionship graphically and then calculate the correlation coeffi-

cients using the Pearson’s product moment correlation method.

Given that both sets of variables show a right-skewed distribu-

tion, I adjust all variables using a log(1 + x) transformation.

The results show that for the study area, the correlation be-

tween streetspace metrics and street network betweenness cen-

trality is moderate, weak positive or negligible, with values

ranging from 0.19 to 0.31 (see Figure 4.5). Nevertheless, it is

possible to observe some interesting patterns. In all radii, street-

space allocation metrics organise in decreasing order from total

street width to footway width, except for the two largest radii.

This suggests that the relative difference of movement between

streets is firstly related to their total width and then to their car-

riageway and footway widths. Also, the results show that for

all streetspace metrics the correlation coefficient increases with

the radius alongside a tendency to stabilise.
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Figure 4.5: Correlation coefficients for streetspace allocation mea-
sures against network betweenness centrality for 7 radii
within the M25 orbital (see Figure a.2 in Appendix a for
the definition of the study area

4.4.2 Central areas and radials analysis

Because both the streetspace and the street network models

show a central-peripheral and radial spatial organisation pat-

tern (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 3.18) it is relevant to investigate

with more detail the possible relationships between these two

models.

In this section, I first compare the correlation of a sample of

the data set defined spatially by the 3 areas illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.6. Two of these areas correspond to policy-defined bound-

aries: the current 2020 Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) and

the planned 2021 expanded ULEZ. In essence, these zones con-

sist of a charging scheme introduced to reduce the circulation

of air polluting vehicles within defined areas in Central London

(Central Activities Zone according to the London Plan approxi-

mately for ULEZ 2020, and North and South circular ring roads

for ULEZ 2021). Despite the fact that this zones might seem

arbitrary from an urban morphology perspective, they are rel-

evant for the purpose of understanding the way streetspace is

distributed, particularly because in these cases streetspace de-

mand is set to be restricted for certain types of vehicles. The

third area is determined by a second type of spatial configu-
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ration analysis of London citywide. Here, I quantify centrality

by first calculating closeness as defined in section 4.3.2.2 Be-

tweenness and closeness centrality at a radius of 2000 m. Then,

I identify the giant cluster (greatest connected component) to

establish the boundaries of the study area. As a result, I obtain

a ’central area’ that is generated from the analysis of the struc-

tural organisation of the street network (this area is referred to

as the ’closeness core’).

Figure 4.6: Central and Inner London study areas

To facilitate the analysis of the results, the correlation coef-

ficients are graphically presented on three plots for carriage-

way, footway and total street widths with values organised by

zones, including the whole of London to ease comparison (area

M25)(see Figure 4.7). Comparing with the results of the London

citywide analysis (see green line on the figure), it is possible to

observe the same pattern of increasing correlation values for

larger radii. Additionally, it can be seen that for all the central

areas the correlation coefficients are higher than the values for

the whole of London analysis. It is also interesting to note that

some values of the ’closeness core’ and the ULEZ show a mod-

erately strong positive relationship above 0.4. Also, the chart

shows that for footway width and total street width the associ-

ations are much stronger in the sample areas than in the M25

area.

Table 4.1 presents a summary of the top 10 results of the cor-

relational analysis for each study area. It can be seen, that all
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Figure 4.7: Correlation coefficients for streetspace allocation mea-
sures against network betweenness centrality for 7 radii
in all study areas

values are equal or above radius 2000 m. For the ULEZ area,

total street and footway widths have higher correlation coeffi-

cients. This might be explained by the legacy of the historic

structure of the city centre given that in the past streets played

a key role as public spaces for social interactions and economic

transactions. As a matter of fact, Haggett and Chorley (1969)

present a related study that suggests links with central-place

theory, claiming that closer to centres of activity more space is

occupied by roads. Meanwhile, the association between higher

footway width and main roads might be explained by the suc-

cession of pedestrian-oriented streetspace reallocation schemes

that were implemented alongside the Congestion Charge Zone

policy which boundaries are equivalent with the ULEZ. Follow-

ing a similar logic, the highest correlation value for carriage-

way width is obtained for the ’closeness core’ area where main

roads outside the ULEZ might have streetspace allocations in

response to both traffic movement and streets as destinations in

which case may be dedicating space for parking. Also, as men-

tioned in the literature review, the areas outside the city core

are regarded as significantly more car dependent (Hall, 1994).
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ULEZ Closeness C. ULEZ 2021 M25

ss Radius R ss Radius R ss Radius R ss Radius R
T 7000 0.46 T 10000 0.42 T 10000 0.38 C 10000 0.31

T 5000 0.46 T 7000 0.42 T 7000 0.37 T 10000 0.31

T 10000 0.46 T 5000 0.41 T 5000 0.37 C 7000 0.31

T 2500 0.45 T 2500 0.39 T 2500 0.35 T 7000 0.31

T 2000 0.44 T 2000 0.38 T 2000 0.33 T 5000 0.30

F 5000 0.39 C 10000 0.37 C 10000 0.33 C 5000 0.30

F 2500 0.39 C 7000 0.37 C 7000 0.33 T 2500 0.29

F 7000 0.39 C 5000 0.36 C 5000 0.32 T 2000 0.28

F 10000 0.38 F 5000 0.34 F 7000 0.30 C 2500 0.28

F 2000 0.38 F 7000 0.34 F 10000 0.30 C 2000 0.27

p ≤ ∗ ∗ ∗∗

Table 4.1: Summary of highest correlation values per study area. ss
(streetspace): T: Total street width; F: Footway width: C: Car-
riageway width

4.5 summary

In this chapter I have tested the association between street-

space allocation metrics and network betweenness centrality.

The analysis included the correlation of the 3 streetspace alloca-

tion metrics against betweenness centrality measures calculated

at 7 radii for four study areas, to obtain a total of 84 correlation

coefficients.

The initial assumption was that the importance of a street ac-

cording to centrality would vary with the width. The premise

of this relationship was also supported by the correspondence

in the spatial pattern described by the streetspace and street

network visual representations. The results of the correlational

analysis are highly significant with a p − valueo f ≤ 0.0001,

while the range of the correlation coefficient is from 0.17 to

0.46. All things considered, some interesting patterns can be

observed from the comparison of the results for the four areas.

The correlation coefficients are the highest for the ULEZ (Cen-

tral London) and the lowest for the M25 area. For all streetspace
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metrics, the correlation coefficient has a sharp increase in the

lower radii until 2000 m where it tends to stabilise, resulting

in higher values clustered around 5000 m. Similarly, total street

and carriageway widths tend to have higher correlation coeffi-

cients, even though the ULEZ is an outstanding case with no

carriageway metrics in the top 10 correlation coefficients. This

suggests that in Central London, the importance of a street is

associated first with its total width and then with its footway

width but carriageway should be considered as less related. In

other words, the city centre has more space dedicated to streets

(Haggett and Chorley, 1969), but also the main central streets

have more space dedicated to pedestrians. It is also possible to

observe, that outside the city core, the correlation of carriage-

way metrics increases, implying that patterns of automobile-

dependency are not only built into the street structure but also

expressed in the allocation of streetspace.

This findings broadly support the work of other studies in

this area linking street activity with betweenness centrality (Hill-

ier and Iida, 2005; Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing, 2006; Porta

et al., 2012; Turner, 2007). In general, the total width of streets

can be considered an indicator of street capacity and thus likely

to be related to street activity or the importance of streets. An-

other important finding is that the footways and carriageways

widths correlations tend to reflect the patterns of pedestrian

and vehicular movement in central and peripheral areas. A pos-

sible explanation for this might be that London has a dense

core served by commuting services surrounded by a car depen-

dent periphery (Hall, 1994). There is abundant room for fur-

ther progress in determining the interpretations of these results,

particularly with regards to modelling street activity. However,

these findings provide some tentative initial evidence that may

help better understand streetspace allocation citywide and how

it may relate to the functioning and underlying structure of the

street network.
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4.5.1 Key findings

• The relationship between streetspace allocation metrics

and betweenness centrality is statistically significant for

different study areas, with p− values ≤ 0.0001 for the 84

data pairs studied. The association is stronger at larger

radius, showing that streets of global importance tend to

have wider total street, carriageway and footway widths.

• The correlation coefficients are higher for the total street

width, particularly in the ULEZ, ’closeness core’, and ULEZ

2021 areas. This suggests that in the Inner/Central Lon-

don samples, wider streets are the most important with

higher centrality. Another key point is that for the ULEZ

the footway width also correlates high with betweenness

centrality, indicating the appropriateness of central streets

for pedestrian activity. Additionally, for this area it is in-

teresting that carriageway widths does not appear in the

top 10 higher coefficients, demonstrating that less space-

priority is given to vehicles.

• On the study areas outside the boundaries of the ULEZ,

besides the total street width, higher correlation values of

carriageway width are predominant. This implies that the

design of streets further away from the centre tends to

follow vehicular movement rather than pedestrian move-

ment, conversely to the characteristics of the city centre.
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5.4.1 Key findings

5.1 introduction

The analysis presented in this chapter seeks to identify groups

of streets from the examination of their physical characteristics,

represented as streetspace allocation, and their spatial configu-

ration.

As a consequence of the application of street design stan-

dards it is evident that there are groups of streets that share

similar geometrical characteristics, particularly the total street

width and the allocation of streetspace (Southworth, 1997). The

scatter plots of streetspace allocation metrics on chapter 2 (see

page 82) illustrate how some groups of streets cluster according

to their streetspace allocation metrics. However, this description

comprises only the graphic representation of the streets phys-
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ical characteristics. As it was presented on chapter 4, the spa-

tial configuration of streets is certainly equally important for

understanding key properties of streets systems such as their

hierarchical organisation.

The hierarchical organisation of streets is linked to the their

classification and functional organisation. While there are vari-

ous mechanisms to classify streets, the most conventional are hi-

erarchy schemes which rank streets according to the geograph-

ical scale of significance (Marshall, 2004). In turn, this is com-

monly associated with traffic capacity which influences the street

design parameters such as the allocation of streetspace. But, as

it was discussed in chapter 2, streetspace is limited, due to the

rigidity of land ownership structures, therefore as a result the

total street width does not necessarily relate to the importance

of the street and its physical characteristics, but could be an in-

herited characteristic from previous stages in the evolution of

cities. For example, from empirical observation it is possible to

identify streets with high levels of movement but with widths

that vary from segment to segment producing different types

of street environments. This highlights an important omission

of current street designation schemes which do not consider

street widths variations with a precise level of detail to distin-

guish different street types. On the contrary, road classification

systems tend to assign an intended role to streets allowing a

certain stability of route identification over distance and time,

regardless of form characteristics. This approach can be con-

sidered practical for administrative purposes, however, it is not

necessarily practical from an urban design viewpoint that looks

at the physical micro-scale variations of urban space.

Given this context and series of relationships, the overall pur-

pose of this chapter is to identify existing types of streets in

London by analysing their streetspace allocation and street be-

tweenness centrality measures. As discussed, in the literature

review, street centrality will be considered as an indicator of

street activity or street demand. Therefore, the classification of
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streets intends to explore the potential relationships between

streetspace provision (formal characteristics) and streetspace

demand at different scales of movement represented as betwee-

ness centrality.

A selection of key spatial streetspace measures is used for

partitioning the data and classifying it into groups by the appli-

cation of a classic unsupervised Kmeans cluster analysis (Green-

well, 2019). In addition, I used statistical and visualisation tech-

niques to support both the clustering analysis and the analysis

and semantic description of the results.

The types of streets a city has diverse and complex as it is

not evident that all streets share a similar pattern of spatial

and morphological characteristics. Especially, when consider-

ing the large spatial extent and overlay of planning decisions of

a city like London. The combination of geometrical and config-

urational street properties using the clustering techniques ap-

plied here are suitable for the identification of types that are

not recognised by standard and traditional classifications clas-

sically regarded as functional which categorise streets through

designation according to an intended purpose rather than by

use or form (Marshall, 2005).

The classification of elements according to similar or differ-

ent properties is a useful technique for acquiring knowledge

and gaining understanding of the classified elements (Everitt,

2010). Such technique is at the core of the study of urban form

(Moudon, 1997). The quantitative study of streets categories

has received special attention supported by advancements in

geocomputational techniques with particular emphasis on net-

work analysis (Marshall et al., 2018). Additionally, other studies

have focused on adding other variables like complexity, compo-

sition and connectivity (Marshall, 2005). Also, other research

has aimed at finding a typology of street patterns by examin-

ing the shape of urban blocks of different cities across the world

(Louf and Barthelemy, 2014). Meanwhile, research on the physi-

cal characteristics of the street environment considering widths
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has only been done covering urban areas of very small size (Gil

et al., 2012). The analysis of the whole city streetspace alloca-

tion not only is appropriate for a multi-scalar understanding

of the street system but also can support the enrichment of tra-

ditional street-classification schemes through the identification

of new street types and facilitate the comparison of patterns

within and across urban areas.

The classification of streets is not only necessary for the or-

ganisation and management of the street network but also for

making consistent design decisions and determining the alloca-

tion of streetspace. Yet, as discussed in chapter 2 and quanti-

fied in chapter 3, currently, in the great majority of cases more

streetspace is allocated to vehicles as a result of the application

of traffic-oriented design principles. The analysis of the fine

grain physical street metrics combined with the spatial metrics

should contribute to make evident the ’natural’ distinctions be-

tween the kinds of streets a city has and clarify the idea of the

contemporary street in the context of evolving urban mobility

technologies and urban transformations. These distinctions are

not absolutely natural because they typically originate by de-

sign, such as streetspace allocation and the relations between

streets in a networked system. However, street form and re-

lations provide the structuring framework that in conjunction

with other elements of urban form influence street activity and

contribute to the transformation of streets by use, which can

evolve with unplanned or natural dissimilar characteristics. The

classification of streets based on form and relation (as a proxy

of use) should be useful not only to scrutinise current street-

space allocation mostly influenced by vehicular flow but also

to inform urban design and transport planning for contempo-

rary needs and the future evolution of streets.

This chapter begins by presenting the analysed variables and

the methodology for the selection of the Kmeans clustering me-

thod and number of partitions. This include the analysis of the

’lineage’ of the resulting groups using a clustering tree that fa-
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cilitates both the selection of the appropriate number of groups

and also the interpretations of the result. Next, the results are

examined visually and quantitatively to generate a semantic de-

scription of the groups. Finally, key findings are discussed and

outlined to introduce the following chapter on applications.

5.2 street type clustering analysis

Street classification schemes are used by top-down planning

and major scale urban interventions to impose an organisa-

tional structure to the street pattern. Commonly, this corresponds

to a classification system that ranks different types of streets

according to their geographical scale and traffic capacity, over-

looking other street functions. An exception to this is the ’link

and place’ framework discussed in chapter 2, which has been

adapted and applied by Transport for London for the classifi-

cation of streets. This classification assigns to each street one

type from a 9 types-matrix based on the expertise of public-

sector experts at the local and metropolitan levels (Transport

for London, 2015). Nevertheless, this process of classification is

laborious, as it implies a one-by-one classification of streets and

is not necessarily based on quantitative evidence. On the other

hand, data-driven classifications such as clustering analysis al-

low traditional classification methods to be scaled up, and the

combination of many variables to find new classes and patterns

in large data sets. This requires the sensible selection of appro-

priate variables, clustering methods and careful interpretation

of results.

5.2.1 Streetspace attributes and data preparation

The study in this chapter proposes a methodology to classify

street segments based on a quantitative description of the street-

space. The process begins by selecting the key variables that
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best represent the fundamental attributes of the streetspace. In

the previous two chapters, I described streetspace allocation

metrics and analysed their relationships with street network

centrality. Here, both the geometrical and configurational met-

rics are combined to identify different types of streets. Con-

ceptually, this analysis addresses the multiscalar functioning of

street systems by examining simultaneously the allocation of

space —a key street design parameter, and the relationship be-

tween the system elements at a local and strategic spatial scales.

The classification of streets brings both tensions and opportu-

nities. As it has been suggested by Anderson (1978), streets are

ambiguous entities therefore are difficult to define with preci-

sion and therefore classify. In the same way, street systems over-

lap with various city systems, and streets themselves constitute

the physical expression of the pedestrian and vehicular systems,

among others for a functioning city (Alexander, 1965). Then, it

is anticipated that the clustering results will not create definite

groups that can be described with absolute precision. Even so,

the classification of streets according to the streetspace funda-

mental attributes can enhance the understanding of streets by

summarising the complex variety of street types and expand

the traditional language used for their classification.

Through the clustering analysis the data set of multiple vari-

ables can be grouped together in classes of objects that are

proximate in a space of multiple dimensions revealing certain

structure in the data (Everitt, 2010). Table 5.1 shows a summary

of the geometrical and configurational analysis of the previous

chapters which are measured in different units. Given that the

betweeness centrality measure is based on the number of in-

between shortest paths, the centrality score increases with the

radius of the searched area. In other words, as the cut-off dis-

tance enlarges the potential of connections also grows. This ex-

plains the large numbers in the centrality metrics of higher ra-

dius.
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Variable Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean

Carriageway 0.0 5.9 7.5 10.2 50.0 9.4
Footway 0.0 4.0 5.3 8.4 50.0 7.3
Total width 2.0 11.0 12.7 19.2 50.0 16.7
Length 1.0 32.1 55.7 90.0 1652.2 71.1
r 500 0.9 202673.4 498017.8 926381.7 7101030.5 655905.0
r 1000 0.9 894317.2 2730954.0 6994490.8 73140768.0 5018467.4
r 2000 0.9 3781031.5 12749486.0 45938722.0 699227008.0 39645207.3
r 2500 0.9 5920749.5 20669567.0 80737028.0 1468781952.0 77475764.5
r 5000 0.9 23021131.0 87155184.0 409432896.0 20155152384.0 617331595.7
r 7000 0.9 44364232.0 169075664.0 847322624.0 61910286336.0 1670523015.7
r10000 0.9 87617608.0 332882128.0 1721604544.0 211681689600.0 4666708228.3

Table 5.1: Summary of streetspace allocation and spatial configura-
tion metrics. The r values correspond to betweeness cen-
trality at the indicated radii in metres.

Before computing the clusters, for a correct analysis of con-

tinuous data measured in different scales, it is necessary to

standardise the variance of the variables. This process basically

homogenises the distance between all observations for the vari-

ables selected. The standardised value for an observation cor-

responds to the observed value minus the population mean di-

vided by the standard deviation. As a result, the data set stan-

dard deviation is 1 and the mean is 0.

For the selection of the fundamental attributes of streetspace,

I defined a minimum number of variables that would allow a

concise description of the clusters and excluded metrics that

showed a degree of association. That is to say, I selected foot-

way and carriageway width and excluded total width because

they are dependent variables. In the same way, by examining

the visual structure of the spatial configuration at the 7 radii

analysed in chapter 4, I selected the two radii with a clear dis-

tinctive pattern; 500 and 2000 m representing neighbourhood

and city scales (see Figure 5.1). These radii are often used in

street network studies to represent pedestrian and vehicular

movement (Hillier and Iida, 2005)(see subsection 4.3.2 Street

network model).
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Figure 5.1: Centrality comparison of 7 radii in central London. Upper
10th percentile represented.
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5.2.2 Selection of clustering algorithm

For the selection of the clustering algorithm and number of

clusters considered, I conducted an exploratory analysis of 3

clustering methods over a 1% sample of the data. This analysis

is done using the the R package clValid (Brock et al., 2008). The

package contains functions to calculate cluster validation mea-

sures and compare results between different clustering algo-

rithms. The analysis applying the hierarchical, partitioning around

medoids (PAM) and Kmeans clustering algorithms showed re-

sults suggesting the partition of the data set in a small num-

ber of clusters. However, this is not consistent with an expected

greater diversity of street groups. The Connectivity, Dunn and Sil-

houette validation measures for the three clustering algorithms

are summarised in Table 5.2. The Connectivity validation indi-

cates the extent to which the observations’ nearest neighbours

in the data space are in the same cluster, for which a mini-

mum value represents the number of recommended partitions.

The Dunn index is a ratio of the smallest distance between ob-

servations in other clusters to the largest intra-cluster distance,

where a maximum value corresponds to the recommended num-

ber of partitions. The Silhouette width is the average of the rela-

tion between the distance between the observation and all other

observations in the same cluster and the average distance to the

observations in the nearest neighbouring cluster. The results are

from -1 to 1 and should be maximised.

It is possible to observe that for The Connectivity validation,

at the top are all values for the Hierarchical clustering partitions

in increasing order, followed by partitions using Kmeans alter-

nated with PAM. Similarly, for the Dunn index validation, the

values are organised in increasing order and grouped in the

Hierarchical, Kmeans and PAM algorithms. Finally, the Silhouette

validation method has the Hierarchical and Kmeans algorithms

with 3 and 4 partitions ranked the highest.
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Connectivity Dunn Silhouette

Ranking Method K Value Method K Value Method K Value

1 hierarchical 3 44.608 hierarchical 3 0.047 hierarchical 3 0.553

2 hierarchical 4 63.874 hierarchical 4 0.047 hierarchical 4 0.517

3 hierarchical 5 69.813 hierarchical 5 0.047 kmeans 4 0.511

4 hierarchical 6 72.742 hierarchical 6 0.047 hierarchical 5 0.508

5 hierarchical 7 147.658 hierarchical 8 0.031 hierarchical 6 0.506

6 hierarchical 8 205.198 hierarchical 9 0.031 kmeans 3 0.499

7 hierarchical 9 209.458 hierarchical 7 0.025 pam 3 0.481

8 kmeans 3 226.771 kmeans 4 0.010 hierarchical 8 0.477

9 pam 3 231.702 kmeans 7 0.008 hierarchical 9 0.472

10 kmeans 4 251.961 kmeans 8 0.008 hierarchical 7 0.460

11 kmeans 5 342.121 kmeans 5 0.008 kmeans 6 0.377

12 kmeans 6 396.975 kmeans 6 0.008 kmeans 5 0.374

13 pam 4 398.470 kmeans 9 0.007 kmeans 8 0.342

14 kmeans 7 483.884 kmeans 3 0.007 kmeans 9 0.342

15 pam 5 504.177 pam 3 0.007 kmeans 7 0.338

16 kmeans 8 535.824 pam 9 0.006 pam 4 0.277

17 kmeans 9 549.252 pam 8 0.006 pam 9 0.236

18 pam 6 561.492 pam 7 0.005 pam 7 0.235

19 pam 7 642.646 pam 6 0.004 pam 8 0.230

20 pam 8 698.294 pam 4 0.003 pam 6 0.226

21 pam 9 708.178 pam 5 0.003 pam 5 0.197

Table 5.2: Clustering validation summary for three methods. K is the
number of partitions from 3 to 9. Ranking corresponds to
the recommended method and partition number for each
method
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As has been noted, this validation over 1% of the observa-

tions shows that in general, the Hierarchical clustering algorithm

is the most appropriate, followed by the Kmeans algorithm, both

resulting in a relatively small number of partitions. Neverthe-

less, because the Hierarchical method begins by computing a

distance matrix between all the observations, often this method

is applied to relatively small data sets, which is not the case as

there are more than 200.000 observations to analyse.

Due to the lack of the streetspace allocation metrics data cov-

ering whole urban areas there is no methodological precedent

for the citywide street classification proposed here. Until now, a

number of studies on urban morphology for typology identifi-

cation have used the Kmeans method but were applied on plots

(Bobkova, Berghauser Pont, and Marcus, 2019) or on small ur-

ban areas (Gil et al., 2012). Therefore, in the absence of a clear

advantage of any of the clustering methods analysed, I opted

for the Kmeans clustering algorithm following the approach pro-

posed in previous urban morphology studies. Given the num-

ber of observations, the Kmeans algorithm is more computation-

ally efficient than the Hierarchical but it requires to determine

the number of groups beforehand. Based on empirical knowl-

edge, often there is a speculative discussion on the number of

groups expected from the clustering analysis. Also, a series of

statistical techniques are recommended which are discussed in

the following section.

5.2.3 Number of street types

The Kmeans algorithm requires the definition of the number

of centroids or clusters into which the data set will be subdi-

vided. I have previously discussed that due to the observed

diversity of streets in London at least it would be desirable to

identify 3 classes, in concordance with the influential definition

presented by Buchanan in "Traffic in Towns" that identified 2

kinds of roads: distributors and access, and was later extended
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by Marshall to 3-tiers by dividing distributors into primary and

intermediate, although this is just the definition of a range and

not of fixed categories (Marshall, 2005, also see Marshall for an

extensive overview of street designation schemes applied inter-

nationally).

To facilitate the selection of the appropriate number of classes,

I conducted 2 well-known statistical methods and generated

a tree visualisation of the partitions to observe the clustering

structure (Greenwell, 2019). Moreover, I complemented the ex-

amination on the number of partitions with the visualisation of

the spatial pattern described by the clusters at the adjacent lev-

els of the number of partitions finally selected. It worth noting

that a ’perfect’ classification of the elements in a complex sys-

tem is difficult to achieve and often can include a fuzzy defini-

tion of classes boundaries. Therefore, a priori knowledge about

the expected results will facilitate the further interpretation of

the analysis and their semantic description.

The first statistical method seeks to identify the smallest pos-

sible within-cluster sum of squares that measures the compact-

ness of the clusters. This requires to compute Kmeans clustering

for different numbers of expected clusters. Then, the within-

cluster sum of squares (WSS) is calculated and plotted for graph-

ical comparison. Generally, the bending of the curve indicates

the optimum number of clusters. Figure 5.2 shows two bends

in the curve at the clusters 4 and 6, however it is not totally

clear which partition would perform better as both bends are

rather smooth.

The second statistical method corresponds to the silhouette

analysis calculated over a random sample of 10% of the data

set. This method measures the validity of the clustering classifi-

cation of all elements by representing the ’tightnesss’ and ’sepa-

ration’ of all clusters (Rousseeuw, 1987). The highest silhouette

average among different numbers of clusters is considered the

optimal (see Figure 5.3). The plot shows that 3 number of clus-
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Figure 5.2: Within group sum of squares comparison across number
of clusters.

ters has the highest average followed closely by 2, and then 5,

4, 8, 7 and 6.

Figure 5.3: Optimal number of clusters according to the Silhouette
average width.

The final analysis to choose the number of clusters is to vi-

sualise the partitioning process through a tree graph represen-

tation. Figure 5.4 shows a tree structure representation of the 9

levels for all partitions and how they split as the number of clus-

ters increases. This tree allows the cluster parents and children

to be visualised, which can provide important clues about the

composition of the clusters. For example, on level k = 5, clusters

3 and 5 are descendants of cluster 1 and 2 respectively, and are

the only ’parents’ of clusters 5 and 4 in level k = 6 where they
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split. This suggest a certain degree of ’stability’ in the definition

of those clusters at the levels 4 and 5. The colour of the nodes

representing each cluster gives information about the mean to-

tal street width of the observations for each cluster. Notably,

according to this parameter when the partitions reach level k

= 6 it is possible to identify 6 distinctive groups that have dif-

ferent total street width mean. Another key point is that until

this level, the conformation of children clusters becomes from

upmost two parents, but on level k = 7 this logic is broken and

therefore, cluster such as 7 can be considered more mixed be-

cause it has 3 parents (1, 5 and 4). Overall, the clustering tree

offers a valuable summary for both the selection of the number

of clusters and their semantic description.

As shown from the previous analysis, the number of recom-

mended partitions is in the range between 4 and 6, without a

unique clear consistent option. As a complementary analysis,

I examined the spatial pattern of the clusters at levels k = 5, 6

and 7 (see Figure 5.5). Here, across the three levels, it is possible

to identify a giant cluster that follows a similar pattern than the

’Local Roads’ and a cluster that resembles the orbital and radial

roads (see Figure a.5 in Appendix a).

Other similarities can be recognised in the patterns displayed

by the classes at the different levels of partitions. But there are

two exceptions that guided the decision of the final number of

partitions. When comparing the k = 5 with the k = 6 partitions

it is possible to identify the generation of a cluster with a dis-

tinctive central spatial pattern (see cluster id = 3 in level k = 6

in Figure 5.5). Then, when comparing k = 6 with the k = 7 par-

titions, cluster id = 7 is defined. However, the generation of the

type at level k = 6 seemed more interesting than the one in level

k = 7. This idea is supported by the fact that the correlation be-

tween street space allocation metrics and betwenness centrality

metrics is higher in the central area circumscribed by the Ultra

Low Emission Zone than in the rest of the areas analysed (see

chapter 4), which suggests the existence of a distinctive type of
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Figure 5.4: Tree representation of Kmeans generated clusters. in_prop
is the proportion of origin observations and t.w_mean is
the total street width mean.
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Figure 5.5: Spatial patterns of clusters at levels k = 5, 6 and 7 organ-
ised by size in increasing order.

street in this central location that worth identifying. Addition-

ally, as it can be observed from Figure 5.4, the cluster id = 7 in

level k = 7 is a mixed type with 3 parents, which makes it a less

distinguishable class of street. All things considered, I chose the

six-cluster partitions for the analysis of street types.

5.3 street types description

5.3.1 General statistical profiling of street types

The application of the Kmeans clustering algorithm with k =

6 creates two large partitions that add up to near 75% of the

observations (cluster id = 1 and 6). The remaining partitions are

smaller in size with a share from 10% to 3% of the observations

(see Table 5.3).

A statistical description of the attributes used for the cluster

calculations allows the quantification of the differences and sim-

ilarities between the clusters. From the charts in Figure 5.6 it is
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Cluster id N Perc
1 124910 45.90

2 28607 10.50

3 9474 3.50

4 18626 6.80

5 23464 8.60

6 67139 24.70

Table 5.3: Street type clusters size

possible to see the composition of each cluster with regards to

the streetspace allocation metrics, following the trade-off triangle

bi-dimensional footway-carriageway relation discussed in chap-

ter 3. The heatmaps show a set of clearly distinguishable classes,

although only 2 of the 4 metrics are analysed. This analysis also

serves for validating against the spatial patterns. Clusters id =

4 and 5 stand alone as distinct ’opposite’ groups with carriage-

way and footway primacy respectively. Meanwhile, clusters id

= 1, 6 and 2 belong to the same family, and cluster id = 3 is a

mixture of all.

Figure 5.6: Heatmap representation of the clusters’ street frequency
according to streetspace allocation weighted by length
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To distinguish between the classes that share similar street-

space allocation metrics Figure 5.7 and Table 5.4 show a com-

parison of the dominant characteristics in all groups across the

4 variables analysed. For both data summaries, the centrality

measures were re-scaled (min-max normalisation) to obtain a

meaningful dimension that facilitates its comparison.

Figure 5.7: Attributes comparison of street types clusters

To facilitate the quantitative profiling of the street types, in

the next section I describe each cluster separately in decreasing

order according to number of observations.

5.3.2 Quantitative and semantic description of street types

Turning now to analysing the clusters composition, their de-

scription is supported by the examination of the citywide spa-

tial pattern of the clusters and a sample of Central London to

observe their characteristics at a finer spatial scale. Figure 5.8

shows a spatial comparison of the 6 clusters which is comple-

mentary to their quantitative characterisation and useful for

their semantic description. Additionally, the summary in Ta-
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Variable Cluster id min q1 median q3 max mean

Footway

1 0.00 3.24 4.41 5.81 16.13 4.67

2 0.00 5.06 6.59 9.54 27.41 7.79

3 0.00 6.54 9.27 13.67 42.51 10.87

4 0.00 5.54 9.18 12.60 24.51 9.33

5 12.20 17.22 21.40 26.06 50.02 22.58

6 0.00 4.46 5.14 6.57 17.71 5.77

Carriageway

1 0.00 5.30 6.22 7.63 19.20 6.85

2 0.00 7.64 9.18 11.46 26.97 10.00

3 0.00 10.04 12.48 17.33 50.02 14.73

4 15.50 20.36 24.27 29.88 50.02 26.24

5 0.00 7.60 10.97 14.59 26.11 11.40

6 0.00 6.44 7.44 8.37 19.36 7.74

Centrality
500 m

1 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.11 0.04

2 0.04 0.15 0.19 0.25 0.60 0.20

3 0.07 0.24 0.29 0.37 1.00 0.31

4 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.45 0.08

5 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.11 0.48 0.07

6 0.03 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.33 0.13

Centrality
2000 m

1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.01

2 0.01 0.14 0.18 0.23 0.40 0.18

3 0.05 0.30 0.36 0.44 1.00 0.38

4 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.39 0.05

5 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.33 0.04

6 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.19 0.05

Table 5.4: Statistical summary of clusters by attribute
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ble 5.5 allows to identify the lineage of the clusters in a quanti-

tative way by measuring the convergence from level k = 5 into

level k = 6, in conjunction with the clustering tree visualisation

in Figure 5.4.

Cluster id (k = 6)
k = 5 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 9396 9442 69 64 0

2 0 18652 0 43 62 42428

3 23 296 1 20 23322 200

4 124882 0 0 21 15 24443

5 5 263 31 18473 1 68

Table 5.5: Summary of k = 6 parents (all children considered)

The largest cluster, id = 1, has near 46% of the observations.

These are spatially organised more or less homogeneously across

the study area within the M25 orbital. All attributes for this

cluster present the lower values. For example, it has a mean of

4.6 m footway width and 6.8 m carriageway width. Similarly,

the centrality metrics at both radii are the lowest across the 6

groups. Thus, this group can be described as narrow streets

with low streetspace demand, and assimilated with local roads

design standards.

The second largest cluster, id = 6, has near 25% of the ob-

servations. Here, the geographical coverage shows a central

pattern with far fewer streets located in the periphery. Foot-

way and carriageway metrics are the second smallest. Provided

this, a defining characteristic that distinguishes this group from

the previous, is centrality at 500 m for which the mean is the

3rd biggest. Then, this group is similar to the previous group

but with wider streets and more local movement. This is also

shown through the lineage illustrated in the clustering tree in

Figure 5.4, where it is possible to observe that these two larger

groups have the same parent.

The next cluster according to size is the biggest of the 25% re-

maining with 10% of the observations, id = 2. This cluster has
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Figure 5.8: Spatial pattern of street morphology at global and local
scales for the 6 clusters. Cut-off area as in Figure 5.1
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a similar spatial pattern than the second largest cluster. Addi-

tionally, 2/3 of of its observations come from the same parent

than the second largest cluster. A similar rule than in previous

clusters follows, as this 3rd largest cluster has the 3rd high-

est footway and carriageway width mean. Although, in central-

ity for both radii this cluster’s mean is the second largest. For

these reasons, this group can be described as with medium-

sized streets and relatively high centrality.

The fourth cluster in size, id = 5, has a geographic pattern

that covers up to the border of the study area similar to the

largest cluster, although is 6 times smaller according to num-

ber of observations. The most remarkable characteristic is the

footway width mean of 22.5 m, being the largest. Also, it has

the second smallest centrality mean for both radii and is a well-

defined cluster as it has one dominant parent. This characteris-

tics in conjunction with a spatial arrangement describing a uni-

form point pattern can explain the distinctiveness of this cluster

of wide footways with very low centrality. Possibly, this could

be short street segments associated to ’Local Roads’ like dead

ends or junctions with crossings with widened pavements.

The next cluster corresponds to the second smallest, id = 4.

The most distinct characteristic of this cluster is observed from

its spatial pattern. The M25 Orbital and North Circular road,

plus some major radial roads (motorways and radial dual car-

riageways) are included in this cluster. It has the largest car-

riageway width mean and medium centrality scores. Addition-

ally, the clustering tree shows that this cluster has a unique

lineage coming from level k = 4.

Finally, the smallest cluster, id = 3, has 3.5% of the observa-

tions which have a clear central spatial pattern. The dominant

characteristics for this cluster are the highest centrality mean

scores for both radii and the second largest footway and car-

riageway mean. Consequently, this cluster can be described as

with very high centrality and wide streets of relatively wide

footway and carriageway.
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The relevant characteristics of these new street morphology

categories are condensed into a brief description presented in

Table 5.6. In the next section the categories are examined by

analysing the visual structure they represent.

Type Description
Cluster 1 Narrow streets with low streetspace demand.

Uniform spatial pattern.
Cluster 2 A variation of cluster 6 with wider footway

and carriageway and high local and global
streetspace demand.

Cluster 3 Wide footway and carriageway with a radial-
concentric pattern and high streetspace de-
mand (high streets).

Cluster 4 Orbital and radial roads patterns with very
wide carriageway (motorways and high-
ways).

Cluster 5 Large footways with low streetspace demand.
Highly dispersed spatial pattern.

Cluster 6 Narrow streets with medium local streetspace
demand. A variation of Cluster 1 but less
spread.

Table 5.6: Descriptive summary of street morphology clusters.

5.3.3 Spatial patterns of clusters

In this section I investigate with greater detail the visual struc-

ture of the clusters to uncover new patterns of street morphol-

ogy. The maps in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show thematic

maps of street morphology represented by cluster. The com-

parison of panels a, b, c and d in Figure 5.9 demonstrates the

greater concentration of clusters 2 and 3 in central than in pe-

ripheral areas. Notably, the clusters describe a structure of com-

pact loops constituted by clusters 2 and 3 at the centre (panel

b) which turns into branches and larger loops as the distance

from the centre increases (following the panels sequence of c,
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a, d). While, at metropolitan scale this pattern is also notice-

able (see Figure 5.10), here it is possible to distinguish long

and continuous lines of primary roads that connect from the

center-out (centrifigal, clusters 2 and 3) and conversely from

the periphery-in (centripetal, clusters 4 and 5)(see Figure 5.8).

Additionally, the spatial patterns described by the street mor-

phology clusters assimilate patterns of economic activity, char-

acterised by the concentration and alignment of clusters 2 and

3 (see Town Centres study by CASA 1 and High Streets study

by Ordnance Survey 2). Altogether, these new spatial patterns

provide important insights into the classification of streets re-

vealing a new spatial structure that worth examining with more

detail. In the next section I study the composition of the clus-

ters by conducting a quantitative comparison with the actual

street classification.

5.3.4 Cluster comparison against existing street classification

A useful exercise to compare the composition of the generated

clusters is to compare the results with existing street categories

included as attributes in the data. In this case, the data set has

information on the classification of streets (see Figure a.5 in

Appendix a). As can be seen from the Table 5.7 some general

associations can be made between the street ’Hierarchy’ and

’Classification’, and the defined clusters. The clusters 1 and 6

are a good illustration of ’Local Road’ streets, and Cluster 3

is predominantly formed by ’Minor’ and ’Major’ roads. How-

ever, other results are less instructive. For example, in the case

of cluster id = 4, even though it was demonstrated it has a

spatial pattern of circular and radial roads, plus geometrical

and spatial values of that street type, has a 0.41 rate of ’Local

Roads’. For this case, possibly the addition of the street length

1 http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/towncentres/cd/tcmap.htm
2 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/demos/high-streets/high-

streets/index.html
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Figure 5.9: Samples of street morphology across central and periph-
eral urban areas (bridges excluded due to topographic
data incompleteness)
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Figure 5.10: Citywide street morphology. Colour hue according to
cluster family
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as a relevant characteristic for the clustering analysis could have

allowed a more accurate definition of this cluster. Another in-

terpretation to this can be derived from the local scale pattern

described in Figure 5.8, where it is possible to observe that this

cluster is picking up scattered, short and disconnected urban

spaces which have similar centrality values than circular and

radial roads.

Cluster id

Hierarchy Classification 1 2 3 4 5 6

Local Local Road 0.88 0.24 0.03 0.41 0.58 0.75
Shared Use Carriageway - - - - - -

Minor

B Road 0.01 0.12 0.10 0.03 0.04 0.04

B Road, Dual Carriageway - - 0.01 - - -
Minor Road 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.15

Minor Road, Dual Carriageway - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -

Major

A Road 0.02 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.13 0.05

A Road, Dual Carriageway - 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.02 -
Motorway - - - 0.04 0.01 -
Motorway, Dual Carriageway - - - 0.07 - -
Primary Road - 0.05 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.01

Primary Road, Dual Carriageway - 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.02 -

Table 5.7: Summary of street classification rate by cluster. "Shared Use
Carriageway" appears blank because the number of obser-
vations is below 1%
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5.4 summary

In this chapter I have presented a new way to classify the streets

of London by systematically analysing their streetspace and be-

tweeness centrality measures. The method conducted included

traditional clustering techniques to partition large data sets and

was complemented by spatial and hierarchy visualisations to

analyse both the clustering process and the results. Further-

more, the results were interpreted using statistical descriptions

which served as the basis for a succinct definition of the 6 clus-

ters created.

The streetspace and centrality measures analysed account for

both streetspace provision, measured by streetspace allocation

metrics, and streetspace demand, measured by betweenness

centrality at local and global scales. This way this approach ac-

counts for form and relation street classification types by com-

bining 4 variables of geometric information. Similar to previous

two-dimensional approaches to classifying streets such as the

one proposed by the ’Link and Place’ framework (Jones, Bou-

jenko, and Marshall, 2007), this classification expands typical

functional classifications that are mostly based on road hierar-

chy (e.g. Ordnance Survey Road Classification Type).

Interestingly, the clusters generated capture the multi-scalar

structure of the street system depicting distinctive patterns with

additional details beyond the commonly used hierarchical road

classification. This can be applied for adapting and managing

the street network. For instance, while the actual classification

scheme groups together 2/3 of London streets as ’Local Roads’,

the street types presented here differentiates 2 sub-types of ter-

tiary streets providing a more granular description of the link

and place capacities of streets. An example of application of this

finding is the support for planning low-traffic neighbourhoods,

which has been one of the strategies adopted for the Covid-19

pandemic response and recovery to both offer alternatives for
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outdoor activities in residential areas and to prioritise sustain-

able modes of transport.

Similarly, the main roads that form the ’skeleton’ of the street

system are typified in two groups that describe a centripetal

and centrifugal spatial patterns. Another key point is the recog-

nition of the centre of London as a special type containing a

hierarchically-nested grid of blocks that increases in size and

disperse creating street alignments towards the periphery. In

other words, in the centre there are clearly identifiable and

closed super-block units (cluster of cells) that tend to be groups

of a small number of individual blocks (cells) that grows in

size or losses the loopy property towards the periphery. On

the whole, the streets typology proposed here is an important

methodological contribution to both traditional hierarchical street

classifications and spatial configuration studies, as it recognises

street morphologies based purely on multi-scale physical met-

rics and spatial structure. In practice the new classifications

proposed can contribute to identify locations for urban inter-

ventions. For example, streets with low street movement de-

mand and high streetspace provision can be converted into

open spaces for stationary uses, which can be particularly use-

ful in suburban contexts that lack the provision of public spaces

or where streetspace is mostly used following car-centric logic.

This aligns as well with the logic behind low-traffic neighbour-

hoods which even though do not necessarily re-allocate space

by changing streetspace distribution, re-arrange the street user

hierarchy prioritising active travel modes over motor traffic (Laverty,

Goodman, and Aldred, 2021). Equally, the increased knowledge

on streetspace allocation citywide can allow the identification

of stress points to manage traffic demand in conjunction with

place demands for streetspace.

Prior studies that focused on centrality metrics to study the

spatial configuration of street networks have identified their hi-

erarchical structure finding associations with street movement

(Hillier and Iida, 2005; Lämmer, Gehlsen, and Helbing, 2006).
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This chapter set out to consider not only street centrality but

also streetspace metrics to identify street types. Accounting for

the street physical characteristics describing form can be useful

to identify streets in relation to their place capacity. This can

provide an increased diversity of street types as illustrated by

the local street sub-types and streets with large footways and

low demand and allow thus inform design to achieve more re-

sponsive urban environments. Although this greater diversity

impacts the correspondence of the proposed street types with

the current classification of streets, even so, the street types

identified organise in a way that describes a hierarchical spa-

tial pattern which is a common property of street networks.

Street classification systems are a key aspect for the manage-

ment and adaptation of a network. The streets types proposed

here, amplify conventional classification systems to recognise

the physical and spatial variations that might have resulted

from the historical evolution of the street grid in London. This

can enable the application of street design standards that are

more consistent with the streets potential according to both

their spacial capacity and the structure of the street system.

Highly detailed data-driven classifications allow to identify mor-

phologically meaningful street types that would otherwise be

impossible, considering the amount of data to analyse. Although,

the number of partitions identified might vary, the analysis of

the lineage of groups can contribute to the understanding of

the groups structure. This approach can inform classification

by designation to make it more sensible and adaptable to the

evolving nature of cities by even potentially consider the com-

bination of different clustering levels originating flexible types

and sub-types of streets.

In future investigations, it might be possible to use a differ-

ent set of street parameters to generate street categories. With

a focus on identifying events or phenomena occurring on and

alongside networks, a range of methods have been introduced

recently referred to as network spatial analysis (Okabe, 2012).
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These provide mechanisms to model spatial events on and along-

side street networks with and without spatial attributes that

can be useful to relate with streetspace allocation metrics, in-

cluding a range of phenomena from the presence of retail, to

street greenery, to air pollution. Thus, may have important im-

plications for developing use-based street classifications and

understanding the possible relations with form-based classifi-

cations such as the one studied here, with potential relevant

policy applications like measuring the economic value of street

improvements (Carmona et al., 2018).

5.4.1 Key findings

• The multi-scale clustering analysis of 2 streetspace and 2

configurational metrics result in a concise description of 6

street types that recognise morphological types and sub-

types that are not identified in commonly used street des-

ignation schemes. The new types suggest relations with

patterns of economic activity, allow the identification of a

sub-type of local streets and scattered segments with wide

pavements, demonstrating the importance of adding fine-

grain scale variables to this kind of analysis.

• Some parallels can be drawn with the correlates of street-

space allocation and centrality: the identification of a clus-

ter with a central spatial pattern that, in general, captures

the ULEZ which has the highest correlation of footways

and total width; and the identification of a cluster with

motorways and highways which outside the ULEZ 2021

correlates higher for carriageways and total width.

• The complementary study of the partition process using

the clustering tree is relevant not only for the selection

of the number of groups but also for the interpretations

of the results suggesting the opportunity for the applica-
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tion of adaptable street classification schemes according

to lineage.

• The citywide analysis of streetspace allocation metrics can

be useful for the further study of street analytical typolo-

gies across spatial scales in many ways. First, the further

examination of the reticulated structure of the hierarchically-

nested blocks identified, which create analytical units of

neighbourhood scale. That is groups of streets of the same

type that are circumscribed by streets of a higher level

creating a continuous network with streets of the same

level. Second, a more detailed account of the disconnected

street segments found with narrower or wider streetspace

than adjacent segments, and the new local street sub-type

considering the next level of partitions. Third, the study

of the relation with other relevant urban attributes for the

exploration of a more complete framework of street mor-

phology.
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6.1 Introduction

6.2 Streets and nodes of the Ultra Low Emissions

Zones

6.3 A street level micro-mobility network

6.3.1 General patterns of the street-level travel

pathways

6.3.2 Selection of critical pathways that form the

micro-mobility network

6.4 Summary and discussion

6.4.1 Key findings

6.1 introduction

As discussed in the literature review (see chapter 2), worldwide,

the design and planning of streets has undergone a shift from

car-oriented to people-oriented street environments. While some

initiatives are based on counter balancing the negative impacts

of private car use and promoting modal split change (Gössling,

2020), others go beyond the transport focus arguing that streets

are multi-functional urban entities (Anderson, 1978; Marshall

et al., 2018) and suggest that streets should be considered as

drivers of urban prosperity (Mboup, Warah, and United Na-

tions Human Settlements Programme, 2013).

As an illustration of this shift, policy guidelines enumerate

several negative impacts of high levels of heavy traffic: air pollu-

tion, loss of urban public space, accidents, severance, noise and

vibration and economic inefficiency and loss of competitiveness

165
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of central areas, among others (Centre for London, 2017; Eu-

ropean Commission. Environment Directorate-General, 2004).

In contrast, it has been reported that place-based street im-

provements provide considerable value not only to the expe-

rience of street users but also to surrounding businesses (Car-

mona et al., 2018; Sadik-Khan and Solomonow, 2016). Notably,

associations have been found between the quality of walking

amenities and the performance of innovation districts suggest-

ing that face-to-face contacts facilitates innovation (Zandiatash-

bar and Hamidi, 2018). Additionally, it has been implied that,

despite how trivial they might be, the sum of many little con-

tacts between pedestrians form the trust of a city (Jacobs, 1961)

and that pedestrian streets can provide the place for people to

rub shoulders which is an "essential social ... ’glue’ in society"

(Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, 1977, p.89). In the United

Kingdom, one of the key ‘missions’ of the Government’s Indus-

trial Strategy, Future Mobility, was reformulated with emphasis

on the role of urban design and planning and the need to de-

velop new street design standards to optimise sustainable and

low environmental impact travel systems (UCL, 2019). Overall,

from multiple perspectives there are significant arguments to

reclaim streets from private cars and prioritise people in the de-

sign and planning of streets. This effectively implies concrete

recommendations to reorganise the street user hierarchy pri-

oritising active travel modes, rethink how streets operate and

reallocate streetspace to create high quality urban spaces that

are attractive environments (Centre for London, 2017). Within

the context of the expansion of the Ultra Low Emission Zone

in London for 2021 (ULEZ 2021, see Figure 6.1), and the tar-

get to have 80% of trips done by foot, cycle or public transport

by 2041 (Greater London Authority, 2018), in this chapter I in-

vestigate the potential streetspace re-allocations needed to cre-

ate a micro-mobility network which prioritises space for active

travel and public transport. This exercise speculates on the use

of conventional active travel modes in combination with new
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and emerging micro-mobility services and technologies. These

span from conventional bicycles and scooters to their more re-

cent electrically-assisted versions that have emerged as a con-

venient smartphone-application-based alternative for medium

distance trips and intermodal transportation.

Figure 6.1: Boundaries of Ultra Low Emission Zones and M25 zone
organised as concentric rings.

Given the study area, I assume the intensity of usage of places

from transport data, in which railway and underground sta-

tions are conceptualised as ’activity nodes’ (Alexander, Ishikawa,

and Silverstein, 1977). Then, I identify the critical pathways of

connections between these places using shortest-path network

analysis. Finally, I present a descriptive analysis of two optimal

network scenarios applying the street types and metrics devel-

oped throughout the thesis. Streetspace is re-allocated to create

a single and a double lanes scenarios for public transport and

potentially fast micro-mobility vehicles considering a minimum

carriageway width for operation, while the remaining street-

space is designated for pedestrian activity and potentially slow
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micro-mobility circulation. The variations of the streetspace re-

allocation scenarios are then compared quantitatively against

the current streetspace distribution. It is implied that the street-

space re-allocation proposed would contribute to creating more

attractive and convenient travel choices to achieve the modal

shift goal set out by TfL. While the fine architectural details of

the street cross-sections are not developed, the figurative urban

design vision of ’promenades’ is used to describe the new street

network proposed.

Shortest-paths analysis has been applied elsewhere to high-

light the tree-like structure of transport modes (Allen, 2018) and

to model route choice behaviour of ride-hailing services (Man-

ley, Addison, and Cheng, 2015). Nevertheless, the analysis pre-

sented here has a different purpose, which is to examine and

prescribe new street morphologies for future urban mobility.

Recently, new methods to prioritise active transport infras-

tructure based on streetspace reallocation have been proposed,

yet the strengths of such methods are in visualising road-level

cycling potential calculated from origin-destination data coun-

trywide, and an estimate of lane width (Lovelace et al., 2020),

which can be regarded as less precise than the street cross-

section analysis presented here. A natural progression of this

work would be to combine both the TOD shortest-path and

travel flow aggregation analytical approaches (Morgan and Love-

lace, 2020), and the streetspace calculations method with the

one introduced here.

As reviewed in chapter 2 in general, street network studies

reduce the complexity of the space of the street by using a lin-

ear representation to facilitate network-based structural investi-

gations of the street systems (Marshall et al., 2018). For exam-

ple, spatial configuration analysis is a well-known approach in

urban morphology for the study of street patterns using road

centre line street representations. Findings of this approach in-

clude important associations between configurational metrics

and street social and economic activity (Hillier and Iida, 2005;
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Porta et al., 2009, 2012), among others. Nevertheless, the analy-

sis of physical metrics that are fundamental attributes impact-

ing the way a street functions, such as the footway and carriage-

way widths, are often overlooked. The focus on streetspace al-

location in combination with the street level connectivity pre-

sented here, is a concrete contribution not only for expanding

street network studies and the insights these can bring into

street planning and design but also for other realms of sustain-

able urban design and the country-level industrial strategy.

Importantly, the streetspace allocation analysis of street-level

connections is of relevance for scenarios such as the one that un-

folded during the Covid-19 pandemic. The transport and public

space management has at least two specific new requirements

to prevent virus propagation. First, the movement of people has

social-distancing restrictions resulting in more street area con-

sumption, and second it is desirable to provide alternatives to

mass public transport to avoid the general overcrowded envi-

ronment of such systems. Both have triggered urban interven-

tions resulting in the reallocation of streetspace.

The following sections begin with a brief descriptive analysis

of the street network in the study area and the nodes defini-

tion. Next, I present the methodology for generating a micro-

mobility network and analyse the results. At last, I conclude

with a summary and a discussion of the key findings.

6.2 streets and nodes of the ultra low emissions

zones

In this section, I analyse the streetspace allocation metrics of the

current 2020 and proposed 2021 Ultra Low Emissions Zones

(ULEZ) and present a definition of ’activity nodes’ within the

ULEZ 2021. Both ultra low emission zones are graphically rep-

resented in Figure 6.1. The ULEZ 2020 corresponds with the

Congestion Charge zone (Euston Rd., City Rd., Tower Bridge

Rd., Kennington Ln., Vauxhall Bridge Rd. and Park Ln.), and
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the 2021 expansion is defined by the North and South Circu-

lar roads. The bar charts in Figure 6.2 show a comparison of

the central tendency of streetspace allocation measures for the

M25, ULEZ 2021 and ULEZ zones, which are quite revealing

in several ways. First, it can be seen a very regular pattern in

the relation between zones for all streetspace allocation metrics.

Second, that the ULEZ has the highest values for all streetspace

metrics and the M25 zone has the lowest with a striking excep-

tion for footways where the ULEZ 2021 has the lowest values.

Finally, the charts show a relative decline trend of total street-

space from centre to periphery and the overall predominance

of carriageway streetspace over footway streetspace across all

zones, which is consistent with the description presented in

chapter 3 which was done using a different approach.

Figure 6.2: Central tendency comparison of streetspace metrics be-
tween the zones within the M25 Orbital, the current ULEZ
(Congestion Charge Zone) and the planned ULEZ 2021

To get a better understanding of the characteristics of the

proposed extension of the ULEZ the three zones identified in

this analysis can be summarised according to the street type

composition. For this, I refer to the six street types identified

in the previous chapter (see Table 5.6). Figure 6.3 and Table 6.1

present a breakdown comparison of street types according to

zone in proportional street length. As can be seen, the greatest

variations are of cluster 1 (narrow streets with low streetspace
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demand, with uniform spatial pattern); cluster 2 (a variation of

cluster 6 (narrow streets) with wider footway and carriageway

and high local and global streetspace demand); and cluster 3

(wide footway and carriageway with a radial-concentric pattern

and high streetspace demand, i.e. major retail streets and high

streets).

As the zone size increases from the centre outwards, the ob-

served trend is cluster 1 increase, and clusters 2 and 3 decrease.

Therefore, the relevant figure to note is that the extension from

the ULEZ to the ULEZ 2021, in relative terms will replace wide

central streets with narrow less central streets. Another interest-

ing figure in Table 6.1 is the increment by more than 10 times

of the total street length from 364 km in the current 2020 ULEZ

to 4784 km in the proposed ULEZ 2021.

Figure 6.3: Proportion of street types for the 3 compared zones

Clusters id
zone unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

ULEZ perc 23.8 20.9 14.7 3.0 3.3 34.3 100

total length (km) 86.8 76.0 53.4 11.1 12.0 125.0 364.3

ULEZ 2021
perc 35.0 15.2 6.8 3.8 2.9 36.4 100

total length (km) 1673.2 728.3 325.2 179.8 138.2 1740.1 4784.8

M25
perc 47.0 10.1 2.4 5.9 5.6 29.1 100

total length (km) 9093.5 1945.4 463.6 1137.0 1086.2 5622.1 19347.8

Table 6.1: Summary of total street length breakdown by street type
per zone

For the purpose of defining ’activity nodes’ within the ULEZ

2021, I make the assumption that the surroundings of railway
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and underground stations have the potential of concentrating

public life, activities and community facilities that mutually

support each other (’activity nodes’ is proposed as a pattern

by Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, 1977). The surround-

ings of stations located in the inner city already have plenty of

amenities and attract an important number of people. In like

manner, stations with less demand have the potential to do

so in the future, by the strategic densification around stations

that accommodates city growth with a sustainable approach

(Transport for London, 2019b). As some authors suggest, this

approach has been successfully applied worldwide and is re-

ferred to as Transit Oriented Development (TOD) (Ibraeva et

al., 2020), which is also regarded as sustainability-based (Ken-

worthy, 2006). With this in mind, the ULEZ 2021 has plenty of

potential ’activity nodes’. Figure 6.4 shows the dispersion of

stations in the actual and proposed ULEZ, which number in-

creases with the ULEZ extension in 266 stations from 37 to 303.

Figure 6.4: Railway and underground stations in the ULEZ 2021
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6.3 a street level micro-mobility network

Having defined what is meant by ’activity nodes’, I will now

move on to present the methodology for generating a street

level micro-mobility network. Micro-mobility in the transport

field is a recent term which definition has not been established.

In recent years, with the rapid emergence of rental solutions for

individual urban mobility, micro-mobility has been the term

used to describe the new app-based mobility services. Micro-

mobility comprises a smaller kind of urban mobility in two

forms: the size of the vehicle and the trip range. This type

of mobility has disseminated in many cities worldwide sup-

ported by platform and electric-power technologies that allow

a convenient ’as-needed’ flexible transport solution, usually for

short and medium distance trips. The most common types of

vehicles are e-scooters, dockless bikes and station-based bikes

(such as the cycle hire scheme operating in London since 2010),

which have a small physical footprint and weight, although

they have a limited passenger capacity. Still, micro-mobility is

recognised as having the potential for both increasing the ac-

cess and adding options to public transport (as a first mile/last

mile solution), and for replacing short-distance car trips (Na-

tional League of Cities, 2019; Tice, 2019). It is clear from this

definition that crucial aspects of micro-mobility are both indi-

vidual mobility and spatial efficiency. As such, private bicycles

can also be regarded as a kind of micro-mobility vehicles.

Before proceeding to define the micro-mobility network, it is

important to discuss the implications of prioritising streetspace

for active travel and public transport framed under a people-

oriented street design approach. In the context of scarce phys-

ical streetspace, the incorporation of a new type of vehicle in-

tensifies the existing competing demands for urban space. For

example, micro-mobility vehicles occupy extra streetspace for

both parking and circulating. Parking has been the focus of at-

tention of public authorities to solve the additional streetspace
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clutter that these vehicles generate when parked inappropri-

ately (e.g. the designation of parking areas for dockless bikes).

Circulating is not yet fully admitted (e.g. electric scooters in

the UK is currently under trial), nevertheless micro-mobility

vehicles have greater competitive advantages than traditional

vehicles because they are more space-efficient (see Table 6.2).

In addition, it could be argued that with an adequate manage-

ment micro-mobility vehicles can allow greater social contact

and community connections than other modes such as private

cars.

Standing/Parked Speed Travelling
unit sqm sqf kph mph sqm sqf

Pedestrian 0.5 5 5 3 2 20

Micro-vehicle 1 11 25 16 7 70

Bicycle 2 20 16 10 5 50

Bus Passenger 2 20 48 30 7 75

Automobile 37 400 48 30 139 1500

Table 6.2: Per-person travel space requirements for different modes.
Source: National League of Cities, 2019; Tice, 2019

Micro-mobility, active travel and public transport are differ-

ent types of transport solutions that have similar objectives. The

type of micro-mobility envisioned here considers the use of a

range of vehicles that can target different users but that have

the potential for making mid-length and multi-modal individ-

ual trips more convenient and attractive provided the appro-

priate infrastructure is in place. Depending on the users and

vehicles characteristics the circulation can be done at different

speeds in the single or double lanes carriageway shared with

buses or in the footway which would operate as a hybrid space.

This way both carriageway and footway space become a sort of

shared space following a speed-user logic and enabling greater

freedom for multi-modal accessibility and for using the street

in a more integrated way. Although this juxtaposition of users

might be contrary to design guidelines that advocate for a clear
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functional separation between all different modes (Sevtsuk and

Davis, 2019), it still proposes a delineation of space by sepa-

rating and protecting the upper tiers of the rearranged street

user hierarchy (people on foot, bicycle or micro-vehicle), which

might otherwise interfere with vehicles at higher speed. Thus

the definition of space for two types of circulation can offer a

more convenient and attractive solution for everyone. Eventu-

ally, avoiding the total spatial separation of modes, such as the

proposed by Modernist principles, can contribute to create the

conditions for a living city as suggested by Alexander (1965).

In addition, I have defined activity nodes that are both exist-

ing and potential attractive destinations. Assuming that the in-

tensity and diversity of the activities of the nodes is too complex

to define and a matter in constant evolution and adaptation,

the micro-mobility network is created by connecting all nodes

indistinctly through shortest-paths to create the conditions for

an integrated public transport system that optimises travel dis-

tance using the current street infrastructure (see Figure 6.5). Es-

sentially, this network provides the convenient and desirable

conditions for short and medium distance trips, and can poten-

tially both enable multi-modal integration and maximise the

efficiency of streetspace in concordance with sustainable urban

goals. It would be expected that the paths that are most in-

tensively used could gradually turn into extended high streets

or ’promenades’ of mixed-use activity such that the remaining

in-between areas are at short distance from lively and vibrant

streets and centres (’promenade’ is proposed as a complemen-

tary pattern to ’activity node’ by Alexander, Ishikawa, and Sil-

verstein, 1977). Therefore, the network proposed here priori-

tises the circulation of micro-mobility vehicles, active travel,

public transport and the supporting street-level activity that

originate from these. Adopting a network approach that con-

nects all nodes to build the network operates as an upgrade of

the existing piece-meal pattern that characterises the cycling in-

frastructure in London, which seems subordinated to the preva-
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lent more comprehensive and connected motor-vehicle street

network.

Figure 6.5: Node-to-node shortest-paths (n = 45,753)

From the design perspective, it is important to highlight that

the shortest-path type of structure for transportation purposes

is far from being the optimal for construction (see discussion

from a network perspective in Barthelemy, 2011, p.61) Yet, the

alternative proposed here adopts such structure to prioritise

the convenience of users by optimising travel distance and at

the same time optimises construction by utilising preexisting

street infrastructure. The map in Figure 6.6 shows the structure

of the micro-mobility network highlighting the street segments

that concentrate the greater number of through-routes and the

travel pathways these form on existing streets.

Having discussed the methodology to construct the network,

the next sections address the descriptive analysis of the network

and travel pathways and the potential streetspace re-allocations

needed to create a micro-mobility network.
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Figure 6.6: Network of critical streets ranked according to shortest-
paths through-routes

6.3.1 General patterns of the street-level travel pathways

I have argued that the design approach for the construction of

the network optimises the utilisation of the existing streets. The

figures in Table 6.1 show that the total street length of the street

network within the ULEZ 2021 area is around 4,784 km. As

Table 6.3 shows 30% of the total street length is needed to cre-

ate the shortest-paths network. However, the street segments

have a varying carrying load represented by the total number

of through-routes along them (see Figure 6.6). This can be ob-

served in the distribution of routes per street segment which

shows a right skewed distribution. This means that there are

many streets that are part of few travel routes and a few critical

street segments that are traversed by many travel routes (see

Figure 6.7).
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Km Perc
Total ULEZ 2021 4784 100

Network 1434 30

Table 6.3: ULEZ 2021 and Network total street length

Figure 6.7: Street segments-pathways distribution

The carrying load metric for each street segment is useful

to measure the relative importance of the different pathways.

But it appears necessary to be able to compare between path-

ways, defined as the connection from station to station (origin

to destination). To compare pathways, I define a rate of critical

pathway importance P by adding the carrying load of all street

segments in the pathway S and dividing it by the total num-

ber of street segments or edges E in the pathway to control by

pathway length

Pij = ∑
Sij

Eij
(6.1)

Table 6.4 presents the results obtained from the descriptive

statistical analysis of the pathways. Because of the location and

spread of the activity nodes, the pathway length and total num-

ber of segments (E) show a considerable range with maximum

values more than 200 bigger than minimum values. Similarly,

the carrying load (S) has maximum values 8000 times bigger
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Variable Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean
Carrying Load (S) 145.0 73308.0 181291.5 371886.8 1213439.0 255723.3
Number of segments (E) 3.0 113.0 177.0 249.0 524.0 185.2
Critical Pathway rate (P) 5.6 613.9 1046.2 1680.4 4771.5 1226.5
Pathway length in km 0.1 6.6 10.2 14.3 28.2 10.7

Table 6.4: Pathways metrics summary

than minimum values, which is useful to identify important

travel routes as this measure could be assimilated with a mea-

sure of aggregated betweeness centrality. Also, this can favour

strategic approaches for selecting significant pathways for in-

tervention, which would have a greater impact for the whole

network. The 10.7 km mean value of pathway length reveals

that, under appropriate street-infrastructure conditions, the av-

erage one-way commute within the ULEZ 2021, could take 25

min. on an electric micro-vehicle and 35 min. riding a bike.

The critical pathway rate and carrying load metrics can be

better understood through the observation of their spatial pat-

tern. Figure 6.8 b show the pathway with maximum critical

pathway rate value P, at the city centre (Cornhill, Leadenhall

St, Aldgate High St.), representing the thoroughfare with the

highest density of traversing routes. The pathways in colour

red on Figure 6.8 d correspond to the highest 1% values of P.

Interestingly, along the West extension there appear a series

of branches towards the North, which correspond with rela-

tively short pathways adjacent to the main East-West thorough-

fare, which get high P because of their proximity to the path-

way with highest P (Southhampton Row, Gower St., Tottenham

Court Rd and Cleveland St.). Figure 6.8 c shows a pattern of

longer branches in red representing the highest 1% values of C,

which can be defined as long and high-density pathways con-

nected to the centre. For Figure 6.8 c and d, the pathways in

blue are the lowest 1% values, where it is possible to identify

peripheral and few central pathways. Overall, it stands out the

total lack of important pathways South of the river. This result
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Figure 6.8: Spatial pattern of pathways carrying load S and critical
pathway rate P. Panels (a) and (b) are the maximum values
of S and P, and panels (c) and (d) show the top (red) and
bottom (blue) 1% values of S and P. Stations represented
in light grey.

is somewhat counter-intuitive, because some of the pathways in

the South also traverse the main thoroughfare (see Figure 6.6),

yet longer routes are needed to reach that location and also the

concentration of nodes is much bigger in the North (see for ex-

ample the sequence of stations in light grey in Figure 6.8 c),

therefore the overall carrying load on those cases is bigger (e.g.

S value of all top 1% pathways in Figure 6.8 c is over 1 million).

6.3.2 Selection of critical pathways that form the micro-mobility net-

work

A number of strategies could be adopted to select the pathways

out of the more than 40 thousands that connect the 303 stations.
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For example, a balance between Northern and Southern areas

of the city could be desirable, or a focus on areas with higher

potential of urban growth. It is clear from the pathway analysis

that the intervention on the East-West pathway in Figure 6.8

would represent an impact for an important number of path-

ways. However, the geographical balance between different ar-

eas within the ULEZ 2021 is missing from this analysis.

In order to identify pathways that could complement the

East-West main thoroughfare, I decomposed the critical streets

map in Figure 6.6 into 20 groups classified by the rank of their

carrying load (S) and displayed them in a cumulative sequence

(see Figure 6.9).

This sequence resembles a pattern of urban growth where by

comparative analysis it is possible to identify the formation of

critical pathways. For the reasons I discussed previously, the

first pathway to be generated is the East-West thoroughfare.

Then, a branch to the South-East follows and a bifurcation of

the main thoroughfare in diagonal in a North-East direction

(from panel 2 onwards). Also, on the first panels it is possible

to observe the formation of a short pathway in diagonal to-

wards the North-West (represented with more clarity in panel

4, for reference this corresponds to Edgware Road). In panel

16, a dozen of pathways stand-out, forming a network with

an extensive geographic coverage. From these, for the sake of

simplicity, I selected the 8 pathways represented in Figure 6.10

which contain the pathways with both the maximum S and P

values, and most of the pathways highlighted in panel 14 of

the cumulative sequence visualisation, and also are connected

together sharing origins and destinations to form a minimum

network (see complementary Figure a.6 in Appendix a).

The final criterion for pathways selection is to minimise over-

lapping between paths, while at the same time connect stations

sufficiently separated so that the 8 pathways network has a

considerable geographic coverage of the ULEZ 2021. Table 6.5

shows a summary of the pathway metrics for the 8 pathways
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative critical streets sequence according to street
carrying load.

network. The metrics can be compared with the summary of

the whole network in Table 6.4. As can be seen, most of the P

values are close to the whole network mean (1226,5), although

there are 2 notable exceptions which correspond to pathways

with a South-North direction and a trajectory that crosses rather
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Figure 6.10: Network of 8 selected pathways

than overlaps with the centre (Westferry to South Tottenham

and Clapham Common to White Hart Lane). Importantly, the

S values are mostly above the general median (181291.5) ex-

cept for Westferry to South Tottenham. The total street length

of the 8 pathways network is 96 km approximately, many times

smaller than the whole network (1434 km), yet it concentrates

near 38% of the aggregated carrying load.

from to Total length (m) S E P
Chiswick Cyprus 25696 1214066 467 2600

Deptford Bridge Dalston Kingsland 10892 435321 195 2232

Clapham Common White Hart Lane 17934 330986 350 946

Queensway South Tottenham 12801 239540 203 1180

Kilburn High Road Oval 8890 225359 161 1400

Aldgate East Bow Church 3854 211983 77 2753

Oval Deptford Bridge 6695 195528 119 1643

Westferry South Tottenham 9181 122143 176 694

Table 6.5: Eight pathways network metrics summary

A closer inspection of the pathways characteristics can be

done by looking at the streetspace allocation metrics. Table 6.6
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presents an overview of total street, footway and carriageway

widths. Also, because most street segments correspond to a

cluster 3 type, a new metric is introduced, which measures the

ratio of segments that belong to this cluster for each pathway

(id3). Figure 6.11 illustrates the breakdown of the street types

developed in the previous chapter. The same trend can be seen

as in the zones analysis (see Figure 6.3), where there is a notable

increase of clusters 2 and 3, which have higher centrality values.

This is not surprising because shortest-path is a factor of cen-

trality, nevertheless this works as validation of the calculations.

Moreover, this cluster-based metric can also be useful to distin-

guish between pathways given that widths average values tend

to be similar: all above the London averages.

from to id3 Total street Footway Carriageway
ratio width mean width mean width mean

Aldgate East Bow Church 0.94 30.2 14.4 15.7
Clapham Common White Hart Lane 0.84 26.8 11.0 15.8
Oval Deptford Bridge 0.75 24.8 9.6 15.1
Chiswick Cyprus 0.68 27.8 11.2 16.6
Kilburn High Road Oval 0.63 29.3 11.1 18.3
Queensway South Tottenham 0.62 25.0 10.4 14.6
Westferry South Tottenham 0.56 24.7 9.6 15.1
Deptford Bridge Dalston Kingsland 0.51 25.4 10.1 15.3

Table 6.6: Eight pathways streetspace allocation metrics summary

Figure 6.11: Proportion of street types for whole network and 8 path-
ways network

Before the quantitative examination of possible scenarios to

re-allocate streetspace, it is useful to visualise the reallocation

of streetspace in more detail. I assumed that the prioritisation
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of active travel and public transport implies reducing carriage-

way space to a minimum width that allows the circulation of

buses and leaves the remaining streetspace (currently the foot-

way) for pedestrian activity, circulation of micro-mobility vehi-

cles and active travel. The carriageway width is assigned for

two scenarios: the demarcation of one and two lanes (3.5 and 7

m width respectively).

Figure 6.12 illustrates the variations of the streetspace alloca-

tion metrics for the two scenarios in a sample of 60 segments of

the Aldgate East to Bow Church pathway (see Figure a.7 and

Figure a.6 in Appendix a for complementary description of 6

pathways and network stretches). From the chart, it can be seen

that by designating a fixed carriageway, it is possible to stan-

dardise the otherwise chaotic sequence of street cross-sections.

Accordingly, this allows the identification of places along the

pathway with greater potential or challenge for active travel

prioritisation. While the indication of designated town centres

provides clues to estimate streetspace demand, the addition of

other variables that reflect the complexity of street usage would

enrich this analysis (e.g. street markets, bike stations, bus stops,

etc). Nevertheless, the multiple dissection of the pathway serves

as a baseline that presents key geometrical information of the

different streets environments that compose the pathway, sup-

porting a turn in focus from plan to section.

The 8 pathways network scenarios are summarised in Ta-

ble 6.7. To measure the variance between the current, the two

lanes and the one lane scenarios, I calculated a total approx-

imate area by multiplying actual and proposed street widths

by the street length. What is interesting about the data in this

table is that the relative carriageway variation rates for both pro-

posed scenarios are very similar, reflecting the modular nature

of street design with regards to vehicular space. The opposite

is true for pedestrian space which is the ’left-over’ space after

the carriageway has been determined. Also, since the positive

and negative values can be seen as gains and loses of space,
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the figures reflect that the proposed scenarios entail a gain of

73% and 109% footway space on average for the two lanes and

one lane scenario respectively, and a loss of 51% and 75% of

carriageway space. This last measures are consistent with the

figures in Table 6.6 that shows a carriageway total mean of 15

m approximately which could fit 4 lanes (removing 3 lanes re-

sults in a loss of 75%).

Overall, because footways widths are often smaller than car-

riageway widths, on the whole, the relative gains in footway

width surpass the losses in carriageway width. In other words,

on streets such as the ones forming the selected pathways, changes

of the streetspace allocation metrics like the studied here, can

have a greater relative impact for the footway space than for the

carriageway space. The alternatives presented could be further

refined by studying a combined approach to propose one or

two lanes scenarios that are consistent with streetspace width

variations along the selected pathways. However, that would re-

quire a much more detailed and complex model of traffic man-

agement and the consideration of multiple other urban form

variables, such as density and land-use. Nevertheless, the sce-

narios presented are useful to illustrate and quantify potential

streetspace re-allocations and visualise the impact of such alter-

natives. That is, the scenarios proposed should be considered

as a first approximation to developing a large scale strategy for

streetspace re-allocation based on micro and macro level street-

space data, in which a certain order is established for prioritis-

ing sustainable travel modes even though there is no definite

street design.
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Figure 6.12: Pathway anatomy: Multiple dissection of selected path-
ways and micro-mobility scenarios (sample of 20 seg-
ments at start, middle and end), +: Town Centre; � : Station.
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Total app. area (sqm) Two lanes One lane
Pathway Footway Carriageway fo var ca var fo var ca var
Ald_Bow 55160 55829 84008 0.52 26981 -0.52 97498 0.77 13490 -0.76
Cla_Whi 184071 266856 325389 0.77 125538 -0.53 388158 1.11 62769 -0.76

Ova_Dep 58183 89514 100829 0.73 46868 -0.48 124263 1.14 23434 -0.74

Chi_Cyp 264531 366850 451512 0.71 179868 -0.51 541447 1.05 89934 -0.75

Kil_Ova 89563 143317 170651 0.91 62228 -0.57 201766 1.25 31114 -0.78

Que_Sou 116806 171064 198263 0.70 89607 -0.48 243066 1.08 44804 -0.74

Wes_Sou 77411 125812 138954 0.80 64269 -0.49 171088 1.21 32134 -0.74

Dep_Dal 99214 145390 168361 0.70 76244 -0.48 206483 1.08 38122 -0.74

Mean 118117 170579 204746 0.73 83950 -0.51 246721 1.09 41975 -0.75

Table 6.7: Summary of pathways two lane and one lane scenarios.
fo(footway); ca(carriageway); var(variation rate)

6.4 summary and discussion

In this final analytical chapter, I have presented a method to

analyse the street network of central London and proposed

alternative scenarios for the conformation of a micro-mobility

network that prioritises active travel and public transport. The

method covers from the definition of a structure of routes to

a fine-grain characterisation of street segments, and is inspired

by well-known strategies of rail infrastructure optimisation (e.g.

user-oriented and construction-oriented design). Because the

construction of a network from an ordinary number of points

results in a high number of connections (over 40 thousands in

this case), the problem of pathways selection arises. As a solu-

tion, the analysis could be further refined with the purposeful

selection of certain nodes, to reduce the number of pathways or

to focus on certain areas.

For example, it would have been possible to identify key

amenities of public interest such as schools or hospitals. In fact,

this is not far from the solutions that some cities have imple-

mented in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. This include

from pavement widening and delimitation of car-free zones, to

setting up temporary cycle lanes for mitigating public transport

overcrowding and ease the compliance of social-distancing rec-
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ommendations. Notably, all these solutions correspond to ur-

ban planning schemes that revolve around the idea of reclaim-

ing streetspace from private cars.

Other known approaches to traffic management consist of

the definition of a neighbourhood unit that group together mi-

nor streets surrounded by major streets. This same concept

was developed by Buchanan as the ’environmental areas’ from

which through-traffic was excluded and instead it was chan-

neled through the perimeter streets forming the city corridors

(Appleyard, Gerson, and Lintell, 1981). Such strategies have

had real-world applications in the area of Barnsbury in London,

and more recently, in some areas of Barcelona under the name

of ’superblocks’ (Rueda, 2018). However, even though these ap-

proaches favour the creation of good quality pedestrian envi-

ronments, they operate in an inward-like manner as opposed

to the strategy presented here, where the street enhancements

are proposed on the main corridors of the city.

Additionally, the strategy proposed here concretely address

the new prioritisation of road user hierarchy by assigning a

greater share of streetspace to people on foot, bicycle and micro-

vehicles, and to public transport. So, not only active travel trips

become more attractive through the designation of shortest-

path corridors but also through the definition of hybrid spaces

for circulation according to users-vehicles characteristics. This

approach recognises the necessary overlap between different

modes to operate, while at the same time suggest rules of opera-

tion and the delineation of space to moderate users interference

in streetspace. This way it could be expected that mid-distance

active travel trips can become a true viable alternative.

Unlike conventional approaches to traffic management based

on motor-traffic flow prediction, the model presented here in-

troduces a radical approach to reclaiming streetspace for ac-

tive travel based on the urban form of the street network and

the streets themselves. Citywide connectors are re-purposed to

provide the least costly trips for people on foot, bicycle, micro-
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vehicles and buses. While a top-down strategy is assumed, the

extent of the intervention is in only on 2% of the streets. Simi-

larly, it could be expected that the corridors connecting ’activ-

ity nodes’ can gradually evolve to mixed-use streets of high-

intensity social activity.

Because the analysis presented here is based in shortest-path

analysis, some associations were found with the analysis of

previous chapters. First, it was possible to identify the central

streets of the system, which in this case has a clear East-West

pattern at the North side of the river. Second, a hierarchy of

streets is distinguished with a central-periphery pattern which

correspond to 30% of the total street length inside the ULEZ

2021. Third, a left skewed long tail frequency distribution of

routes per street segment, similar to centrality distribution. Fi-

nally, a trend of increasing amount of the street types that cor-

respond with the clusters of streets with higher centrality, as a

smaller number of critical streets was selected for analysis.

Similarly, some reference could be drawn with preexisting

and existing transport networks. For example, the correspon-

dence of the 8 pathways network with the former tramways net-

work, the current cycle routes and bus route network and the

Roman roads. Figure 6.13 demonstrate the slow rate of change

of some pathways over time. That is the case, for example, of

the Clapham Common to White Hart Lane pathway, starting at

Clapham Road in the South a continuing along Kingsland Road

in the North, following the same trajectory of part of a tramway

route and a Roman road (to Chichester in the South and to York

in the North). Similar juxtapositions can be found for the rest

of the pathways in the 8 pathways network (e.g. Seven Sisters

Road, Edgware Road, Whitechapel Road, etc). Certainly, the 8

pathway structure is partially contained by the cycling routes,

yet that is only because the majority of the cycling routes repre-

sented in Figure 6.13 (c) share the streetspace with bus lanes. In

addition, this visualisation allows to identify the piecemeal-like

pattern of the current cycling routes, which reflect the difficul-
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ties of transforming the space of the street from car priority

to bicycle priority, providing the arguments for a network ap-

proach for adapting urban space to new urban mobility needs.

Figure 6.13: Transport networks comparison. (a) is the 8 path-
ways network, (b) cycle lanes (segregated and
shared with bus lanes), (c) former tramways
(mid 1900’s) and (d) Roman roads diagram. Data
sources: b: https://cycling.data.tfl.gov.uk/, c:
http://sharemap.org/public/Trams_in_London#!webgl,
d: https://darmc.harvard.edu/data-availability

In the last section of this chapter, I analysed the pathways

in more detail looking at the streetspace allocation metrics of

a subset of the shortest-paths network. It was not a surprise

to find that the pathways are formed by relatively wide streets

with more space assigned to the vehicular part. The pathways

anatomy visualisation of multiple cross-sections offers an alter-

native, more detailed perspective, of the streetspace allocation

metrics variations along a route resulting in a turn in focus from

the typical spatial perspective to a place one. Also, I studied

https://cycling.data.tfl.gov.uk/
http://sharemap.org/public/Trams_in_London##!webgl
https://darmc.harvard.edu/data-availability
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two possible scenarios for prioritising active travel and public

transport, through the reallocation of carriageway space. These

show that the reduction of carriageway space to minimum func-

tional standards can have a significant increase of streetspace

for place-based street improvements and more space-efficient

modes of travel.

6.4.1 Key findings

• The shortest-path analysis of the central area of London,

showed that only 30% of the actual street length is nec-

essary to connect all railway and underground stations

through the shortest route, with the majority of streets

with wide footways and carriageways (of the type of clus-

ters 2 and 3). The pathway length frequency distribution

is normal and pathways have an average length of 10.7

km. Although, the number of routes traversing street seg-

ments (carrying load) has a left skewed distribution with

maximum values 8000 times bigger than minimum values,

similar to patterns of street centrality.

• The selected 8 pathways of the selected network com-

prises 2% of the total street length yet it concentrates 38%

of the estimated flows. This, coupled with the relative

smaller effects on carriageways than in footways when

reallocating space for the 1 and 2 lanes alternatives (51%

and 75% loss versus 73% and 109% gain), provides evi-

dence to indicate that small changes at the local scale of

the street, can have a big impact on the functioning of the

street system.

• The proportion of street types tend to concentrate in classes

of central streets in two ways. First, as the study area is

smaller and central (from the M25 to the ULEZ)(see Fig-

ure 6.3). Second, through the selection of streets based on

the shortest-path analysis (see Figure 6.11). This serves
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as a validation of the clustering analysis in the previous

chapter. Although, the analysis of the 8 pathways individ-

ually shows variations of the dominant cluster (id = 3),

reflecting the different street morphologies that the path-

ways cross.

• The creation of hybrid circulation spaces addresses the

new proposed roads user hierarchy, acknowledging the

contribution to streetspace use efficiency from emerging

mobility-services and technologies. It is suggested that

the modal shifts targets by TfL can be achieved by pro-

viding the conditions for short and mid-distance trips in-

tegrated with stationary street activity to enhance both

multi-modality and the quality of street experience.

• The multiple dissection of pathways reveals the variations

of streetspace allocation metrics along a route at high spa-

tial resolution. Street reallocation interventions visualised

in this manner allow us to understand the positive im-

pacts of narrowing carriageways for increasing the public

value of streets, while still keeping space for motorised-

traffic like buses. This in addition to the fact that only

some streets are needed to connect all stations, reinforces

the idea that small interventions on few streets at the city

and street levels can have a big impact. It is suggested that

this type of street modelling and representation, incorpo-

rating a place-based dimension while also prioritising ac-

tive travel and public transport can constitute a form of

actionable knowledge to inform urban design and plan-

ning of streets.
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D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

7.1 On understanding streetspace allocation for adap-

tation

7.2 Theoretical contributions: Streetspace allocation

analysis citywide

7.3 Contributions to urban design and planning: Re-

thinking streets

7.4 Future research

This study set out to quantitatively examine streetspace allo-

cation citywide to provide a baseline for exploring street adap-

tations. To fulfil this purpose, I have proposed a new method-

ology to measure and analyse streetspace allocation program-

matically. This method enables the creation of a model of street-

space allocation that represents its spatial and morphological

structure at both the micro and macro scales of streets and

street systems. This model allows further exploration of urban

form through: (i) testing the association between the available

streetspace and a model of urban movement; (ii) developing

a street typology from streetspace allocation and spatial con-

figuration variables at distinct scales and across different geo-

graphic areas; (iii) applying streetspace allocation analysis to a

prescriptive model of sustainable mobility, built using shortest

path analysis.

Following is a detailed breakdown of the key contributions of

this research. The sections begin with the presentation of a syn-

opsis of the findings in relation to the research questions devel-

oped throughout the analytical chapter 3, chapter 4, chapter 5

and chapter 6. Then, follows a section on the general contribu-

tions to the street and urban morphology research literature,

and a section on the general contributions to street planning

195
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and design practice. Finally, I present the possibilities for fu-

ture research.

7.1 on understanding streetspace allocation for

adaptation

The study of streetspace allocation developed throughout this

dissertation set out to answer 4 research questions organised in

independent chapters:

• chapter 3 What are the footway and carriageway widths (street-

space allocation metrics) for all the streets in London?

• chapter 4 What are the relationships between streetspace allo-

cation metrics and network centrality?

• chapter 5 What classes of streets can be identified from the

analysis of their streetspace allocation and centrality metrics?

• chapter 6 Where should streetspace be reallocated to create a

street-level network for sustainable mobility?

Next, I summarise the answer to these questions in order. In

chapter 3 Defining, quantifying and mapping streetspace, I intro-

duced a new geocomputational technique to draw street cross-

sections for all streets in a system in order to obtain an intelli-

gible picture of the streetspace geometrical characteristics. The

quantification of streetspace allocation citywide using London

as a case study provides a new approach to street network anal-

ysis. Streetspace allocation metrics enable the consideration of

micro-scale geometric information of the space of the street in

the macro-scale topological analysis of the street network. Both

the new methodology introduced and the data outputs of chap-

ter 3 offer a new description of the form of streets that can lead

to actionable knowledge that informs the design and planning

of streets. Therefore, the most important finding of chapter 3 is

to provide a multi-scalar description of the geometric character-

istics of streets, which are further explored in the subsequent
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chapters that explore how streetspace allocation relates to street

use, type and design.

The data generated in chapter 3 allows the analysis of the

spatial pattern of streetspace allocation citywide. Both statis-

tical and visual methods were applied to both describe and

explore the inter-dependency between the design scale prop-

erties and the strategic scale structure of the streets and the

street system. The core finding to emerge from the quantitative

study of streetspace is that 75% of streets have more space al-

located to vehicles than to pedestrians. Although, different pat-

terns can be recognised, for example, Central London shows a

greater concentration of streets with wider footways. These fig-

ures are useful evidence to theories of London being a hybrid

city with a compact, dense, rail dependent core and car de-

pendent suburban outskirts (Hall, 1994). Both carriageway and

footway widths are right-skewed distributed, thus best repre-

sented by median values of 7.5m and 5.4m, respectively. These

can be associated not only with the predominant application

of residential streets design standards but also with the space-

filling type of growth of London streets, that follows a pattern

of major wider roads preceding many minor narrower roads

(Masucci, Stanilov, and Batty, 2013).

Additionally, in the bi-variate map analysis of these two vari-

ables, it is possible to observe the hierarchical structure of the

street network, in spite of the streetspace allocation variations

that are visible from segment to segment which can be accounted

for both piecemeal street interventions and variations in urban

planning paradigms across the history of transport technolo-

gies that shaped the street environment. Before this study, ev-

idence of streetspace distribution citywide was based on the

analysis of sample-satellite data, which figures for the case of

London differ (Angel, 2012), due mainly to the limited preci-

sion of the technique and sampling approach employed in con-

trast with the vector data of the whole population used here.

Moreover, the data outputs of the streetspace allocation analy-
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sis were tested for accuracy with positive results around 85%.

This supports the fact that the methodology is replicable. Ad-

ditionally, due to the computational nature of the methodol-

ogy, there are clear opportunities for extracting more granular

streespace allocation metrics or adapting the cross-section me-

thod to situations in which not all the street environment data

is available. Overall, the main contribution of this first stage of

the research was the introduction of a robust, novel and repli-

cable methodology to comprehensively analyse streetspace al-

location citywide.

Following, in chapter 4 The relationship between streetspace met-

rics and street network centrality, I examined the relationship be-

tween streetspace allocation metrics and network betweenness

centrality for an array of 7 radii and 4 study areas. The re-

sults show a general trend of association between greater cen-

trality values and streetspace allocation values. Another key

finding is that in Central London streets with greater theo-

retical movement are wider, but most notably, tend to have

wider pavements, likely reflecting the adaptations to accommo-

date pedestrian activity that have been implemented in recent

years. Outside the central area, the correlation values prove the

opposite, indicating greater relationship between carriageway

widths and centrality at larger radii. Taken together, these find-

ings seem to corroborate on the one hand theories of urban

form, adaptation and goodness of fit (see for example Alexan-

der, 1964; Lynch, 1984), and on the other hand, confirm patterns

of auto-oriented cities like London, with a dense core served by

commuting services surrounded by a car dependent periphery

(Hall, 1994). Furthermore, the principal theoretical implication

of these findings is that it supports the proposition that move-

ment not only is determinant to the configuring of space (Hill-

ier, 1996) but can also be considered a driver of streetspace al-

location over time.
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In chapter 5 Street types, I introduced a classification of streets

based on the metrics analysed in the previous two chapters:

streetspace allocation and centrality metrics. This method proved

useful to identify new street types from the joint examination

of street design and the configurational characteristics of the

street network. One of the most significant findings to emerge

from this study, is the identification of two sub-types of ‘resi-

dential’ streets, rather than the single one that is used typically,

representing near 70% of the street segments. In addition, dis-

tinct spatial patterns can be recognised from the street types

identified: central concentration corresponding with patterns of

economic activity; a combination of radial, orbital, centripetal

and centrifugal patterns of major roads; cellular patterns of in-

creasing size from centre to periphery; and other patterns of

distinct, often dispersed arrangement with no apparent visual

order but might be considered useful for the identification of

street adaptations. While some of these patterns might be also

identified solely from spatial configuration analysis, the main

contribution of this new street classification, is the conversion

of micro and macro spatial and geometrical street characteris-

tics into quantitatively defined categories, providing a consis-

tent way to describe streets in order to be related with street

planning and design. Moreover, it amplifies typical street clas-

sification schemes that are predominantly based on the street

traffic capacity, by adding the pedestrian space availability as a

relevant variable.

In the last analytical chapter of this dissertation, chapter 6

A new street network for Inner London, I utilised both the street-

space allocation analysis and the street types classification to

describe and quantify streetspace improvements for a prescrip-

tive network model of sustainable mobility. This model repre-

sents critical pathways connecting activity nodes, through di-

rect street-level routes. The study shows that 6% of the total

street length from the sustainable mobility network (8 path-
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ways network) concentrates 38% of the total estimated carrying

load. Then, it was possible to characterise that 6% (the 8 path-

way network) as mostly composed of two types of streets: (1)

wide footway and carriageway with high streetspace demand,

(2) streets of moderate width with high local and global street-

space demand, reflecting a varying conditions of streetspace

provision and demand. Then, I quantified the effects of reallo-

cating streetspace to one and two lanes. The results show that

for a one lane scheme there would be a 109% of footway space

gain and 75% of carriageway space loss, and for a two lanes

scheme there would be a 73% footway space gain and 51% of

carriageway space loss. Overall, this figures show that small

change –on a very small proportion of the total street length,

can have a potential big impact on the way the street system

functions. Finally, I visually compared the 8 pathway network

with current and former transportation routes noting some de-

gree of overlay which demonstrates not only the endurance

and path-dependency of the street pattern over time but also

that current sustainability networks like the cycle lanes show a

piecemeal pattern, thus confirms the appropriateness of a net-

work approach for prescribing alternatives to the more domi-

nant and comprehensive vehicular network. Furthermore, alike

Modernist urban future visions by means of sectional city repre-

sentations, the ’pathway anatomy’, comprised by a set of street

cross-sections, is capable of describing the provision of street-

space along a route, and more importantly provide insights

about the competing demands for space between footway and

carriageway.

7.2 theoretical contributions : streetspace alloca-

tion analysis citywide

Across its analytical chapters, this dissertation makes various

theoretical, methodological, and empirical contributions to the

street and urban morphology research literature, including new
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software tools, new street analytical types and empirical find-

ings. Following is the discussion of those contributions.

The computational method presented for the quantification

of streetspace allocation citywide in chapter 3 does two oper-

ations that allow expanding the scope of typical urban mor-

phology street studies, hence supporting a new kind of street

morphology research. First, through the application of a street

cross-section it disaggregates the space of the street into the

main parts in which a street is organised: the footway and the

carriageway. Second, all observations in a system are examined.

Before this, the analysis of streets could either consider street-

space allocation analysis over a small number of observations,

or consider the analysis of all observations represented as lines

overlooking the internal organisation of the street. Therefore,

the citywide streetspace allocation analysis amplifies the exam-

ination of streets in two spatial scales simultaneously: the small

scale internal organisation of the street applied over large geo-

graphic areas. Within the field of urban morphology, the acqui-

sition of new formal urban data can be considered a contribu-

tion of basic knowledge for urban analysis (Kropf, 2009; Scheer,

2016).

As the street is one of the fundamental physical elements

that defines urban form, citywide streetspace allocation analy-

sis is a new method of investigation that offers a rich potential

for urban morphology studies and to street studies in particu-

lar. Until now, the research into urban movement patterns of

vehicles and pedestrians has been associated to the topological

configuration of the urban grid, yet no systematic study has

been carried out about the possible influence of streetspace al-

location. A number of recent studies that have focused on spa-

tial network analysis to quantify accessibility, flow or efficiency

treating streets as linear elements in a 2 dimensional- (Marshall

et al., 2018) and an even a 3 dimensional-space (Cooper and

Chiaradia, 2020), demonstrating important advances in mod-
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elling the urban built environment. Yet, much less emphasis

has been given to examining the internal composition of the

network elements as the fundamental subject of analysis. In this

context, streetspace allocation analysis can be considered not

only a contribution to provide a weighting parameter for mod-

elling street networks but also a contribution for a much deeper

understanding of the spatial organisation of urban space. Foot-

way and carriageway metrics applied to street segments can en-

able a higher-level of understanding of streets as multifaceted

elements of urban form, urban transport and urban life.

In chapter 4, I provided evidence suggesting that streetspace

allocation metrics might also be a factor of movement patterns,

in addition to the spatial configuration of the urban grid. These

findings have implications not only for the expanded theoret-

ical possibilities of the study of streets as a subject matter for

urban morphology but also suggest alternatives for urban trans-

portation and urban design research aiming to study urban

space beyond solely pedestrian and vehicular flows. Further de-

velopment of this area of research is likely to occur due to two

conditions: transformations in mobility technologies affecting

modal share and the transition to more sustainable and healthy

modes of travel. Thus, streetspace analysis adds to the growing

body of research that seeks to understand the impacts of urban

transportation on the built environment.

The quantitative method to define street types presented in

chapter 5, offers a technique to capture essential qualities of

streets by combining streetspace allocation and configurational

metrics. Presently, an existing conceptual framework based on

‘link’ and ‘place’ street functions allows the generation of street

types, however, the collection of data is based on time-consuming

observation. In contrast, the technique presented here is purely

quantitative, hence offers an alternative viewpoint while at the

same time it is expandable beyond 2 dimensions. Additionally,

the study of the ‘lineage’ of street classes using the clustering
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tree can contribute to the further identification of sub-types

expanding the analytical typology of street systems based on

streetspace allocation. Altogether, these methods support the

recognition of street types across different places that can be

regarded as a primary form of knowledge in the research of

urban form. This type of approach, that combine many spatial

variables with the application of advanced statistics has been

identified as a new generation of typo-morphological research

(Berghauser Pont, 2018), with implications not only to urban

theory but also to achieving responsive urban environments

(Gil et al., 2012; Kelbaugh, 2001). Additionally, the inclusion of

the footway as a pertinent variable is an important contribu-

tion to balancing the research and institutional emphasis that

has been common in place recently (Batty, 2001).

With regards to the use of streets, streetspace allocation anal-

ysis offers a valuable model for discussions around automobile-

dependency, transport planning and the study of transport pat-

terns. Most research on this area done up to now is limited ei-

ther in geographic extent or by the spatial granularity of the

movement data available. Nevertheless, in line with sustain-

ability and quality of life agendas, research has increasingly

begun to discuss questions about streetspace allocation, includ-

ing streetspace distribution by mode and relations to sustain-

able transport (Creutzig et al., 2020; Gössling, 2020; Gössling et

al., 2016). In this context, the methods and empirical evidence

presented in this dissertation can allow both to facilitate con-

ducting more comprehensive studies and contribute with data

about the carriageway-footway relationship.

For questions on streetspace allocation of an entire city, the

method introduced here also offers synoptic empirical mea-

sures, but what is more relevant is the possibility to analyse si-

multaneously the footway-carriageway relationship of all streets

in the system given that they are inversely related, and also

because their variations affect the whole. In chapter 6, I pre-
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sented an applied example of the potential of quantifying the

variations of streetspace allocation along critical pathways. This

analysis might be considered useful to discussions of fractals

and hierarchies of urban space, and the possible relationships

between local rules and global order that is a common char-

acteristic of complex systems, thus relevant to understanding

their structure and evolution.

Finally, the examination of the visual structure of the street

system for the recognition of patterns was a primary focus in

chapter 3 and chapter 5, offering a link between the micro and

macro spatio-morphological characteristics of the street and the

street system. This approach, in spite of being descriptive is

a valuable approximation for understanding the interdepen-

dency between the local street properties and the global struc-

ture of the urban grid. This combined examination of micro-

scale street geometrical characteristics with the macro-scale spa-

tial analysis of the whole street system has no precedent thus

should be considered an original contribution to research on

theories of cities as complex systems that focus on how local

process generate global patterns, although this topic was not

at the core of this dissertation. Nonetheless, the case study pre-

sented in chapter 6, is an instructive example of that kind of

interactions between components in a system. It demonstrates

not only the usage of streetspace allocation analysis but also

how small street interventions on selected critical pathways can

have a potential big impact on the performance of the system.

In conclusion, the analysis of streetspace allocation citywide

offers valuable contributions to urban morphology and plan-

ning research. These are founded in the analytical possibilities

provided by the detailed geometrical description of streetspace

at a city scale. This scale inter-relatedness that links the streets

geometrical properties with the street system structural char-

acteristics are central to the argument. It offers alternative ap-
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proaches to thinking about urban morphology, spatial configu-

ration and street network analysis but above all, it suggests a

new kind of street morphology that deconstructs the space of

the street into a more granular definition than the one that is

commonly used, which is at the same time relevant to describ-

ing the way the street system functions at multiple scales.

7.3 contributions to urban design and planning :

rethinking streets

This dissertation makes empirical and methodological contribu-

tions to urban design and planning. In particular, in relation to

the adaptation of the street environment to accommodate more

spatially-efficient and environmentally-friendly modes of trans-

port. This is in the context of growing disputes over the limited

streetspace available, triggered by: congestion, new urban mo-

bility behaviours, climate change imperatives and the prospects

of radical changes in transportation technologies. Streetspace

allocation is a critical design parameter not only for the or-

ganisation of how street functions locally but also for how a

street transportation network can be structured. In this sense,

the streetspace allocation analysis citywide provides a frame-

work to address the mutual connections between metropolitan

and neighbourhood scale transport policies that deal with street

local adaptations while at the same time overview the opera-

tion of the whole system. Streetspace allocation analysis city-

wide proposes to look widely at the range of functions that

streets have in relation to urban form, urban transport and ur-

ban life. This way, the conventional and dominant approaches

to the design and planning of streets based on urban transport

modelling is expected to be expanded over other dimensions

and disciplines that operate in the design of streets. In partic-

ular the notion of travel being a derived demand constituting

the dominant force that shape the distribution of streetspace

is questioned. While successful in providing the techniques to
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examine the evidence to support street and infrastructure in-

vestment decisions for motor-traffic (Ortúzar S., 2011) and cycle-

traffic (Parkin, 2018), these approaches that are mostly based on

predicting to provide tend to focus excessively on determining

road capacity for circulation with a little account of the role that

streets play as places. Circulation-dominant approaches can be

considered less useful to counterbalance decades of inefficient

urban transport and be less responsive to the growing concerns

in today’s social and economic challenges, as well as less reac-

tive to the evolution of movement technologies which are ex-

pected to be more sensible with the quality of life in urban

areas.

Due to the inter-dependence between the two fundamental

metrics of streetspace: footway and carriageway widths, an im-

portant contribution is the concurrent provision of these vari-

ables for each street segment. Consequently, this can be of value

for planning purposes, as this way it is possible to observe the

knock on effects that proposed changes in one variable has on

the other. Until now, the quantification of the street capacity

citywide is typically limited to the carriageway space but does

not include the footway space, hampering the possibilities of

modelling their relationship and how it affects the whole sys-

tem.

As a practical example, for the case of London, the data on

streetspace allocation generated in chapter 3 was requested by

Transport for London (TfL) to support their planning on road

space reallocation in the context of the Mayor Transport Strat-

egy. TfL plans aim to support the target of increased levels of ac-

tive travel and public transport use, through the identification

of critical locations for streetspace reallocation London-wide.

It could be expected that the streetspace allocation method-

ology can contribute to policy definitions of street types that

have emerged to capture the movement and place functions

of streets combining local and strategic perspectives. Both the
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management and transformation of streets to delivering sus-

tainable transport goals can, therefore, be better informed. As

an illustration, the Streetscape Guidance by TfL aimed at setting

out street design principles, suggests that a new street classifi-

cation framework based on the movement and place functions

of London streets can allow to target locations and identify in-

tervention priorities. (Transport for London, 2019a).

In addition, recently, due to the Covid-19 related social dis-

tancing restrictions, public transport services have been forced

to operate with substantially reduced capacity. As a response, a

focus has been put on preparing the street infrastructure to ac-

commodate more walking and cycling trips. However, besides

this strategic dimension of transportation, the reorganisation

of streetspace has also involved providing space for a number

of diverse functions from outdoor dining for promoting eco-

nomic recovery, to low-traffic neighbourhoods for facilitating

recreational use, which also take up streetspace and affect the

functioning of the street system. Again, the data generated and

methodology introduced in chapter 3 has been timely for Trans-

port for London and some Local Authorities in London, as a

support to address these issues by designing and implement-

ing contingency street plans. The data set was published online

on a data repository for the use of researchers and the public

sector 1.

Given that ‘Future Mobility’ is one of the key ‘missions’ of

the UK Industrial Strategy, with a focus on the role that urban

design plays in developing new street design standards to opti-

mise sustainable and low environmental impact travel systems,

chapter 6 offers an alternative design methodology to under-

stand and quantify the strategic reallocation of streetspace at

distinct scales. Furthermore, because automobile-dependency

will most likely continue to be encoded in the morphological

structure of many areas of London and cities in general, the

1 See London streetspace allocation data repository

https://github.com/npalomin/streetspace_dataset_ldn##streetspace-dataset-london
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reallocation of streetspace is key in achieving sustainable trans-

port targets, hence streetspace allocation metrics are crucial de-

sign parameters to take into account. Moreover, it is hoped

that the preliminary empirical findings on streetspace alloca-

tion suggest planning and design approaches to other streets

related urban problems affecting public health, local economies

and the environment. An example of this comes again from the

cross-sectoral ‘missions’ identified in the UK industrial strat-

egy, in which ‘Clean Growth’ and ‘Ageing Society’ are linked to

aspects of infrastructure, accessibility and health. Given these

points, these findings suggest several courses of action for bridg-

ing urban design and urban science by using scientifically valid

methods (Marshall, 2012).

Equally, technological advances in transport and communica-

tion will continue to transform transport behaviours and mobil-

ity patterns. It is most likely that on the space of the street, this

technologies will have a formative influence. As per planning

examples from the Modernist era, it is clear that urban design

has a crucial role in steering the effects toward more sustain-

able outcomes. An illustrative example is the prospective effi-

ciency of connected and autonomous vehicles in terms of space

and energy consumption, however, as long as these remain of

single-occupancy, at least the impacts on congestion are likely

to be very similar to the ones of existing vehicles and thus con-

tinue to add pressure to the space of the street. All in all, the

descriptive model of streetspace introduced in chapter 3 and

developed in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6, that combines

the micro and macro scales of city streets, offers a baseline to

proactively rethink streets for accommodating future trends of

urban mobility triggered by new mobility technologies.

In fact, the quantitative method for street type classification

developed in chapter 5 can be particularly useful for identify-

ing locations with potential or need for streetspace reallocation.
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As it was demonstrated, this method is able to identify street

types that are not recognised by conventional street classifica-

tion schemes. Importantly, the dominant group of residential

streets was divided into two sub-types, which otherwise are

clustered in a large dominant group impacting in the respon-

siveness of their intervention. Similarly, other street types were

recognised, which despite not exhibiting a clear spatial pattern,

can be potentially useful for further investigation in more detail,

related to aspects of temporal use, for example, in those cases

where there is an excess of urban space. In this regard, it worth

noting that the bi-dimensional approach to classify streets ac-

cording to movement and place fucntions is signalled as part of

the policy context and vision for London’s streets (Transport for

London, 2019a). The street types methodology applying street-

space allocation and street network metrics can be considered

a complementary analytical tool for identifying street types, hi-

erarchies and patterns.

Based on the assumption that streets are a fundamental build-

ing block of urban structure, and that the topology of the street

pattern resists structural change due to the endurance of land

ownership, in chapter 6 I proposed a radical method of inter-

vention to create a micro-mobility and active travel network

based on the re-allocation of streetspace. While applying con-

ventional transport modelling techniques, such as all-or-nothing

assignment to assume flow between origins and destinations

(Ortúzar S., 2011), the analysis considers re-prioritising the road

user hierarchy through concrete street interventions. The focus

for creating a new network for London is on transit nodes and

the connections between them generating urban corridors phys-

ically organised to prioritise the circulation of people on foot,

cycles, micro-vehicles and buses as well as street-level activity.

This approach illustrates how streetspace allocation analysis

can be useful not only to describe the shape of streets for urban
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analysis but also to inform ways of possible street adaptations

in line with current and future urban mobility challenges.

On the whole, the setting of the street as a ground for in-

tervention towards cross-sectoral goals can be much better ad-

dressed with an increased knowledge of how streetspace is

physically organised. In particular, street planning and design

can benefit not only from a quantitative description of street-

space but also from the new methods of street classification and

assessment of street reallocation presented in this dissertation.

7.4 future research

This research has investigated the most fundamental relation-

ships about the organisation of streetspace. While this can be

considered a useful basis to provide explanations about the re-

lationships between streetspace allocation and other urban phe-

nomena, the main variables investigated are only two, offering

a partial assistance to understanding the kind of problems in

organised complexity cities are (Jacobs, 1961). It should be recog-

nised that the study of streets, require many more variables

and methodologies of analysis to begin to understand how do

they fit into the complex array of problems that contemporary

cities face. Next, is a discussion about future research possibil-

ities that may be both complementary to existing research and

open up new research alternatives in different fields.

Citywide streetspace allocation analysis would be useful to

complement studies on the relations between urban form and

sustainable transport and the implications of automobile depen-

dency. This study has suggested that automobile dependency

is not only a structural characteristic of suburbia and urban

sprawl but is also embedded in the design of streets, particu-

larly in the allocation of streetspace. A more thorough study of

association between streetspace allocation variables and urban

population density and land use patterns can provide insight-
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ful clues for identifying factors that are barriers to sustainable

city development (Kenworthy, 2006).

At the same time, this approach can be complemented with

the study of transport patterns to gain an understanding of

the effects that streetspace allocation might have in transport

choices, and devise ways of understanding how modal split to-

wards active travel and public transport can be achieved through

streetspace reallocation (Gössling, 2020; Rode et al., 2015). Equa-

lly relevant to achieving sustainable city development is the

improvement of the quality of the urban public realm. In this

sense, the exploration on how streetspace allocation might be

associated to the environmental quality of streets can also be in-

vestigated in relation to other social, health, economic and envi-

ronmental indicators such as: street greenery, pedestrian safety,

community severance, walking amenities, pedestrian footfall

and retail sales among others. In essence, the study of the cor-

relates between streetspace allocation metrics and other street

related indexes can provide valuable evidence that support the

reallocation of streetspace for sustainable city development.

The urban geography of transport patterns has recently been

investigated from origin-destination data at a street scale using

new algorithms that emphasise the selection of cycling routes

(Lovelace et al., 2017; Morgan and Lovelace, 2020). In future

investigations, it might be possible to use streetspace alloca-

tion analysis to add both more precise information about the

total street width and the share of carriageway and footway

space allocation, which adds a pedestrian focus necessary for

active travel planning. Additionally, in further research, the use

of these data could be a means of envisioning streetspace pro-

vision not only for active travel but also for other functions that

are part of the new modal hierarchy in street design that is be-

ing originated by technological changes: from delivery robots to

data-enhanced pedestrian mobility (Sevtsuk and Davis, 2019).

Contrary to the form of streets, urban transport is a very dy-

namic aspect of cities. However, the examination of the high-
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granularity data at the street segment level proposed in this

thesis has demonstrated that there are important characteris-

tics of streets that yet need to be considered for the adequate

examination of street adaptations to urban transport dynamics.

The street types examination focused on geometric character-

istics of streets as a basic application for understanding urban

structure, but it can be further developed and refined includ-

ing additional variables such as speed limits, parking, points

of interest, flows and street greenery among others to generate

alternative classifications and analysis. The thesis presented a

range of methodologies based on novel quantitative and visu-

alisation techniques that, in this light plus the greater access to

new sources of data, can be further developed into a new field

of street analytics. This can have promising applications in pol-

icy as it has been already demonstrated in radical and strate-

gic plans not only at the city level in New York (Sadik-Khan

and Solomonow, 2016) and London (Greater London Authority,

2018) but also at the country level to promote investment and

innovation targeted at solving systemic challenges in the UK,

where urban planning and design are signalled as key sectors

for innovation in Future Mobility (UCL, 2019).

From the perspective of the study of the spatial and morpho-

logical structure of cities, there are a number of research direc-

tions which streetspace analysis could open up. Now that the

total width of the street and streetspace allocation metrics are

known variables, the venation patterns recognition or weighted

planar reticular network approach could be applied, to study

the hierarchical structure of streets, leading to new alternatives

for street classification. (Hickey, 1973; Katifori and Magnasco,

2012; Mileyko et al., 2012).

Similarly, the additional information about the geometric char-

acteristics of streets can be conceptualised as weighted street

networks, also referred as a valued graph, providing extra de-

tail about the pattern of connections, thus amplifying research

methods for the investigation of network structure, connectiv-
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ity, centrality and circuity among others (Marshall et al., 2018;

Newman, 2010). Moreover, interesting research opportunities

arise for comparing the structure of the footway network against

the carriageway network against the total street network.

Also, the replicability of the streetspace allocation analysis

methodology coupled with the wealth of topographic data avail-

able opens up research opportunities for cross-sectional and

longitudinal urban morphological research across places and

time, with the purpose of pattern recognition (Moudon, 1997;

Scheer, 2016), and the identification of mechanisms of forma-

tion and evolution of cities (Louf and Barthelemy, 2014). Ad-

ditionally, the research possibilities granted by street morphol-

ogy comparative studies can be further developed into analyt-

ical typologies of street systems and the classification of cities

(Bobkova, Berghauser Pont, and Marcus, 2019; Louf and Bar-

thelemy, 2014). As an example, in the context of a street tactical

intervention in downtown Santiago de Chile, streetspace alloca-

tion analysis was conducted to provide analytical support for

the team of urban designers involved (Palominos and Ballal,

2018).

After all, because streets are one of the fundamental units

for the structuring of the built form of the city, the increased

quantitative description of streetspace can enable new research

opportunities for spatial and morphological analysis, given that

it can be aggregated and combined with other urban form vari-

ables.

As transportation technologies evolve rapidly, it becomes nec-

essary not only to examine the baseline of the structural and

geometrical characteristics of streetspace but also how it can be

adapted to new behavioural patterns that keep adding pressure

to the already congested streetspace. One of the areas critical to

urban design and planning that has had very little attention,

is the discussion of streetspace consumption as a function of

speed of different modes and new mobility technologies. The
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analytical framework of streetspace allocation analysis should

be considered a valuable counterpart to explore a range of mo-

bility alternatives (Tice, 2019) against the already dominating

research area of automated vehicles technologies (President’s

Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2016; Sevt-

suk and Davis, 2019), and this way avoid adopting automobile-

dominant and reductionist approaches of Modernist planning.

Some examples of rethinking the hierarchy of street design

are neighbourhood-scale street reallocation schemes termed super-

blocks (Appleyard, Gerson, and Lintell, 1981; Rueda, 2018). This

in turn are based on the hierarchical organisation of the street

system and the identification of environmental areas defined

by bordering through-traffic or distributors (Buchanan, 1963).

However, in order to address the demands of a growing num-

ber of mobility alternatives, a more far-reaching and progres-

sive research approach could be adopted through the analysis

of larger geographical areas and the exploration of distribu-

tors not as traffic channels but as strategic sustainable trans-

port corridors. In fact, recent strategic planning responses to

Covid-19 in the case of New York (Kimmelman, 2020), and

the metropolitan-wide pre-Covid-19 but contingent plans an-

nouncements in Paris (Reid, 2020), already show the viability

of this approach. To some extent, these share similarities with

the hygienist aim of the modernist Parisian boulevards (Periton,

2017) which is an example of the structural top-down spatial re-

organisation of the city (Barthelemy et al., 2013), although less

likely to be applicable today, is indicative of the breadth and

depth of the reformative visions that are necessary to reverse

the car-dominance embedded on the structure and geometry

of city streets.

With this in mind, rethinking streets appears to be a promis-

ing research field, in the hope that it can provide evidence to

scrutinise over-reductionist Modernist practices, offering alter-

natives for future mobility and urban form adaptation follow-

ing the principles of sustainable city development.



a
A P P E N D I X

Figure a.1: Distinct and competing transport technologies densely lay-
ered to tackle congestion. A vision of the city of the future
in 1925 by Harvey Corbett.
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Figure a.2: Road Centre Line (RCL) representation of streets of the
Greater London area describing the study area: 2 km
buffer of the M25 orbital motorway (in green)
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a.1 cross-section processing model for qgis

Listing a.1: Python script for QGIS

from qgis.core import QgsProcessing

from qgis.core import QgsProcessingAlgorithm

from qgis.core import QgsProcessingMultiStepFeedback

from qgis.core import QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSource

from qgis.core import QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink

from qgis.core import QgsProperty

import processing

class Cross_section_line(QgsProcessingAlgorithm):

def initAlgorithm(self, config=None):

self.addParameter(

QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSource( ’ streets ’, ’

streets ’, types=[QgsProcessing.TypeVectorLine],

defaultValue=None))

self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Cs_line ’, ’ cs_line ’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorLine, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))

self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Point1 ’, ’point1 ’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorPoint, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))

self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Point2 ’, ’point2 ’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorPoint, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))

self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Merged’, ’Merged’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorAnyGeometry, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))
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self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Aux_line ’, ’aux_line ’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorAnyGeometry, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))

self.addParameter(QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink(

’Paths ’, ’Paths ’, type=QgsProcessing.

TypeVectorLine, createByDefault=True,

defaultValue=None))

def processAlgorithm(self, parameters, context,

model_feedback):

# Use a multi-step feedback, so that individual

child algorithm progress reports are adjusted

for the

# overall progress through the model

feedback = QgsProcessingMultiStepFeedback(6,

model_feedback)

results = {}

outputs = {}

# Interpolate point on line p1

alg_params = {

’DISTANCE’: QgsProperty.fromExpression( ’ ($length

/ 2) − 0.5 ’),

’INPUT’: parameters[ ’ streets ’],

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Point1 ’]

}

outputs[ ’ InterpolatePointOnLineP1 ’] = processing.run

( ’native : interpolatepoint ’, alg_params, context=

context, feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=

True)

results[ ’Point1 ’] = outputs[ ’

InterpolatePointOnLineP1 ’][ ’OUTPUT’]

feedback.setCurrentStep(1)

if feedback.isCanceled():

return {}
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# Interpolate point on line p2

alg_params = {

’DISTANCE’: QgsProperty.fromExpression( ’ ($length

/ 2) + 0.5 ’),

’INPUT’: parameters[ ’ streets ’],

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Point2 ’]

}

outputs[ ’ InterpolatePointOnLineP2 ’] = processing.run

( ’native : interpolatepoint ’, alg_params, context=

context, feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=

True)

results[ ’Point2 ’] = outputs[ ’

InterpolatePointOnLineP2 ’][ ’OUTPUT’]

feedback.setCurrentStep(2)

if feedback.isCanceled():

return {}

# Merge vector layers

alg_params = {

’CRS’: None,

’LAYERS’: [outputs[ ’ InterpolatePointOnLineP1 ’][ ’

OUTPUT’],outputs[ ’ InterpolatePointOnLineP2 ’

][ ’OUTPUT’]],

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Merged’]

}

outputs[ ’MergeVectorLayers ’] = processing.run( ’

native : mergevectorlayers ’, alg_params, context=

context, feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=

True)

results[ ’Merged’] = outputs[ ’MergeVectorLayers ’][ ’

OUTPUT’]

feedback.setCurrentStep(3)

if feedback.isCanceled():

return {}
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# Points to path

alg_params = {

’DATE_FORMAT’: ’ ’,

’GROUP_FIELD’: ’ fid ’,

’INPUT’: outputs[ ’MergeVectorLayers ’][ ’OUTPUT’],

’ORDER_FIELD’: ’ fid ’,

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Paths ’]

}

outputs[ ’PointsToPath ’] = processing.run( ’qgis :

pointstopath ’, alg_params, context=context,

feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=True)

results[ ’Paths ’] = outputs[ ’PointsToPath ’][ ’OUTPUT’]

feedback.setCurrentStep(4)

if feedback.isCanceled():

return {}

# Rotate

alg_params = {

’ANCHOR’: None,

’ANGLE’: 90,

’INPUT’: outputs[ ’PointsToPath ’][ ’OUTPUT’],

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Aux_line ’]

}

outputs[ ’Rotate ’] = processing.run( ’native :

rotatefeatures ’, alg_params, context=context,

feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=True)

results[ ’Aux_line ’] = outputs[ ’Rotate ’][ ’OUTPUT’]

feedback.setCurrentStep(5)

if feedback.isCanceled():

return {}

# Extend lines

alg_params = {

’END_DISTANCE’: 24.5,
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’INPUT’: outputs[ ’Rotate ’][ ’OUTPUT’],

’START_DISTANCE’: 24.5,

’OUTPUT’: parameters[ ’Cs_line ’]

}

outputs[ ’ExtendLines ’] = processing.run( ’native :

extendlines ’, alg_params, context=context,

feedback=feedback, is_child_algorithm=True)

results[ ’Cs_line ’] = outputs[ ’ExtendLines ’][ ’OUTPUT’

]

return results

def name(self):

return ’ cross_section_line ’

def displayName(self):

return ’ cross_section_line ’

def group(self):

return ’ ’

def groupId(self):

return ’ ’

def createInstance(self):

return Cross_section_line()
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Figure a.3: Cross-section processing model for QGIS
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Figure a.4: Selected samples passing the accuracy test, showing
Google Maps satellite imagery and OS Mastermap layer
representing the street surfaces
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Figure a.5: 3-tier road classification and street types designation
included in OS data set (OpenMap road layer), 12

classes summarised into 6 (eg. re-classifying "B Road,
Collapsed Dual Carriageway" as "B roads"). See p.39 in
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/documents/product-
support/user-guide/os-open-map-local-product-
guide.pdf , for definitions of the scheme of the data
set used in this study.
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Figure a.6: Diagram of 8 critical pathways connecting stations

Figure a.7: Pathway anatomy complementary to Figure 6.12. Remain-
ing 6 critical paths described with existing streetspace al-
location characteristics
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